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South Africa plans 
apartheid changes 
JOHANNESBURG, South Af- 
rica (AP) - A government panel 
yesterday proposed repeal of the 
hated "pass laws" that keep 
South Africa's blacks out of 
white areas - the second major 
change in the apartheid system 
announced in two days. 
Even whites who oppose the 
government hailed the step. 
"This is the beginning of the 
end of apartheid," said Sheena 
Duncan, president of the Black 
Sash women's movement, which 
opposes the nation's system of 
racial segregation. "I really do 
think it means something. They 
are not playing around with 
words this time/' 
Helen Suzman, an anti-apart- 
heid member of Parliament, 
said, "This is probably the most 
important step forward in 90 
years." 
A primary effect will be that 
families now restricted to their 
tribal homelands could join the 
men working in the cities, pre- 
venting the breakup of families. 
On Wednesday, President 
P.W.Botha told a congress of his 
National Party that the govern- 
ment was giving up its policy 
that blacks eventually have to 
become citizens of black home- 
lands and relinquish citizenship 
in South Africa. 
BLACKS, HOWEVER, still 
will have political rights only in 
the homeland, and still will not 
be able to vote in South Africa. 
Police reported rioting near 
Cape Town, where they said 
they shot and killed three black 
men, and in Soweto, outside 
Johannesburg, where a 50-year- 
old white school teacher and 10 
black students suffered shotgun 
wounds after police fired on 
"unruly" students. 
Residents of Soweto's White 
City Jabavu neighborhood said 
police arrested as many as 600 
students around Hlengiwe High 
School,   holding   an   undeter- 
mined number of them in Diepk- 
loof Prison under state-of- 
emergency regulations. 
The residents said students 
under age 12 were freed. The 
neighborhood has seen the worst 
of Soweto rioting since anti- 
apartheid violence began more 
than a year ago. Hlengiwe has 
been a meeting place for stu- 
dents who boycott classes each 
day, then form mobs that often 
clash with police. 
BETWEEN m,m and 300,000 
blacks a year are arrested for 
violations of the pass laws and 
sent back to the tribal home- 
lands, usually for trying to work 
in cities illegally. 
A committee of the Presi- 
dent's Council, an advisory 
panel to Botha, yesterday an- 
nounced a report that said pass 
laws - technically called "influx 
control" - do not work and cost 
too much to maintain. 
It also said the laws are "dis- 
criminatory" against blacks. 
Health spa closed 
Prostitution alleged in investigation 
The Wood County Sheriff's Department has 
begun investigating the Island Health Spa, 12000 
Mkkueton Pike, because of a complaint on Sept. 3 
thatprostitution was taking place there. 
"we have had several complaints but nothing 
concrete prior to a couple of weeks ago, "said Rod 
Goebel, chief deputy of the Sheriff's Department. 
Police closed the health spa on Wednesday, 
after Common Pleas Court Judge Donald 
DeCessna issued a temporary injunction barring 
the spa's owners from engaging in any illegal 
sexual activities. 
Wood County Prosecutor Betty Montgomery 
bad requested the temporary injunction in a 
complaint filed after an Investigation by the 
Sheriffs Department. 
A search warrant issued by Bowling Green 
Municipal Court Judge James Bachman was also 
executed Wednesday morning. No customers 
were found during the search, but information 
gathered will be presented at a hearing on a 
permanent injunction scheduled for 9 a.m., Sept. 
Defendants in the case are the health spa's 
owners, Sang Lak Choi and Sun Cha Thigpen, both 
of Napolean, Ohio; and its leasee and manager, 
Kwi fin Puller, who is believed to reside at the 
establishment. 
In issuing the temporary injunction, DeCessna 
wrote that the owners "have established and 
maintained a place in or upon which lewdness, 
assignation and prostitution is conducted, per- 
mitted, continued or exists." 
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Raising the roof pwo/Mid»ei J. Mugrwg, 
Bruce Miller, Keith Boslleman and Brian Donnel, employees of Mosser Construction, work on the new 
Ohio Department of Transportation's Wood County garage at Mitchell and Sandridge roads In Bowling 
Green. The *1 million project is expected to be completed within a year. 
State law facilitated raise for classified staff 
by Don Let 
staff reporter 
The 6 percent increase in ben- 
efits for University classified 
staff, approved by the Board of 
Trustees Aug. 23, was made 
possible by a new Ohio law al- 
lowing state universities to mod- 
ify their pay systems without 
approval from the General As- 
sembly. 
House Bill 309, passed by the 
Ohio Senate June 19, permits 
Ohio's 12 state universities to 
develop their own systems of 
compensation which do not have 
to follow guidelines of the state 
civil service system, University 
President Paul Olscamp said. 
"I was responsible for intro- 
ducing the bill," Olscamp said. 
Ohio's Inter-University Council 
of Presidents, which Olscamp 
beaded last year, introduced the 
bill with the sponsorship of state 
representatives Cliff Skeen (D- 
Akron) and Robert Brown (R- 
Perrysburg) and the endorse- 
ment of the IUCP. 
"If 309 hadn't been approved, 
there wouldn't have been a wage 
increase for the classified 
staff," said Karl Vogt, vice pres- 
ident for operations. 
THE OHM) Board of Regents 
budget formula which provided 
for the 6 percent increase "iust 
provided the funding. House Bill 
309 was the permissive legis- 
lation that allowed us" to raise 
the wages. Vogt said. 
Under the state's pay system 
for classified employees, which 
was in force before H.B. 309 
passed, employees were classi- 
fied into a system of pay ranges, 
which were divided further Into 
Casual contact not cause 
AIDS virus misunderstood 
Editor's note: This is the sec- 
ond in M two-part series on 
AIDS. 
by MarotOa Grand* 
staff reporter 
Few people understand the 
details about bow AIDS is 
transmitted. In Queens. N.Y., 
some parents have forbidden 
their children to attend school 
with a chad who has AIDS, 
but Dr. Peter Lau, director of 
Red Cross Blood Services in 
Toledo, said these parents are 
misinformed about how AIDS 
can be contracted. Lau said 
intimate sexual contact and 
blood contact with the virus 
are the only ways Acquired 
Immune Deficiency Syn- 
drome Is transmitted. De- 
spite one report that said the 
virus was found in a teardrop, 
he said it is highly unlikely 
that the virus could be trans- 
mttted if one were to touch 
the teardrop. "I do not think 
that kind of exposure could 
occur, not through casual 
contact" Lau satol"The vi- 
rus must get in to the blood. It 
could be by transfusion, or 
maybe through open wounds 
and, of course, through sex- 
ual contact," he said. 
While there have been no 
reports of the virus found in 
other body fluids such as per- 
spiration or saliva, Lau said 
that even if a body fluid was 
shared through imbibing, 
stomach acid would probably 
kill the microorganism. 
EVEN THOUGH the Mid- 
west has not been hard hit 
with AIDS cases, that does 
not mean caution shouldn't be 
exercised, since the incuba- 
tion period of this fatal virus 
can last as long as seven 
years - the average being two 
or three years - Lau said. 
AIDS can be passed on to 
children thorough birth. Be- 
cause of the long incubation 
period, mothers may not 
know they have AIDS until 
long after their children are 
born, and the Illness may not 
show up in their children until 
well into childhood. The Cen- 
ter for Disease Control (CDC) 
reports that there have been 
228 cases of children with 
AIDS in the United States as 
of Sept. 2. 
Buck Harris, gay-health 
consultant for the Ohio De- 
partment of Public Health, 
said Ohio ranks 19th in the 
country for the number of 
cases In each state. "New 
York Is first," Harris said. 
"In fact SO percent of the 
cases in the nation are re- 
ported from New York." Cali- 
fornia follows second, then 
Florida. New Jersey, Texas, 
Pennsylvania, Illinois, Mas- 
sachusetts, Washington, D.C. 
and Georgia. There are also 
states that report no cases of 
AIDS such as North Dakota. 
Harris said New Jersey ranks 
Ugh due largely to the New 
York City traffic that com- 
mutes back and forth be- 
tween states. 
HARRIS WAS quick to indi- 
cate that AIDS cases around 
coastal states are going to be 
higher where more drug traf- 
ficking occurs, cases that re- 
sult from intravenous drug 
use. Holtxhauer also said that 
states with sparse popula- 
tions like Wyoming and South 
Dakota are going to have 
fewer cases. ^'You have to 
consider that there are less 
people In the state of Wyom- 
ing than the city of Colum- 
bus," he> said. 
There   have   now   been 
nearly 12,«00 cases reported 
in the United States, about 
• See AIDS, page 4. 
a series of steps. The state de- 
creed the rate of pay for each 
step, said Richard Eakin, vice 
president for planning and bud- 
geting. 
With H.B. 309. "... the Uni- 
versity can modify the rate of 
pay" tor each step without seek- 
ing approval from the General 
Assembly, Eakin said. 
The state collective bargain- 
ing bill, in force before the pas- 
sage of 309, state universities 
were able to change their pay 
structure only if the classified 
employees were in collective 
bargaining mode, Eakin said. 
"We argued long and hard 
that it (the collective bargaining 
bill) should be modified. The 
universities and their employees 
should have the right to estab- 
lish their own pay schedules," 
Eakin said. 
Seminar teaches 
effective speech 
by Jim Nieman 
staff reporter 
T T- 
People are more likely to lis- 
ten to men than women, accord- 
ing to Fay Morgan of the Mental 
Health Center of Wood County. 
"Research has shown that 
women have habits that encour- 
age people to not listen to 
them.^she said. 
Morgan, director of commu- 
nity education at the center, is 
teaching a workshop called 
Talking So Others Listen" 
through the Office of Continuing 
Education. The workshop began 
yesterday and will be held from 
10:30 a.m. to noon in Room 1103, 
Offenhauer West each Thurs- 
day for the next three weeks. 
Morgan said the program Is 
being presented because it Is a 
topic that is often asked of em- 
ployees and volunteers of the 
Mental Health Center when 
sneaking to various clubs, orga- 
nisations and church groups. 
MORGAN GAVE some exam- 
ples of why women are teas 
likely to be listened to than men. 
She said a person's body lan- 
guage might deter from his/her 
overall manage.   . 
"Their voice might say 'I want 
this,' but their body says, '111 
take no for an answer,' " Mor- 
gan said. 
Sometimes women will only 
hint that they want something 
instead of stating it directly, 
Morgan said. 
"Instead of saying, 'I want to 
go out to dinner tonight'she will 
say, this is an awfully hot night 
to cook,' and then hope that me 
spouse takes the huny' she said. 
"If it works, fine/' she said, 
"but often it doesn't work." 
Morgan said that often women 
take a subservient position by 
stating something as a question. 
"A man will say, 'this rug 
looks dirty,' and a woman wiD 
say, this rug looks dirty, doesn't 
it?' " she said. "It's as if she 
needs the approval of the other 
persons for their opinion." 
"Women also tend to raise 
their voice at the end of a 
statement," Morgan said. "It 
gives the impression that the 
person is not resolute." 
Other topics to be discussed 
include bow to utilize gestures, 
voice Inflection, eye contact, 
silence and postures during con- 
versations that will reinforce the 
intended message. 
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To forgive divine 
Academic forgiveness, a policy allowing students 
with previously low grade point averages a 
chance to return to the University with a clean 
record, ought to be approved by the Undergraduate 
Council and Faculty Senate. 
The policy is designed to help part-time, non- 
traditional students who have been absent from the 
academic scene for a number of years return to 
earn an undergraduate degree from the University. 
To be eligible for the program, they must have 
been previous students of the University and must 
request academic forgiveness in writing from the 
Office of Registration and Records. 
Joan Bissland, director of Adult Learner Serv- 
ices and Evening Credit Programs who served on 
an ad hoc committee to study the policy, said most 
returning students are older students who are 
ordinarily good students. These students should not 
be penalized for past mistakes and should be 
allowed to continue their education with the same 
advantage that transfer students enjoy. 
Transfer students forfeit credit for courses below 
a "C" and their previous GPA is eliminated. 
Academic forgiveness would enable returning 
students to carry credits earned with an "S" or "C" 
Eade while credit earned with a "D" grade would 
forfeited. 
Offering an incentive to students who had a 
difficult tune academically at the University might 
encourage them to finish their education. 
While the idea is a sound one, precautions must 
be taken that the policy is not abused. Therefore, a 
grace period must elapse before a student is 
eligible for academic forgiveness. 
The council members should decide on the num- 
ber of years that must elapse before a student is 
allowed to re-enter the University. They once 
considered having a student wait 10 years before 
re-applying for classes, then changed that number 
to five. We believe a five-year absence would be 
sufficient; 10 years is too long away from acade- 
mia. 
If students are willing to try again, they should 
not have to wait so long that theylose interest and 
become discouraged. 
I'm a Yipey not a Yuppie 
Senior citizens at 35? 
by Art Buchwald 
I was at a magazine office the 
other day and one of the pub- 
Ushers said to me, "I have to 
reduce my average-age read- 
ership by five years." 
"What is the average age of 
your readers now?" I asked. 
"Thirty-five. As far as my 
advertisers are concerned 35 is 
much too old an age to appeal to. 
It's the under 30s who are spend- 
ing most of the money in this 
country." 
"That's because the people 
who are over 35 have children 
who are spending money, and 
we senior citizens don't have as 
much to spend ourselves." 
"Don't think the advertisers 
aren't aware of that. The money 
r;r in this country belongs to 
kids. They spend more on 
records in one year than their 
parents do on grass seed. They 
go to the movies and the ■food restaurants, and buy 
and leather Jackets, 
at's why the advertisers want 
. J please them so much. People 
Ser 35 are drags on society as 
: as buying power goes. Ad- 
vertisers don't Uke that" 
.-7"It isn't our fault," I said 
defensively. "At one time we 
.Bed to spend money like water 
too. I think advertisers owe us 
apme loyalty. We supported 
$em for a long time." 
"You can't let sentiment get 
Involved when you're selling. 
Vou have to aim your copy at the 
Jjerson who has the money burn- 
So a bole in his or her pocket. 
': "'if you publish a magazine or 
put on a television program that 
Pappeals to people who are ma- 
««»■ «Hild drive this coun- 
ecession. You must 
ads for that vast 
jnent of the popula- 
will buy anything, 
anywnere, any time." 
. "So Just because we're dis- 
criminating, people over 35 are 
bad advertising risks?" I asked. 
"I would say those over 30. 
When you cross the 35 age bar- 
rier the advertiser wants you off 
our subscription list, 10 feet 
from the newsstand, and doesn't 
care if you're sitting in the room 
when he's selling Beer on tele- 
vision. 
"As far as he's concerned, 
you're Just taking up needless 
room on the planet. When you 
get into your 40s and 50s, the 
advertiser insists that our com- 
puter spit you out." 
"Wait a minute," I said. 
"Let's backtrack a bit. It's true 
that those of us over 35 are not 
the big spenders we once were. 
But where do you think the 
money comes from that your 
advertisers are fighting for? If 
we didn't supply the dough to 
our kids, they wouldn't have a 
dime for all that junk that 
makes them such important 
consumers to the advertising 
world. It's our money that is 
making them the hot prospects 
of the business community and 
forcing magazines, movies and 
TV shows to cater to their idiotic 
tastes." 
"That's quite true." my pub- 
lishing friend agreed, "but let's 
be sensible about this. On a cold 
snowy evening, would you pre- 
fer to stay home or go to a Pizza 
Hut?" 
"Stay home." 
"And your son and daugh- 
ters?" 
"Go to a Pizza Hut." 
"So there you are. You might 
read an ad for a Pizza Hut in my 
magazine or see one on tele- 
vision. But it's your kids who 
will go out on a snowy night and 
buy one. So why the hell should 
we talk to you?'' 
"Why are you talking to me?" 
"Because you're a friend and I 
wanted to tell you personally 
that because of your age I can no 
longer carry you on our sub- 
scription list." 
Buchwald is a syndicated col- 
umnist for the Los Angeles 
Times. 
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Horn: 8 am to 5 p.m Monday (trough Friday 
by Craig Hergert 
More than eight months have 
passed since I read Newsweek's 
cover story on the Year of the 
Yuppie, but I still can't get it out 
of my mind. In two months I'll 
be thirty and I haven't come 
close to yupping yet. 
So what have I been up to 
while the rest of my generation 
has been setting the world on 
fire? I've been in college. For 
eight years. In the humanities 
yet. I feel something like a pros- 
pector tramping around in Iowa 
during a California gold rush. 
Oh, I have picked up a few 
Yuppie habits. I've been known, 
for example, to drink an occa- 
sional dark beer or even a Cali- 
fornia Cooler. But these are 
merely the trappings of Yuppie- 
dom. Test me on the essentials 
and I fail miserably. 
For starters, don't ask me if I 
have a BMW. Ask me if I have a 
car. Period. The answer is no. 
Exclamation point. 
And ask me if I have the 
necessary characterisitics of a 
Yuppie. Of Rosabeth Moss Rant- 
er's list of Yuppie virtues listed 
in Newsweek, I'm batting two 
for six, an anemic average. 
Imagination and articulateness 
111, with a bit of caution that is 
oh-so unyuppish, lay claim to. 
But daring? I'm afraid to clean 
out my refrigerator for fear of 
discoveringsome new mutation 
of fungus. The only thing I can 
do with entrepreneurship is spell 
it. My only experience with 
slickness is walking on icy Ohio 
sidewalks. As for glad-handing, 
the hand I present seems to 
shout morose. 
Dress for success? You've got 
to be kidding. Last year I came 
across an interesting comment 
in the journal of one of my 
composition students: "This 
teacher's a loser. He's worn the 
same pants to two classes in a 
row." And I'm probably the only 
visitor to New York City who 
went into Bloomingdale's for the 
sole purpose of using the 
restroom. 
Letters 
The verdict? One year away 
from getting a Ph.D In English, 
I'm light years away from Yup- 
piedom. Even after getting my 
degree, I won't be on the fabled 
fast track to financial success 
but somewhere over on the 
shoulder. What I need even 
more than a car, is a label since 
"Yuppie" is so inappropriate. 
So call me a Yipey. 
YIPEY - That's Young Infe- 
rior Professional. Those mem- 
bers of the baby-boom 
generation who chose academe 
over business are all in the same 
boat and it's not a luxury liner. 
The reason they haven't re- 
ceived a lot of attention is that 
they don't make much of an 
economic rumble. But they're 
professional nonetheless in jobs 
that require years of schooling. 
Instead of becoming Yuppies, 
they've become instructors of 
Yuppies, training young people 
to go out and earn far more than 
they themselves do - and per- 
haps to learn a little something 
on the way. 
The Yipey acronym would be 
more than a label; it would 
contain the frightened battle cry 
for the unsure members of my 
generation. 
The word Yuppie exudes con- 
fidence, a yup, you-bet, can-do 
attitude. Yipey evokes Just the 
opposite. The word sounds 
scared. And, in a way, so are we 
Yipeys. I'm certain that what 
has kept some of my gifted peers 
out of the successful life of, say, 
law school, is an insecurity and 
sensitivity that would be consid- 
ered drawbacks there. When 
those of us who are burdened 
with this extra measure of inse- 
curity look at the world of busi- 
ness, on those rare occasions 
when we dare look at all, we can 
only respond with an unuttered 
"yipe!" 
Forgive me if this response is 
unfashionable; it is as inevitable 
a by-product of my education as 
a lfck-the-world attitude is for 
someone in business manage- 
ment. Of the many novels on my 
contemporary fiction reading 
list for my doctoral exam, few 
are brimming with characters 
who coast through life filled with 
happiness, self-fulfillment and 
peach sorbet. Take, for exam- 
ple, one I finished this summer, 
One Hundred Years of Solitude. 
Not One Hundred Years of Net- 
working, but solitude, as in lone- 
liness. 
I'm not sure my Yuppie cous- 
ins are allowed to own up to that 
feeling anymore. It would clash 
with their confidence as surely 
as a seed cap with a three-piece 
suit. 
Hergert, a teaching fellow in 
English from Slavton, Minn., Is 
a columnist for the News. 
THE Mfesr RESPOHPS VO APAKIHEIP: 
Frat lacks gratitude 
Like most potential fraternity 
guys I attended the designated 
Tuesday and Thursday Rush 
parties. Last spring semester, I 
rushed a few houses on campus 
and became very impressed 
with one of them. I first became 
interested with this house after 
working with one of its mem- 
bers. 
I attended the parties where I 
would get to know the guys, 
learn about the greek system 
and learn what the fraternity is 
about. They seemed to have 
good fraternity-sorority 
relationships on campus, and it 
appeared to have a strong back- 
ground on both the national and 
University level. 
During this period of nervous- 
ness between rushes. I was 
given a bid to join their frater- 
nity; one where individuals 
were brought together with the 
purpose of ^'furthering 
friendships." I eagerly accepted 
the bid to join the brotherhood. 
I went through the associate 
member education program and 
successfully completed it. I did 
the necessary duties as a pledge 
and slightly more, compared to 
some of the actives. Recently, I 
was asked not to activate this 
coming Saturday, September 14, 
and to disassociate myself from 
the bouse. 
The reasons given were that a 
few of the brothers did not feel I 
was confortable in the house. 
They feel that they are unable to 
set to know me. I understand 
that not everyone likes everyone 
else, but the brothers had three 
weeks to meet me and see if I 
was fraternity material during 
rush. They must have agreed 
because I did receive a bid. 
Moreover, I completed the 
pledge program. Yet, nothing 
was said. 
A summer passed and this fall 
I moved into the bouse. I was not 
planning on moving into the 
house. Iplanned to live in Offen- 
hauer with a good friend. The 
fraternity needed three more 
people to fill the house and asked 
if I would consider moving in. 
After much deliberation, I 
agreed to change my plans. 
There was a chance that this 
chapter would lose the house if it 
could not be filled this vear. 
A large sacrifice was made on 
my part. I would like to thank 
those brothers for their warmth 
and friendship, especially my 
"big" who told me face to face 
that he saw a personality con- 
flict and was guilty of not trying 
to get to know me. Today I see 
their gratitude toward my deci- 
sion. 
Jerry Riedthaler 
104 Pi Kappa Phi 
Apartheid doomed 
To Bill Melden and all those 
individuals who must think of 
every reason in the world (in 
this case Communism) for black 
South Africans not to participate 
in their own government: now 
can you keep overlooking the 
basic fact that the current gov- 
ernment is not legitimate? Al- 
though it has taken almost 400 
years.the rest of the world is 
finally realizing, much to the 
current government's embar- 
rassment, that apartheid is a 
doomed system and is well on its 
way to extinction. Scare tactics 
and an incredibly brutal police 
force can only beat down the 
black majority for so long. 
It is true that economic sanc- 
tions, even Reagan's cosmetic 
ones, will weaken the South Afri- 
can economy. And millions of 
black workers will likely suffer 
in the wake of divestiture. But if 
the racist regime in power is 
toppled, and all citizens are fi- 
nally given equal rights, then 
perhaps economic sanctions are 
the way to go. That still remains 
to be seen, however. 
As to whether blacks would be 
able to run their own country, 
who is to say? Melden shouldn't 
forget that a man's drive for 
freedom eventually led 13 colo- 
nies to become part of the most 
powerful and influential nation 
on earth. Maybe Melden's 
scenario of a communist satel- 
lite in South Africa will come 
BLOOM COUNTY 
true. But I think a wise Ameri- 
can government would have 
sense to work closely with the 
"new" government, both eco- 
nomically and militarily. But 
wait, that would mean yet an- 
other U.S. controlled country. 
Mr. Melden, haven't you ever 
thought that just maybe a gov- 
ernment could take care of its 
own business without either U.S. 
or Soviet influence? 
Would a new government in 
South Africa be heavily in- 
fluenced by communists? Jailed 
African National Congress 
leader Nelson Mandella said 
more than 20 years ago in a 
speech before an African court: 
''Basically we fight against two 
features which are the hall- 
marks of African life in South 
Africa and which are en- 
trenched by legislation which we 
seek to have repealed. These 
features are poverty and lack of 
human dignity , and we do not 
need communists or so-called 
'agitators' to teach us about 
these things ... I have 
cherished the idea of a demo- 
cratic and free society in which 
all persons live together in har- 
mony and with equal opportuni- 
free South Africa! 
Jeff Keene 
OCMB3NZ 
Play it safe, women 
I'm writing this in response to 
the article on the front page of 
Tuesday's News (Possible link 
in crimes). 
I'm a woman on campus who 
was almost lulled into a feeling 
of safety when it comes to walk- 
ing places at dusk. I want to 
thank the News tor its report of 
the rape Saturday morning. It 
will definitely keep me from 
going out alone at night, and it 
will definitely keep me locking 
my door. 
But I hope it will do more than 
that. We nave a man running 
around loose out there who is not 
only breaking into houses, he is 
raping women. 
Please, BG women, don't be 
stupid! I'm not trying to scare 
you into hysteria, only common 
sense. Lock your doors and win- 
dows, don't walk alone at night. 
Don't make it any easier f or this 
"guy." If you see or hear any- 
thing strange, call the police! 
They won't think you're foolish, 
only helpful. If your windows 
are broken or don't have locks, 
call your landlord and demand 
that they be fixed immediately. 
Let's be safe, so none of us will 
have to read about anything in 
the paper except how this man 
was caught and punished! 
UzMatchett 
115 MacDonald North 
Correction 
Because of a typographical 
error, a quote from the Bible 
in yesterday's News was er- 
roneous. 
The quote, which was in a 
column by Bill Melden on the 
editorial page, should have 
read, "God sent not his Son 
into the world to condemn the 
world." 
Student orientation meetings 
for the Placement Service 
will not be held today, as was 
erroneously reported in yes- 
terday's News. 
The News regrets these er- 
rors. 
by Berke Breathed 
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Dawna Dunn Kim Richards 
Nancy Glanville      Heidi Smith 
Janna Perrotta       Susie Wilimitis 
Kim Winger 
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Grad student maps alleys 
by PhiUlp B. Wilson 
staff reporter 
His specialty is urban and regional plan- 
ning but this university graduate assistant is 
taking a major step in the possible redesign- 
ing of Bowling Green's zoning map. 
For the next two semesters, Rajan Nava- 
ratnam will be studying alleys. That's right, 
alleys. He's going to gather old tax maps, 
classify the alleys as to their structure and 
type, determine the essential needs of those 
roads, and investigate the history of each 
one through extensive research and inter- 
views with city residents. 
Navaratnam, a graduate assistant in the 
University's Geography Department, came 
to Bowling Green in 1984 and is from Sri 
Lanka. He is an assistant lecturer there at 
the University of Peradeniya. He received 
his bachelor's degree in geography at that 
university and is on leave for his post-grad- 
uate study. 
HE SAID the current tax map accounts of 
the city's alleys are accurate, but over the 
years no new diagrams have been drawn for 
a new map. Navaratnam said that in the 
past, when the map was changed, updating 
was done with sketched penciTmarks. 
His efforts, combined with that from city 
officials, may spark enough interest for a 
new city map, he said. 
Municipal administrator Wes Hoffman is 
interested in Navaratnam's findings. 
"I think it will be very useful to us for both 
operating and planning purposes," he said. 
"We could go out and count this ourselves 
but it would take a lot of manpower." 
Navaratnam said that only about 40 per- 
cent of the original alleys remain today 
because many have been vacated or reused. 
He sighted the passageway behind Kauf- 
man's restaurant as an example of what can 
happen over a period of time. That former 
alley has been turned into a parking lot for; 
local downtown businesses. 
ON THE SURFACE, Navaratnam knows 
his study might seem insignificant but he 
said alleys play an important role in any 
town or city. 
"In any study of city structure, we find 
that alleys are taken for granted, he said, 
"They play a major role in city life in that 
their passageways divide blocks and give 
access to rear enterances." 
"This town is of ideal size and I hope the 
study can be of some help to city planners," 
he said. 
Bands, food highlight Fall Fest 
The University Activities Or- 
ation, Food Operations and 
i Chi and Theta Chi frater- 
nities are sponsoring the third 
annual Fall Fest '85 Saturday. 
The party, which will feature 
three bands, runs from noon to 6 
p.m. at College Park, behind 
Offenhauer Towers. Admission 
is free. Jacqueline Pearson, vice 
president of UAO, said the orga- 
nization is preparing for an esti- 
mated crowd of 2,000. 
Fall Fest '85 is being held in 
conjunction with Sigma Chi 
Derby Days, which has events 
scheduled Saturday afternoon 
adjacent to the festival, and the 
Theta Chi Ox Roast. 
Westside Steve and the Jets 
will take the stage at noon, fol- 
lowed by Rhythm in Motion at 2 
p.m. and topping off the af- 
ternoon's entertainment will be 
American Noise at 4 p.m. Dur- 
ing stage breaks WFAL will be 
spinning records. 
The day's festivities include 
games, food, beer and pop. For 
the first time this year students 
will be able to purchase hot dogs 
and chips with University food 
coupons. Games include a 100 
seat game of musical chairs, 
sponsored by the United Way 
and a volleyball game open to 
anyone, said Pearson. The nets 
will be set up all afternoon. 
In the event of rain the bands 
and food will be moved to the 
Lenhart Grand Ballroom in the 
University Union, Pearson said. 
TKB 
KOHL ESCORT SERVICE 
No One Leaves Kohl Alone 
For More Info Call 
372-5042 (-=-) 
SPECIAL Rny Large 16" One Kern Pizza For 
$J5Q plus a FREE 2 Liter btl. of PEPSI with this coupon. P $10.50 
value, flsk for when 
ordering. 
| 
££> 
Ex. items |1 *a 
Chicago Styi» Extra 
left' 
Loo—-v v. 
352-5166 
JOIN max V 
S wing G***v OHO 
Open 4 P.m. 
FREE DELIVERY 
On* Coupon P»r Pizza 
I 
I 
I 
Voted Best Pizza in B.C. 
i expires 12-31-85 BMI 
Seniors! 
Time 
is running out 
for senior 
portraits 
Appointments are filling fasti 
Don't be left out. call 372-8086 today 
Photo sittings now through next Friday. 
9 a.m. to 5 p.m. 
Call The KEY at 372-8086 or stop by our office  at 28 West Hall. 
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Days of penitence near 
Rosh Hashanah time for forgiveness, reflection 
by Caroline Linger 
staff reporter 
ALBUM OF THE WEEK: 
MEW RELEASE 
LOVIN' EVERY 
MINUTE OF IT" 
O^J  49 
L.P.   or   CASSEIK LOVERBOY R,
LIMIT 1 EACH -- EXPIRES 9-19-85 
STATE CDUrun 
k«n5A-902pACK 4.49 
Rosh Hashanah, the Jewish 
New Year which occurs Mon- 
day, will provide Jews with a 
time to reflect on the past year 
and look forward to the months 
ahead. 
Rosh Hashanah is the first of 
10 High Holy days. During these 
days, which can be considered 
days of penitence, a Jew can 
review the past year and ask 
God to forgive his sins and set 
ready to live a good life the 
following year, said Emil Dan- 
sker, associate professor of jour- 
nalism. 
Dansker attended Hebrew 
Union College, a school for train- 
ing Reform rabbis. 
Rosh Hashanah is "a cele- 
bration of life" in which Jews 
can thank God for bringing them 
this far, Dansker said. One of 
the traditional readings from 
the Torrah deals with Abra- 
ham's willingness to sacrifice 
his son, Isaac, to prove his trust 
in God. When God saw the depth 
of Abraham's trust, he forbade 
him to sacrifice his son. 
The Shofar, a ram's horn, is 
blown early in the service as a 
call to worship and a sign of 
faith of the Jewish people, Dan- 
sker said. 
The High Holy Days will end 
Wednesday. Sept. 25, on Yom 
Kippur, a day of atonement, he 
said. Traditionally. Jews fast 
and pray from sundown the day 
before until sundown the day of 
Yom Kippur. 
AT THE END of the Yom 
Kippur service, the Shofar is 
blown to tell God His message is 
received. Dansker said. 
Since there are no synagogues 
in Bowling Green, the Jewish 
Students Group is offering a 
Rosh Hashanah service in Prout 
Chapel Monday from 3 to S p.m. 
The Jewish year is based on 
the lunar calendar which 
changes every year, Dansker 
said. Jews do not believe that 
the Messiah has come, so in- 
stead of counting years from the 
death of Jesus Christ, Jews 
count from what they believe 
was the time of creation, be 
said. That would make this the 
year 5746, he explained. 
The Jewish Student Group 
also holds a weekly Shabbat 
service every Friday at 6:30 
p.m. in the Faculty Lounge of 
the University Union. The group 
also sponsors programs and 
services on Jewish holidays. 
ISUPER AVILYN RECORDING CASSETTES 
LIMIT T - EXPIRES 9-19-83 
STATE COUPONl 
VITAMIN       500  MG 
100s 
l.P. or CASUTTI 
SUMMIT 
LIMIT 1  -- EXPIRES 9-19-85 
STATE COUPON 
BATH TISSUE      99*    L 
Urge One Item Pizza 
*5.25 
352-3551   expires: 9-20-85 we deliver 
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USG elections set 
by Zora Johnson 
staff reporter 
4-ROLLS   LIMIT 1 4-PACK - EXPIRES 9-19-8S 
CONAIR 
1ST ATE COUPON 
BLOW DRYER  1 fi 95 
1250 WATTS I    \# ■ 
LIMIT 1  - EXPIRES 9-19-85 
STATE COUPON 
ISUDAFED    3OMGH 99 
I DECONGESTANT COLD TABS      24's     I  ■ 
LIMIT 1 -EXPIRES 9-19-65 
TATE COUPONl 
IVORY ,    rtft 
SOAP     4BARS   99 
LIMIT 1 4-PACK -- EXPIRES 9-19-85 
STATE COUPON 
ERA      LIQUID LAUNDRY 
DETERGENT 32 oz. 
TRANSPORTATION AVAILABLE 
BIBLE STUDY 
MORNING WORSHIP 
EVENING SERVICE 
PHONE FOR INFORMATION OR TRANSPORTATION 
PHIL 352-1286 or 352-0417 
RICK 352-9263 
First Baptist Church 
749 Wintergarden Road, Bowling Green, Ohio 
UNDERGRADUATE ALUMNI 
ASSOCIATION ANNOUNCES AN 
ORGANIZATIONAL-INFORMATIONAL 
MEETING 
Monday, Sept. 16     6:30 p.m. 
Mileti Alumni Center 
Come join us for food, fun and more! 
University students have the 
opportunity to become involved 
with the Undergraduate Student 
Government either as an elected 
representative or as a member 
of a committee. 
Elections for five on- and off- 
campus district representative 
seats will be held Wednesday, 
Sept. 25. Candidates must return 
a petition with 25 signatures to 
405 Student Services by Wednes- 
day, Sept. 18. 
Those elected will become vot- 
ing members of USG. The term 
wul last for one year. 
"Basically district represen- 
tatives will represent their con- 
stituents on issues which may 
concern them," said Mike Mc- 
Greevey, USG president. 
Undergraduate representa- 
tives to University committees 
are not elected but will be cho- 
sen on the basis of applications, 
AIDS 
Continued from page 1 
half of which have ended in 
death. Holtzhauer said many of 
the AIDS victims eventually die 
from a host of infections and 
diseases that they can't fight off 
because their immune system 
has deteriorated excessively, 
which are due on Tuesday, Sept. 
17. 
There are more than 20 open- 
ings for students who will serve 
as representatives on commit- 
tees such as the cultural events 
committee, publications board 
and honors and awards commit- 
tee. 
FOR STUDENTS who are in- 
terested in becoming involved 
them 
with USG, but don't want an 
elected office, serving on a com- 
mittee is a good idea, said Mar- 
ian Marcniano, University 
committees coordinator. 
"The only requirement nec- 
essary to apply for a committee 
is a 2.0 grade point average," 
she said. T'We especially encour- 
age younger students to apply 
because its a good way fc 
to see what USG is like." 
Petitions for both committee 
and representative positions are 
available in 405 Student Serv- 
ices. 
but the one that most commonly 
kills them is pneumonia. 
Some homosexuals are deal- 
ing with this fatal epidemic in a 
"safe" manner -through what 
they call safe sex, according to 
Harris. This involves no ex- 
change of body fluids through 
the use of condoms and the "dry 
kiss." Also, the method involves 
checking one's partner for cuts 
and sores prior to having sex. 
Harris said the body fluid se- 
men should be treated with the 
same respect as venom "In that 
it can be a poisonous substance 
to a person's bloodstream," K- 
said. 
he
partner, 
thesemei 
IF PARTNERS practice anal 
sex, the recipient of anal inter- 
course should make sure a con- 
dom is worn by his or her 
Otherwise, the risk of 
se n getting into the blood- 
stream is maximized because 
"it is almost impossible to not 
get small lacerations during 
anal intercourse," Harris said. 
Many homosexuals engage in 
oral sex, which Harris considers 
low-risk, unless open cuts on the 
body surfaces are involved. 
Ohio residents can feel more 
secure aboutplaces toget infor- 
mation on AIDS. The CDC called 
Ohio's Department of Health the 
ideal model for providing AIDS 
education to the public. The CDC 
suggested all states examine 
Ohio's methods of AIDS educa- 
tion. For more information, call 
the AIDS hotline at 1-800-282- 
0546. 
WINE SHOP 
Stop by for our Fresh Baked 
Breads, Rolls, and Muffins 
7 days a week! 
1 Free Bagel and Coffee 
Wine Shop Only Expires 9/18 
107 State St. across from Harshman Quad 
www "mm^'mm^mmm' 
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Undersecretary to fly on shuttle 
CAPE CANAVERAL, Fla. (AP) - Air Force Undersecretary 
Edward "Pete" Aldridge has been selected to fly on the first space 
shuttle mission launched from Vandenberg Air Force Base, Calif., 
the Air Force announced Wednesday. 
Aldridge and Air Force MaJ. John Brett Watterson were named as 
pay load specialists to round out the crew of seven for the Defense 
Department mission set for lift off March 20. 
The National Aeronautics and Space Administration earlier 
named five members of the agency's astronaut crew to the flight. 
Aldridge, 47, who has been Air Force undersecretary since 1981, 
said in a statement: "I'm thrilled at the opportunity and thrilled at 
the prospects that I will be able to apply what I have learned to 
expanding U.S. efforts In space." 
Autistic man found, listed as stable 
LAKE PLACID, N.Y. (AP) - An autistic H-yearold man who had 
been missing for five days in the Adirondacks was found yesterday 
suffering from mild hypothermia but otherwise in good condition, 
authorities said. 
Forest rangers located Ronald Adams of Whitehouse, Ohio, in the 
High Peaks region of the central Adirondacks, said Department of 
Environmental Conservation spokesman Art Woldt. 
He was lying down in only his underwear, Ranger John Dalton 
said, and was carried down a trail on a litter and then taken by 
helicopter to Placid Memorial Hospital where he was in stable 
condition. 
Hospital spokeswoman Cheryl Breen said Adams was also suffer- 
ing from trenchfoot and would remain in the hospital for at least 24 
hours. 
"He is in very good condition considering he was exposed to some 
pretty cold conditions the past few nights/' Breen said. 
"He was fairly responsive to people in the emergency room and he 
did ask for water to drink and a Creamsicle to eat." she said. 
Temperatures in the mountains have dropped below freezing 
overnight this week, and Dalton said the fact that Adams was prone, 
a sign he was succumbing to the effects of hypothermia, or lowered 
body temperature, made finding him all the more timely. 
"He wasn't in that bad shapelhough; he was alert," said Dalton. 
More than 125 people, 11 tracking dogs and two helicopters helped 
in the search for Adams, who wandered away Saturday afternoon 
from a group of hikers from Bittersweet Farms, a suburban Toledo 
facility for the mentally handicapped. 
Authorities looking for Adams had identified him as 19, but a nurse 
at the Ohio facility said yesterday be turned 21 Tuesday. 
'Nuclear winter' theory upheld 
WASHINGTON (AP) - Billions of people who somehow survived 
the first blasts of a nuclear war would face drawn-out deaths by 
starvation, an international scientific group said yesterday in a 
study supporting the theory of a crop-nnning global "nuclear 
winter." 
Though an image of total devastation after a nuclear attack may 
well be accurate for areas around actual targets, one of the report's 
authors said famine conditions in unscathed areas would be far 
more typical as hundreds of millions of tons of black smoke robbed 
crops of needed warmth and light from the sun. 
"We are left with images of Ethiopia and the Sudan as being more 
representative of what trie world would look like after a nuclear war 
for most of the people than the sorts of images we have of Hiroshima 
and Nagasaki,'' Dr. Mark Harwell of Cornell University said at a 
news conference on the report. 
Controllers needed, Ohioan says 
WASHINGTON (AP) - Deficiencies in the nation's air traffic 
control system must be corrected, an Ohio congressman said 
yesterday, adding that controllers at Ohio airports alone are being 
forced to handle 180,000 more flights than they did three years ago. 
"Air traffic at Ohio's airports Is increasing while the number of 
experienced controllers has not yet rebounded to pre-strike levels," 
said Rep. Bob McEwen, R-Ohio. 
The Federal Aviation Administration has been trying to rebuild 
the nation's air control system since the 1981 strike, which resulted 
in the firing of 11,400 controllers. 
On Tuesday, the House Public Works and Transportation subcom- 
mittee on investigations released a report concluding that there 
appears to a "diminishing margin of safety" in the system due to 
stress, fatigue, staffing shortages, increasing traffic, lack of super- 
vision and an unseasoned work force. 
AAeadowview Courts 
Apartments 
Call now at 352-1195 
• One Bedroom Furnished 
$225 plus gas and electric 
• Two Bedroom Unfurnished 
$265 plus gas and electric 
Landlord pays water and sewage 
All residents have the privilege of 
using The Cherrywood Health Spa 
located at 8* and High St. 
Hours: Mon-Fri. 9-4:30    214 Napoleon Rd. 
Soviet agents identified   ^^^^ 
LONDON (AP) - The govern- 
ment announced yesterday that 
the Soviet spymaster for Britain 
has defected and has identified 
25 espionage agents who are 
being expelled from the country. 
The Foreign Office said Oleg 
Gordievski, 46, had recently 
been appointed head of the So- 
viet KGB office in London but 
defected because he "wished to 
become a citizen of a demo- 
cratic country and live in a free 
society." He was granted asy- 
lum in Britain. 
Sir Geoffrey Howe, the foreign 
secretary, called the defection a 
"substantial coup" for the Brit- 
ish security services. 
Erik Ninn-Hansen, Den- 
mark's justice minister, indi- 
cated that Gordievski had been 
a double agent for the West since 
the 1970s, when he served with 
the Soviet Embassy in Copenha- 
gen. 
Ninn-Hansen, speaking on 
Danish television, said 
Gordievski "supplied police in- 
telligence with much informa- 
tion, also on conversations he 
conducted, and he was an ex- 
tremely important source of in- 
formation of significance to our 
security." 
THE DANISH minister said 
British and Danish counterintel- 
ligence services had been in 
contact with each other about 
Gordievski for some time, 
though he would not go into 
details. 
Britain's Foreign Office would 
not comment on Ninn-Hansen's 
statement. 
The 25 Soviets were the larg- 
est number of alleged spies to be 
sent back to Moscow since 1971, 
when Britain expelled 105 Soviet 
diplomats and trade officials. 
The Foreign Office said the 
Soviets were ordered to leave 
Britain by Oct. 3. 
Gordievski officially held the 
senior rank of counselor in the 
Soviet Embassy. 
Howe, asked what damage 
Britain had suffered from the 25 
alleged   spies,   replied,   "It's 
clearly serious. They were eng- 
aging in intelligence activities of 
a Kind and on a scale that was 
unacceptable, and this action 
(the mass expulsion) is there- 
fore necessary for the defense of 
national security." 
Alexey NUdforov, a spokes- 
man for the Soviet Embassy, 
said the British action was 
"without foundation what- 
soever." 
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filling positions 
for undergraduate 
representatives for 
university committees. 
APPLICATIONS ARE NOW 
AVAILABLE 
IN 405 STUDENT SERVICES 
DEADLINE SEPT.13,1985 
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JEANIE  24 Hour Teller 
located in the 
Union Building 
PICK A CARD...ANY CARD 
And Get Cash from Our 
JEANIE A.T.M. 
If you have any of these bank cards, 
you can use it at your JEANIE"A.T.M. 
on campus. And just like with your 
own bank machine, you can get cash, 
make deposits, withdrawals In seconds. 
All are members of the Money Station System. 
State Home Savings 
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Stolz seeks 100th victory at Kentucky 
by Karl Smith 
sports editor 
Every game Is important 
when a team Is on the hunt for a 
championship. 
As Bowling Green head coach 
Denny Stolz once said, "any 
game you lose, you can't make 
up." 
Even so, tomorrow's con- 
frontation with Kentucky could 
be a milestone for BG's ninth- 
year mentor. A win in Lexington 
would give Stolz his 100th career 
college victory. 
And getting it against a school 
as prestigious as UK would 
make reaching the century 
mark that much sweeter. 
"If I had my druthers, that's 
the one I'd pick," Stolz said. 
"You'd remember that one a 
touch longer." 
Beating the powerful Wildcats 
will take quite a bit more effort 
than last weekend's 31-6 pasting 
of Bail State. 
BSU held BG's Brian McClure 
to a sub-par 217 yards, not quite 
the totals the all-American- 
/Heisman hopeful is used to 
piling up. The defense came to 
the rescue and scored 21 points 
while helping to set up one of 
Paul Silvf s tow field goals. 
A NEW offensive line caused 
part of the offensive problem, 
but Stolz said that part of the 
Falcon machine will be running 
smoothly tomorrow afternoon. 
"The line had some break- 
down in protection but all the 
problems are very correctable," 
AERIAL PURSUIT 
"We fit against them well, whether we 
execute or not, well, that's why we're 
playing the game." 
Denny Stolz, BG head coach 
Stolz said. "We will improve, 
that's what the first game is all 
about" 
As with BSU, McClure and his 
receiving corps will face defense 
geared to stop the aerial circus 
they have conducted for the last 
three years. 
UK sports a run-oriented 
"wide tackle six" defense, a 
system almost unique to the 
Wildcats. Stolz doesn't expect 
UK to change their defensive 
ptay, but he knows they 
i>mi»nni        i\f      hi*       tniim'i of his team's 
Brian McClure resumes his 
chase of Doug Flutie's 
NCAA passing yardage re- 
cord against Kentucky to- 
morrow. McClure currently 
ranks tenth on the all-time 
list, just four yards behind 
John Holman of Northeast 
Louisiana (1979-82). 
passing game. 
"They're just going to adjust 
it to us; they wont have a multi- 
tude of defenses like Ball State," 
Stolz said. "But they will deviate 
a lot and throw in a few wrinkles 
for our passing game." 
While the offense hopes to get 
on track, the defense will try to 
keep rolling along after surren- 
dering only two field goals at 
BSU. UK's scheme will/be pre- 
dictable, as they come from the 
run-oriented Southeastern Con- 
ference. 
"They're not going to make any 
bones about iL" Stolz said. 
"They're going to turn around, 
give the ball to the tailback and 
try to slap us around." 
THE WILDCAT running game 
will center on Mark Logan, the 
top returning rusher with 400 
yards and a 4.7 yards per carry 
average. Quarterback Bill 
Randsell is a respectable 
passer, connecting on 55.6 per- 
cent of his passes last year. 
Despite Randsell's glowing 
statistics, Stolz knows that run- 
ning is the heart of UK's game. 
"They throw a lot as far as 
number-wise, but they're simi- 
lar types, same schemes - a 
relatively conservative passing 
game," he said. 
But there's a lot more to the 
game than X's and O's for Stolz. 
Beating a top team like UK 
could be a psychological lift to a 
squad struggling to prove that it 
can compete with the nation's 
top teams. 
''It's the type of game we'd 
natty like to win," Stolz said. 
"We fit against them well; 
whether we execute or not, well, 
that's why we're playing the 
game. 
"They're going to take us 
lightly, and that's the advan- 
tage/' 
Other MACtton: Northern Illi- 
nois at Wisconsin; Pacific at 
Central Michigan; Western 
Michigan at Army; Ohio Univer- 
sity at Marshall; Kent State at 
Akron. 
BOWLING GREEN VS. KENTUCKY 
WHEN: Sat. Sept. 14, 1:30 p.m. 
WHERE: Commonwealth Stadium (Grass), Lexington, 
Ken. 
BOWLING GREEN: 
Nickname: Falcons 
1984 record: 8-3. 7-2 In the MAC (second) 
1985 record: 1-0, 1-0 In the MAC 
Head coach: Denny Stolz, eighth year (46-44-1) 
Returning starters: 16 (off.-7; def.-9) 
Players to watch: Brian McClure (QB), on a pace that will 
make him the NCAA's all-time leading passer, he cur- 
rently leads the MAC In passing; Bernard White (RB), led 
the '84 Falcons In rushing (1,078 yards), receiving (56 
catches) and scoring (90 points); Erik Johnson (LB), leads 
team In tackles (15) and recovered two fumbles, one 
for a TD, against Ball State; Melvin Marshall (DB) 
Intercepted two passes for TD's last week at Ball State, 
making him the MAC's leading scorer. 
KENTUCKY: 
Nickname: Wildcats 
1984 record: 9-3, 3-3 in the SEC (tied for sixth) 
1985 record: first game 
Head coach: Jerry Clalrborne, fourth year (15-18-2) 
Returning starters: 13 (off.-6; def.-7) 
Players to watch: Mark Logan (TB), top returning rusher 
(400 yards, 4.7 yards per carry) led SEC in kick returns 
(26.2) and set three Hall of Fame Bowl records (96 kick 
return yards, 32.0 avg., 51 yard return), Bill Randsell 
(QB), completed 55.6 percent of his passes last year, 
Jon Dumbauld (DT), defensive captain led team In 
tipped passes (five) was seventh in tackles last year. 
Brian Williams (DE) second leading tackier In '84, 214 
tackles in last two years. 
Series record: UK 2-0 
Last meeting: UK won 21-20 at Lexington, 1980. 
.  .   10,579 
Latest effort: 217 
against Ball State 
yard* 
Flutie 
Sports Cap 
FOOTBALL; After 
downing 
Ball State 314 last week, the 
BG gridders travel to Lexing- 
ton to tangle with a tough 
Kentucky squad at 1:30 to- 
morrow afternoon. 
SOCCER: Off the heels of a 
win and a tie in the BGSU/To- 
ledo Trust Soccer Cup the 
Falcons travel to Las Vegas 
for the UNLV Red Rebel Clas- 
sic where they will face 
UNLV (today) and San Diego 
State (tomorrow). The Fal- 
cons ranked seventh in toe 
region in the most recent 
ISAApoll. 
VOLLEYBALL: Having 
opened their season Tuesday 
with a grueling loss while 
hosting Michigan, the BG 
spikers travel to MAC power- 
houses Northern Illinois (to- 
night in DeKalb, 111.) and 
Western Michigan (tomorrow 
in Kalamaioo, Mich.). WMU 
ranked 11th in the Tachika- 
ra's preseason coaches poll 
and have a 6-0-1 series lead 
over BG and have won 35 
straight MAC matches. NIU 
topped the Falcons twice last 
year. 
CROSSCOUNTRY: Both 
squads travel to Athens, Oh. 
tomorrow, with the women 
facing Ohio University while 
the men tangle with OU, Mar- 
shall and Eastern Michigan. 
GOLF: The women link- 
sters shoot 36 boles today and 
18 tomorrow at the Ferris 
State Invitational in Big Rap- 
ids, Mich. BG placed five of 14 
last week at the Illinois Invi- 
tational. 
U"Owifl'*d»«lt  SluflfrM Go>»'nmtrn_ ELECTIONS 
Applications are available 
for on and off campus 
district representatives 
Due: September 18,1985 
Available: 405 Student Services 
CHECK OUT 
OUR MANY 
NEW 
RELEASES 
**r 
Barney s 
Video 
We Carry 
Both. Beta 
and VHS 
Tapes 
Collect 9 stars and got FREE movie!     a) •) #•) * 
Can't find a parking place at your favorite 
video store? Barney's has plenty of free, 
convenient parking! 
RENTAL RATES 
Some Day 
(must be In ' 
-      Wee ■4 nor 
am 
S p.m.) 
Overnight '1.99 
kend '3.49 
For Om Yaar fttamhanhlp 
* "SPECIALS***     ■ 
Sun.-Ovwnlgrrt.... 
TuM.-Ovamlght 1 far 1 
Thun.ro Mon 3.49 
Sot.toMon 2.98 
■ 
*e> 
rnjz™LmZWt,W",'jAiiiii 
Howard's club H 
• VOTED BEST BAR IN B.G. * 
0RGANICS 
Friday & Saturday 
Sept. 13 &14 
B.G. DRIVE-THRU 
» 
« 
Why Walk Through 
when you can Drive Through? 
I      • Little Kings Kegs 
•Wine Coolers 
•Wide Variety of Imported Beer 
•Cains V% pounders, all flavors 99* 
•Coke 8 pk. $1.79 <+ T» +1***) 
•Large Selection of Domestic Beer 
"Bowling Greens only Drive Through" 
780 S. College   352-9851 
AMERICA'S OUTSTANDING FOLK ENSEMBLE 
In a FESTIVAL of Folk Music, Song and Dance 
of EASTERN AND SOUTH EASTERN EUROPE! 
An Artist Series Presentation 
Sunday, September 22,1985       8:00 PM 
Kobacker Hall 
Bowling Green State University 
BGSU Students FREE  Tickets $3,5,7   Senior Citizens '/> price 
Tickets on Sale In Musical Arts Box Office 
rtJifiC^ 
Food shopping: beating the bite 
Generic food 
verses brands 
by Suzan Cilne 
Friday reporter 
It's Friday, and the refrigera- 
tor is bare. Knowing that one 
cannot Uve on three-month-old 
cottage cheese alone, you real- 
ize that it's time to make the 
weekly trek to the supermarket. 
With most of your weekend's 
monetary allotment already 
budgeted for Uptown, you make 
a detour down the aisle with the 
black and white boxes, search- 
ing desperately for that rare 
combination of good and cheap. 
But how do you know that 
you're reallygetting your mon- 
ey's worth? When you make the 
move to generic foods, what are 
you sacrificing? 
Michelob Light, which is regu- 
lar Michelob plus water, com- 
mands a premium price. 
Hamburger Helper sells for 
$1.25 a box, even though around 
the corner the hamburger is 
only .89 cents a pound. In short, 
brightly-packaged products, 
identical to their more mun- 
dane-looking shelf neighbors, 
may command as much as 50 
percent more money. But 
looking past the fancy labels of 
brand-name foodscan help avoid 
these traps. 
"Basically, generic brands 
just mean someone got a con- 
tract to package surplus food," 
said Joe Williford, associate pro- 
fessor of Food Science and Nu- 
trition at the University. 
• See Generic food, page 9. Sheila Labie. junior Nursing major, tries to decide between a generic brand and a name brand spaghetti sauce. Although generic brand food 
Friday/Jim Kit* 
items offer the attraction of lower prices they may not offer the 
same quality. 
Shopping the 
natural way 
by Suzan Cline 
Friday reporter 
Artificial additives and pre- 
servatives, coupled with high 
price tags, lead many people to 
took for alternatives to super- 
market shopping. 
One increasingly popular an- 
swer to going Krogering is bulk 
food shopping. Bulk food stores 
offer an alternative to the proc- 
essed products found in super- 
markets and are also less 
expensive. 
Two Toledo bulk food outlets, 
Bulk Food Warehouse, 2308 Rey- 
nolds Road; and Edward's, 1935 
Laskey Road, a supermarket 
with a bulk food section, provide 
foodstuffs such as raisins, rolled 
oats, rice and flour in bulk quan- 
tities. Both stores allow their 
customers to purchase food in 
any quantity. 
For another alternative, spe- 
cialty stores often provide quiet, 
uncrowded shopping for the ad- 
venturous consumer. 
Two such stores are located 
right here in Bowling Green.The 
Pizza Store, 1058 N. Main, buys- 
cheese in bulk and packages it 
themselves, effectively increas- 
ing quality while cutting con- 
sumer cost. 
If all-nighters loom ahead and 
money isn't tight, Warzy's Deli- 
catessen and Wine Shop, 1068 N. 
Main, grinds its own delicious 
coffee for $2.75 a half pound. 
Bowling Green is home to sev- 
eral food cooperatives, which 
• See Food co-op, page 10. 
The new taste in town is at Aspen Bar & Grill 
A'aKn* 7 Restaurant features mesquite grilling, 164 wine choices by Andy Perk* Friday reporter 
Friday/Dave Klelmeyer 
Waiter Jim Hausfeld serves lunch-time patrons at the Aspen Grill and 
Cafe, located at E. Wooster and State Streets. 
Culinary adventurers, rejoice. 
There is a new place in Bowling 
Green that deserves the atten- 
tion of anyone interested in a 
detour from the fast food lane 
for a taste of something differ- 
ent: Aspen Grill and Cafe. 
Many University students are 
familiar with the location of the 
new restaurant, named for the 
Aspen tree that grows through- 
out the United States. The res- 
taurant is located at 107 State St. 
(at E. Wooster) where SamB's 
used to be located. 
Appetizers ranging from po- 
tato skins to buffalo hot wings 
and frog legs are a delicious way 
to begin your Aspen adventure. 
Most appetizers range in price 
from $2.50 to about $5.00. 
The decor is new to Bowling 
Green. The colors are light and 
the atmosphere airy. Every 
dish, cup and accessory is 
etched with an aspen leaf, de- 
signed especially for the restau- 
rant 
Gourmet hamburgers and 
Philadelphia cheese-steak sand- 
wiches are two of the specialties 
for lunch, not to mention many 
other light choices. Many items 
served at Aspen are mesquite- 
grtlled. Mesquite wood burns at 
a very high temperature and 
works to seal in natural juices. 
Paul Kacer, owner of Aspen, 
came to Bowling Green with the 
intention of making his restau- 
rant the best in town. 
"I want Aspen to appeal to 
college students, area residents 
and professors," he said. "As- 
dishes as Cajun-style redfish, 
shrimp scampi and mesquite- 
grilled orange roughie. All din- 
ner items come with a salad bar 
and trimmings and cost between 
$8.00 and $12.00. 
When was the last time you 
had a pizze? Yes, it is spelled 
correctly. Pizze is a new and 
interesting type of food served 
at Aspen. Pizze, unlike pizza, 
pen is the first project of mine 
that came out better than I had 
anticipated. 
"Aspen is casual dining and 
not expensive. I want college 
students to be able to afford the 
menu. If someone has just fin- 
ished playing tennis and wants a 
bite to eat, he will be able to stop 
by." 
Aspen has something for ev- 
ery taste. For the Mexican in 
you, there are fajitas and quesa- 
dillas and for the daring palate 
Aspen offers such interesting 
has a thin crust and is available 
with such unusual toppings as 
duck sausage, proscfutto ham 
and a variety of cheeses. 
At Aspen, the word dessert is 
never used. "Ultimate Entice- 
ments." as denoted on the menu, 
describes the nature of these 
fattening fantasies. Gelato. Ital- 
ian ice cream, is a cool and 
refreshing way to top off the 
meal. Several types of tortes, 
cakes and ice cream are also 
served and, for the more tradi- 
tional sweet tooth, there is al- 
ways an old-fashioned malted 
milk. 
A typical dinner might consist 
of potato skins for an appetizer, 
fajitas (pieces of tender, mes- 
quite-grilled steak smothered in 
onions and peppers) and quesa- 
diUas (flaky dough with a tender 
Mexican filling), a garden fresh 
salad and a Long Island ice tea 
or two. The portions are hefty, 
and the bill comes to less than 
$18. 
The front of Aspen is a wine 
shop and small store. With an 
inventory of 164 wines, the selec- 
tion should cover the diverse 
tastes of University students. 
Wine is available by the bottle or 
the glass and wine consultant 
Scott Sherk will gladly assist 
students in choosing theproper 
wine for any occasion. There is 
also a fully-equipped bar, 
stocked and ready to serve ev- 
eryone's favorites. 
Aspen is open from 11 a.m. to 
11 p.m. Monday thru Thursday 
and 11 a.m.-l2 a.m. Friday and 
Saturday. Aspen is also open for 
brunch on Sunday from 10 a.m.- 
12 pm. 
fi&»cjhe, £>fic<>£- 
How do you answer the munchies when time and money are tight? 
Interviews by, 
8AM WHITE, graduate stu- 
dent from Mansfield: 'Til go 
over to the Sigma Chi house and 
munch-out on peanut butter and 
banana sandwiches topped off 
with a glass of champagne." 
TERESA PREDIERI senior 
secondary education major 
from Willard,Ohio: "I usually 
a to get to the Union and eat a 
I sandwich or a candy bar." 
PHIL RIDENOUR, sopho- 
more accounting major from 
Uma.Ohio: "I sponge off my 
roommates; we trade food back 
and forth." 
SLAVICA BEGOVTC. sopho- 
more anthropology major from 
Cleveland: '1 borrow from my 
roommate Amie, or 111 head 
over to McDonalds." 
GREG ONEAL, senior inter- 
national business major from 
Riverside, Cal.: "I go to Miltons 
for happy hours and eat the free 
Friday/ Jim SakoU 
DEBBIE   KELLERMEYER, 
freshman elementary education 
major from St. Marys, Ohio: "I 
first beg and borrow from my 
roommate, and then there are 
always friends on my floor." 
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Six more campus diners visited by roving reviewers 
by John Cummlng* 
and Keith Cornelius 
Frlctay reporters 
Editor's note: This Is the last 
eta two part aeries on campus 
cuisine. 
After another week of check- 
ing out the restaurants on our 
list, this duo of roving restau- 
rant critics have rolled into the 
office to once again record our 
experiences with "campus cui- 
sine." After selecting our res- 
taurants, we began our eat-and- 
crmque-of-the-week routine. 
Here we go again! 
GARDEN TERRACE DELI - 
(Otherwise known as "The 
Deli") Located in MacDonald 
Quadrangle. Hours: 11 a.m. to 
5:30 p.m., Sunday-Thursday. 
Our experience with this es- 
tablishment was generally good 
with some not-so-good mixed in. 
We arrived at a busy time of the 
evening and waited in line for 
quite some time. The cashier 
ran out of change for Keith's 
order (a lesson: be prepared for 
cash orders), and we waited 
approximately 20 minutes for 
our food. 
The wait, however, didn't 
seem to matter (at least for 
John) when the orders arrived. 
The quality of the food wasn't 
bad, and the portions seemed 
pretty good for the price. 
The Deli serves a wide variety 
of items, from sandwiches to 
fresh fruit, with a large selection 
of ice cream treats to top things 
off. 
Meat for the sandwiches is 
sold by the ounce. 
Overall, the Deli is a good 
place to go for a snack (or two 
.. .orthree...). 
* We give the Dell 3 and 1/2 
stars. 
BERRIES   -   Located   in 
Harshman-Chapman Quadran- 
gle. Hours: Monday-Friday 11 
a.m. to 1:30 p.m. 
Berries is a nice place to get 
rid of a few coupons. Although it 
is located in a typical quad cafe- 
teria, the decor is clever enough 
to make the diner forget where 
he is. 
Berries is designed as a sit- 
down restaurant, so plan on 
spending a bit of time if you eat 
here. Service isn't slow, but 
there are busy times at this 
popular eatery. Besides, it's 
nice to have someone else bring 
your food to the table once in a 
while. 
Food is excellent, and a bit out 
of the ordinary. Meal offerings 
include such ''real food" items 
as omelettes and pita sand- 
wiches. 
Appetizers include nachos and 
potato skins, while ice cream pie 
offers a fun dessert alternative. 
A complete meal costs about 
$5.00. 
* All things considered, this 
campus restaurant deserves a 
four star rating. 
CHILY'S SNACK BAR -Lo- 
cated in Kreischer-Darrow, 
CAMPUS CUISINE 
Friday/Andrea Schtixfler 
Chily's is open Tuesday-Friday 
6:30 to 11:30 p.m. 
Ah, yes! This week's winner of 
the YothGotte-Be-In-The-Mood 
Award. Decor is simple here. 
Meals are served cafeteria- 
style, so plan on standing up 
while you wait. The wait wasn't- 
long,though. 
Food here is interesting. It's 
like one of those "101 uses" 
book, offering everything from a 
bowl of chili to a plate of chili- 
place was designed for 
the adventurer in you, and the 
meals are good if you view them 
with an open mind. 
Prices are reasonable, and we 
recommend Chily's as a good 
change of pace for the on-cam- 
pus diner. 
* We gave this restaurant 
three stars. 
THE TOWERS INN RESTAU- 
RANT - Located in MacDonald Quad. Hours: 4:15 p.m. to 8:30 
p.m. Monday through Friday. 
This is a nice place to go if you 
want an eipensl ve-looking meal 
for a near-to-nominal price. 
Towers serves a good selection 
of interesting creations, and 
leaves you feeling very full. 
The waitresses are helpful and 
friendly, giving you ample time 
to select from a good-sized 
menu. 
Some nights are designated 
"foreign foods nights," quicken- 
ing mat change of pace from 
cafeteria food. 
Overall, the restaurant offers 
plenty of choices and a nice 
atmosphere. 
* This establishment gets 
three and 1/2 stars. 
ZZA*S - Located in Founder's 
quad. Hours: 7:30 p.m. to 11 
p.m. Sunday-Thursday. 
A restaurant designed with 
the pizza lover in mind. Given 
the selection of pizzas and any- 
thing you might want on it, Zza's 
is a good place to go for a quick 
pizza fix. 
Though the size of the pizza 
isn't too terrific, the people are 
pleasant and get orders out pre- 
There isn't much to talk about 
when it comes to decor here. 
This place is part of one of the 
cafeteria lines in Founders din- 
ing hall. So, if you want to eat 
your pizza, you really have to 
take itwtth you. 
For a nice place to quickly rid 
Sourself of some coupons. Zza's 
i a relatively enjoyable place to 
go. 
* We give it three stars and 
wish there was someplace to eat 
our pizza other than in the hall- 
THE TRUCKSTOP - Located 
somewhere in The Commons. 
Hours: Monday through Thurs- 
day, 4 pjn. to 8 p.m. 
Last, but far from least, this 
establishment is one for the per- 
son who absolutely loves to eat. 
The Truckstop serves terrifi- 
cally large portions of food and 
offers a good selection. 
We were really impressed 
with the portions - if you're 
planning to go here, go on an 
empty stomach. 
Though not elaborately-deco- 
rated, The Truckstop is a rela- 
tively nice place to sit and eat 
those meals. The little (?) truck 
on the wall serves as a reminder 
for those people who wonder 
where they are. It's a trucker's 
delight. 
Thank heaven this was our 
last stop, 'cause we were stuffed 
when we left. 
* As we rolled toward West 
Hall to put this story together, 
we decided The Truckstop de- ■ 
serves three stars. (Burp.) 
Once again, we come to the 
end of a long week of journalistic 
gluttony. And we've done it all 
for you: the on-campus diners of 
Bowling Green. 
John: "I think I see the light at 
the end of the tunnel." 
Keith: "As long as it's not a 
neon restaurant sign. Ugh!" 
s&Ok-fryout Alotf 
Puff's 
& 
# fir* * $5.95 large 
1 item pizza 
two free Cokes 
WE DELIVER 
'<?. 
fe 
'% 
I 
I 
440 E. Court       1 block west of campus 
HUH UNLIMITED 
Family Hair Care & Tanning Center 
143 W. Wooster        w      353-3281 
*«*,. ,.*, MM:«>    NCnxliO 
Wedneiooy-Frklo, «»»■(» Z^ 
Solvrtu, MXM:« 
PRECISION HAIR CUT Regular $9.00    \ 
NOW ONLY $6.00 w/coupon 
Expires Sept. 30,1985 
Include! shampoo 
* blow dry 
>Xhe Gavel \ 
ORGANIZATIONAL 
MEETING 
Those interested in writing, 
editing & photography should 
attend this important meeting 
Tues., Sept. 17, 7 p.m. 
Phi Mu House 
For additional information call 
352-2184, Rhonda Chambers, Editor 
ADVERTISING SALES 
REPRESENTATIVES 
Please   contact   the 
Manager at 372-2606. 
Advertising 
* CONGRATULATIONS    * 
* DELTA ZETA ON YOUR   S: 
* NATIONAL AWARDS     * 
♦ACTIVITIES AWARD 
•PHILANTHROPY AWARD 
•MEMBERSHIP AWARD 
•STANDARDS AWARD 
•CREST AWARD ■• 4* Ranked AZ Chapter in the Nation! 
Our hard work and dedication paid off! 
Way to go Dee Zees! 
+***.##* WVVVVVWW}-**** 
THIS WEEK'S 
BANANA SPLIT 
WINNERS 
Bring this coupon in with 
an I.D. to receive your 
FREE Banana Split. Stop 
In Baskin Rabbins to reg- 
ister for next week. 
Joe Konrad 
M. Turocy 
BASKINROBDINS 
ICE CREAM STORE 
1616 E. WOOSTER 
STADIUM PLAZA 
TRUTH 
When the North Atlantic 
Treaty Organisation wat 
fcrmed in 1949. it waa form- 
ad (or one naaon To atop 
Soviet ajneeiian in Europe 
It header*ao. 
TRUTH 
The paat 36 yean of peace 
have bean one of the kaifau 
periode of European peace 
in lecorded Inetory 
NATO. 
•.aMtWaapat 
It, f»» mti aan. 
NATO CAMPAIGN 
NEWSPAPER AD NO. NATO M 004 
EXCLUSIVELY FOR BGSU STUDENTS 
A Comprehensive Health Care Plan 
From The Leader 
Blue Cross and Blue Shield Plans have been serving Bowling Green 
State University students for nearly 20 years. And we've designed our Student Plan 
to fit your special needs and budget, with affordable rates that are guaranteed for 
a full year. 
Since the Blue Cross card is recognized everywhere, efficient medical care 
delivery and claims processing are assured. 
We'll be happy to send you more information — just fill out the coupon below. 
Or call or stop by our downtown Bowling Green office. We're pleased to answer 
your questions about this special student coverage. 
Blue Cross 
Blue Shield 
In Northwest Ohio 
CARRY THE CARING CARET 
Bowling Green Office — (419) 352-5981 
Blue Cross of Northwest Ohio 
Bowling Green District Office 
315 N. Main, Suite B 
Bowling Green, Ohio 43402 
Please send more information and an application for the Blue Cross and Blue Shield 
Student Plan. 
Name: 
. Age:. 
Street Address:. 
City:  State:. .Zlp:_ 
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Generic food 
(Continued from page 7) 
Williford said that generic foods 
are usually processed the same 
way as the more expensive 
name brands, since these tech- 
niques have proven successful. 
The biggest difference be- 
tween generic and name brand 
foods, according to WUliford, is 
consistency of quality.Carrots 
and potatoes that aren't per- 
fectly shaped but are equally 
nourishing as name brands may 
be housed in generic packages. 
Of course, some name brands 
contain healthier ingredients 
and are better quality, warrant- 
ing a higher price. For instance, 
Ragu Spaghetti Sauce has all 
natural ingredients, making it 
much healthier than its generic 
counterpart (which is 80 cents 
cheaper). 
Williford explained that it is 
common for the same company 
to market both brand name and 
generic foods. Manufacturing 
generic foods doesn't require 
companies to pour revenues into 
advertising and new product 
development, thus saving them- 
selves, and consumers, money. 
In "Diet For A Small Planet," 
author Frances Moore Lappe 
states that four or fewer firms 
hold sway over SO percent of the 
market of nearly every food 
product. For example, just five 
companies control 90 percent of 
all cereal sales. Campbell Soup 
Company alone monopolizes 90 
percent of the soup market. 
Food industry studies show 
that half of all shoppers buy the 
top two brands of any given 
product, even though their 
prices are higher than the ge- 
neric alternatives. The result is 
more than $20 billion in over- 
charges each year. 
Why the difference in price 
tags? According to food re- 
searcher and writer Daniel 
Zwerdling, "On the average, six 
cents of every dollar we spend 
on processed foods will go di- 
rectly to buy ad time on tele- 
vision and other promotion." 
Processing techniques to grab 
more of the market are of major 
importance to food conglomer- 
ates. In 1961, General Foods 
alone budgeted $100 million for 
toe development of "new" 
foods, which basically meant the 
development of modified proc- 
essing techniques. 
If you're wondering what's 
behind a brand label, the answer 
is money. According to Lappe, 
one out of every eleven con- 
sumer dollars spent on food and 
drink covers packaging costs. 
Soft drink containers cost twice 
as much as their contents; beer 
containers cost five times as 
much as the beer itself, she 
added. 
Most often, generic and brand 
name ingredients and proc- 
essing are either identical or 
don't differ significantly. Bright 
colors may be essential for high 
fashion and MTV videos, but 
when it's time to shop for gro- 
ceries, look past the label. 
A furry fizzle 
Fox can't save 'Wolf 
by Lori Hohlbein 
Friday reporter 
Michael J. Fox's second 
movie of the season, "Teen 
Wolf." is a comedy with about as 
much spunk as stale popcorn. 
One would have hoped for better 
things from the actor who took 
millions of moviegoers "Back 
To The Future." 
"Teen Wolf" is the tale of a 
teenager whose outbreak of 
acne is accompanied by the 
growth of brown fuzz and tangs. 
Fox plays the role of Scott How- 
ard, a high school student who 
has the usual preoccupations 
with buxom blondes and beer, 
and some unusual genes that 
make him the hottest item since 
the arrival of Superman. 
Although too predictable and a 
little limp on laughs, the film 
employs a clever twist: the audi- 
ence is given a glimpse at the 
fun side of being a teenage were- 
wolf by broad daylight. As his 
furry alter-ego, Scott gives his 
bumbling basketball team a 
boost and earns his best friend 
some bucks. 
In the role of Howard, Fox is 
only slightly above-average, and 
not even close to his wonderful 
performance as the time-travel- 
ing Marty McFly in "Back To 
The Future." He is saved from 
utter failure in "Teen Wolf" by 
that clean-cut, good-boy image 
that every parent and girl-next- 
door loves -even with an unsha- 
ven face and long nails. 
Unfortunately, Fox's cohorts 
in "Teen Wolf' are nothing 
more than an ensemble of semi- 
talented extras, and appear to 
be nothing more than a band of 
generic teenagers. 
"Teen Wolf' is certainly a 
flick for the PG audience. 
Watching a werewolf slam dunk 
and some breakdancing might 
draw a few smiles but, overall, 
the film is neither funny enough 
or cute enough to become a box 
office hit. 
kp^Here's your chance  to  win 
fame and recognition... 
- FIRST ANNUAL - 
I 
2 Medium 11tem Pizzas for 
. *7.95 
pick up or eat in 
352-3551    expires 9-17-85   352-3551 
\ 
I 
I 
EVERTHING YOU EVER 
WANTED TO KNOW ABOUT 
CHRISTIAN SCIENCE, 
But were afraid to ask 
Hear 
Mr. Morris Trevithick, C.S. 
Sun., Sept. 15, 4 p.m. 
Bryan Recital Hall 
Moore Musical Arts Center 
BGSU 
Food Games Music 
#N 
Sat., Sept. 14 
Noon * 6 p.m. 
College Park 
LIVE BANDS: 
Rhythm in Motion 
American Noise 
West Side Steve & the Jets 
University Activities Organization 
hosts Fall Fest in cooperation with: 
Theta Chi OX Roast 
Sigma Chi Derby Days 
Food Operations 
(Rain site: Lenhart Grand Ballroom) 
■/1l av«e^ 
* 10 BEST DRESSED 
and.. 
* 10 WORST DRESSED 
BGSU Faculty Members Contest! 
* BALLOT * 
(for students only) 
My best dressed prof: 
-^*- 
My worst dressed prof: 
RETURN TO BALLOT BOX: 
210 West Hall 
by Wed., Sept. 18, 5 p.mT 
*■ no bribery, payola, coercion, ballot stuffing, please! 
RYTHING'S 
ON SALE 
with this coupon 
Just bring it in and receive a 20% discount on 
EVERYTHING you want for your apartment or 
dorm: Wicker furniture, accessories, framed 
prints, giant matted posters, candles, dinner- and 
glassware, designer silk flowers & vases, decorator 
brass, an amazing collection of baskets, novelties, 
and much, much more! 
'Valid through October 15. 1985. on all 
regularly priced merchandise in stock. 
One coupon per purchase only, please. 
AND EVERYTHING 
STAYS ON SALE 
with your own personal discount card. <£ 
Just ask the cashier for your STUDENT 
DISCOUNT CARD, show your college 
ID., and take 20% off EVERYTHING 
from now through May 31, 1986! 
*Vald on regularly priced merchandise only. 
rLClO* Start off your apartmen1 
decorating with a little atmosphere, 
compliments of us. Choose two 
votive candles in any color 
FREE! 
•Offer vald through October 15. 1985. 
or whle supply lasts.  
LAYAWAY 4MWLA8LE 
? 
^tfefca 
FRANKLIN PARK MALL 
472-6090 
&WBAZAAR 
«in«ioii«»immiiii«c 
An Amazing Collection Of the World's Greatest Bargains 
Friday/September 13,1985 10 
Album features synth-pop ala 'Mode' 
by P.F. WUaon 
Friday raportar 
"Some Great Reward," the 
fourth album from Britain's De- 
pecbe Mode, was released al- 
most a year ago on these shores. 
For those who aren't used to 
"synth-pop " Depeche Mode is 
quite a change from mains- 
tream groups. But give the "De- 
pecbers" a close listen, and you 
may broaden your musical hori- 
zons. 
The band has received a good 
deal of popular attention re- 
cently due to the success of their 
top-20 bit, "People Are People," 
an infectious, danceable tune 
with a not-60-subtle message 
about social bigotry. 
Those more familiar with 
other Depeche Mode albums will 
immediately notice how far 
Martin Gore's songwriting has 
come since Vince Clarke left the 
group to form Yaz, with Alison 
Moyet. Gore's lyrics deal with a 
variety of subjects, and it is easy 
to find yourself or a friend in one 
of his songs. 
The slow but intense "Lie to 
Me" is such a song, describing a 
relationship built around lies 
and false promises. 
Another stand-out is the 
band's current single "Master. 
and Servant," a fast and power- 
ful dance track that takes a 
unique look at heterosexual 
relationships and proves that 
Depeche Mode's music has sub- 
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THE SISTERS OF ALPHA CHI OMEGA 
PROUDLY INTRODUCE THEIR NEW 
PLEDGE CLASS! 
JGDIE ADLER 
MICHELLE BARNARD 
MICHELLE BAGDER 
DENSE CARROLL 
MEG CHAPLA 
DEBBIE DOUGHERTY 
BARBARA DUNCAN 
ERIN ELLIS 
CHRIS FRANK 
BETH GEORGE 
AMY GERBER 
TAMI GILLILAND 
AMY HADLEY 
JENNIFER HALPIN 
KATIE HEITMAN 
KIM HONAKER 
DEBBIE LANG 
CARRIE LEWIN 
JOLENE LCJIZZO 
STACY MANGES 
DOLORES MGCCIARONE 
JACKIE ORIANS 
KATHIE REIGLE 
LESLIE RGLLMAN 
LISA SHERRILL 
TAMMY SLACK 
STACEY STEINMAN 
TIERNEY TEETERS 
AGDRA VOGLER 
WENDE VOSHELL 
JOAN WALSH 
ERIN WARREN 
PEGGY WEBER 
HEATHER YOGNG 
WE LOVE OUR BABY LYRES! 
AND 
THE  SISTERS OF  ALPHA  CHI  OMEGA   HAPPILY 
WELCOME INTO THE BOND THEIR NEW INITIATES: 
JILL ARSLANIAN 
KIM DAWSON 
LESLIE DIVINCENZO 
HEATHER HODAWAINE 
HALLIE MILLER 
KAREN PICKGP 
SGSIE WILMANS 
WE ARE VERY PROUD OF YOU! 
AXO AXQ AXO AXO AXO AXO AXO AXO AXO AXO AXO AXO AXO AXO AXO AXQ AXO AXO AXO 
stance behind the beat The ly- 
rics come across as a cry for 
help: This play between the 
sheets/With you on top and me 
underneath/ Forget all about 
equality/ Let's piny master and 
servant" 
The first track on the second 
side, "Somebody," may emer- 
geas one of the best ballads of 
the eighties. The song, the only 
one on the album sung by Martin 
Gore, is performed using only 
one high-tech instrument - an 
acoustic piano. The background 
sounds of a restaurant and some 
studio distortion add an interest- 
ing touch. 
Alan Wilder, who replaced 
Vince Clarke, Is credited with 
one song on the album titled "If 
You Want." Wilder is one album 
behind on this cut, which sounds 
like it belongs on the band's 
previous effort "Construction 
Time Again." It does, however, 
distinguish Wilder's songwriting 
style from Gore's. 
The album ends with the con- 
troversial "Blasphemous Ru- 
mours," a song that effectively 
demonstrates now well David 
et**faife> 
T.G.I.F. 
friiti "Happy hW' itsrh st 3:00 ».». 
Hot Dogs 50* 
Watch "Monday Night Football" 
on our 7 ft. TV screen 
Monday, Sept. 16 
Browns vs. Steelers 
"Happy HMR" My hi 9 M- 
Gahan's voice works with 
Gore's songs. Some unusual stu- 
dio techniques make the song 
especially pleasurable for those 
who like to use headphones to 
mellow out. 
If you like what you bear on 
"Some Great Reward," rush 
down to your favorite record 
store and dig through the import 
bin for the group'slatest sin/ 
"Shake the Disease." This cut,_ 
a slower dance song with potent 
lyrics that should spark some 
interest in the band's next re- 
lease, which is due out soon. 
Food co-ops 
(Continued from page 7) 
save money by buying in bulk 
directly from food warehouses. 
One local co-op. The Good 
Life, involves five families who 
collectively purchase and dis- 
tribute their organically-grown 
food once every two months. The 
Federation Of Ohio River Coop- 
eratives in Columbus, which 
supplies The Good Life, has so- 
ciopolitical connections, work- 
ing to improve conditions in 
thud world countries. 
The focus of The Food Loft is 
primarily to save money. 
According to Food Loft member 
Mary Stools the 20 families 
involved in the co-op purchase 
unusual items, such as frozen 
pineapple, gooseberries and ses- 
ame seeds. Because they order 
in large quantities - SO pounds of 
rice in one order, for grnmpi*. . 
they purchase most grocery 
items just four times a year. 
19851986 
Findlay College 
Findlay Civic Music 
An Evening With 
William F. Buckley, Jr. 
Author Lecturer Po/ifiojn and Unit 
lot ''AS vriow    firing tine Tremiert; 
Season 
Wednesday, September 18, 1985 
8:00 p.m. 
Central Junior High School Auditorium 
Findlay, Ohio W. Main Cross St 
General Admi»ion $12 00 
Non-rewraed Seat* 
(all The Bo«Office 
422-8313. e»t   231 
Dine With William Buckley 
Spontori and Hene*actor* o( Th* Premiere Seaion will he <1ininK with William I RotUey at a 
private lindlay home the evening of September IB luk^ts lot (hi* tprtial dinner are $10 00 
each Spomori (1100 seaion memberihip) and Henelauoet IS1S0 wason memberthip) receive 
piogram recognition, tpeci.il revrrved letting and invitation* to »("•' ».»! leceptton. throughout 
Ihr Prrmiere Seaion Performance lh« year include Mr Rorhlr-v \ (Hit*. Carlo* Prieto. (he 
Vienna Cher Boy*. Ihe Toledo Symphony, and Arthur Peterson* acclaimed 'Robert Fro*t lire 
and Ice loin Ihe Premiere Season and dine with William Buckley Rew.adorn mini be in no 
later than Indav   Seotemher 13 
LAST CHANCE TO APPLY 
APPLICATIONS 
are now being accepted 
for director positions 
in 
The University 
Activities Organization 
Available positions are: 
Games Director 
Mini-Courses Director 
Publicity Director 
Applications Due 
Monday, Sept. 16 
5:00 
UAO office, 3rd floor, 
Union 
Only prerequisite is good 
academic standing 
call 372-2343 for more 
Information 
gi MIDNIT€ SHOW 
ClNtMA IS 2 CIA ZEl 
ROSflNNfl AflQU€TT£ 
flOflNQUWN 
ondMflDONNfi 
D€SP€ftAT€lV 
ISKKINGSUSAN 
THE MAN WITH 
'ONEREDSHOE 
10'TOOLE 25 TEAM AOO, OH. WfXPE". 1ECAME A 
WIDOWER EVE". VMCt, HE'S BEEN TRY- 
MO TO MM BACK MS WIFE. 
(SOH.-THOHS. AT 7:30 t 9:45| 
® 7:30 
3S3-J36/ 
EVES.-ADULTS 13.80 
CHK.DHEN $2.00 
WED.-ADOLT8 32.00 
OMUMEN3I.00 
SAT. A SUN. MAT. 32.00 
WALT NWPr1 WTUU5 
EVE™*    AnAlTEv, 
Animated 
Feature 
The BLAG 
ULDROI1 
SAT. • SUN. MAT. 
2:00 13:30 
Now at kinkos 
50% OFF 
FILM 
DEVE1 
Ocl quick, quality service at ■ special 
low price. Drop ott • roll 
or dtoc of color print fBm 
(C-41 proccu) am! gel bock tnaip. 
colorful picture! while laving even more. 
Of let not volld with 
any other promotion. 
12 Exp. 
15 Exp. 
24 Exp. 
36 Exp. 
Everyday 
Price 
1.99 
2.69 
3.99 
5.99 
5Q%OFF 
.99 
1.34 
1.99 
2.99 
121E. ■MITTJ IM-M77 
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BGSCJ alums star 
in 'Greater Tuna' 
byGregKlerkx 
Friday edHor 
"Greater Tuna" is not the 
life story of Star Kist's favor- 
ite fish, nor is it a satirical 
remake of any of the "Jaws" 
movies. The only thing fishy 
about "Greater Tuna, a two- 
man show playing this week- 
end in the Joe E. Brown The- 
ater, Is the fact that its two 
stars play more than 20 char- 
acters throughout the course 
of the production. 
The show stars University 
alumni Bob Goddard and 
Paul Causman. The two met 
at the University in 1977 and 
went their separate ways af- 
ter graduation, Goddard to 
New York City to "goof off" 
and Causman to Portsmouth 
and later Sandusky to work 
for the Ohio Arts Council. It 
was in Sandusky that t\e two 
were reunited for "Greater 
Tuna." 
"I wanted to do 'Greater 
Tuna' as the final production 
of the season for the Studio 
Theatre, where I was working 
for the (Ohio Arts) council,1* 
said Causman, who grad- 
uated from the University in 
1980 with a degree in theater. 
"I really wanted to do some- 
thing that would be fun and to 
do a with someone who was 
fun and who I respected as an 
actor." 
Causman procured some 
grant money from the council 
to hire Goddard, a 1961 the- 
ater grad, to co-star in the 
production. 
"The play  kind of took 
shape by itself," said God- 
dard. "It required a certain 
intimacy, a certain give and 
take. In other words, it 
needed two people who knew 
each other and worked well 
together." 
r
*Greater Tuna" is based on 
the cumulative broadcast ex- 
perience of its authors, Jas- 
lon Williams, Joe Sears and 
Ed Howard. The play re- 
volves around a tiny radio 
station, located in the hamlet 
of Tuna, Texas, and the as- 
sorted characters who sup- 
port it. The main roles in the 
play are those of the radio 
station's discjockeys, Aries 
Struvie and Thurston Whee- 
lis. Goddard and Causman 
also portray characters, both 
male and female, with names 
like Yippy, Didi Snavely, Phi- 
nas Blye and Vera Carp. 
Goddard and Causman both 
said they felt excited and 
nostalgic performing again at 
their alma mater and said 
that their experiences at the 
University played an impor- 
tant role throughout their ca- 
reers. 
"It (the University) 
couldn't help having some 
effect on our careers and the 
characters we portray," said 
Causman. "It was a very 
formative experience." 
"Greater Tuna" will be 
presented at 8 p.m. tonight 
and tomorrow in the Joe E. 
Brown Theatre. Tickets cost 
$2 and can be purchased at 
the door beginning at 7 pjn. 
the night of the performance. 
Get a Jump on the Job hunt. 
University Placement Services 
tSu/jertSlarttGaliirUay 
Job Hunting Workshops, 9:30-10:30 a.m. 
Arts and Humanities • Choral Room 
General - Kobacker Hall 
Science, Technology, CS and MIS - 
Instrumental Room 
Teacher - 115 Education Building 
Rssums Writing Workshops, 10:30-rtoon 
General - Kobacker Hall 
Preparing a Vita - Choral Room 
Teacher - 115 Education Building 
Interviewing Workshops, 1:00-2:30 p.m. 
General - Kobacker Hall 
Teacher - 115 Education Building 
Above Workshops: September 14 
! BBC* 
Applications will be available to qual- 
ified individuals interested in becoming 
officers of the Board of Black Cultural 
Activities until September 13, 1985, at 
the following locations: 
•Office of Minority Affairs 
424 Student Services Bldg. 
•Minority Student Activities Office 
3rd floor University Union 
•Black Student Union Office 
405 Students Services Bldg., Room 408 
•Department of Ethnic Studies 
117 Shatzel Hall 
All applications must be returned by 
noon, Sept. 16 to Minority Student 
Activities Office. 
For more information about these offices and 
the organization as well, there will be an 
INFORMATION NIGHT Wed. & Thurs., 
Sept. 11 & 12, 7 p.m., in the Amani or contact 
Jackie Sanders at 3724532 or Tony Franklin 
at 372-5701. 
ELECTIONS TUESDAY, SEPT. 17 
Biblical musical good fun 
by Keith Cornelius 
Friday reporter 
"Joseph and the Amazing 
Technicolor Dreamcoat," play- 
ing this weekend in Bryan Reci- 
tal Hall, is a somewhat 
outrageous retelling of one of the 
most popular stories from the 
Bible. Despite some problems 
with staging, the University pro- 
duction Is a pleasant, funny ren- 
dition of a unusual show. 
The musical was the first crit- 
ically acclaimed work by the 
team of Andrew Lloyd Webber 
and Tim Rice, who have collabo- 
rated on such Broadway block- 
busters as "Evita," "Jesus 
Christ Superstar" and "Cats." 
For those who don't know the 
story, Jacob had eleven sons. 
Joseph was Jacob's favorite son, 
and let his preference be known 
by exempting him from working 
in the field with his brothers and 
giving him a brilliantly-colored 
coat. Not surprisingly, Joseph's 
brothers   didn'tthink   things 
were fair and decided to do 
something about it. 
The brothers sold Joseph to an 
Ishmaelite, telling Jacob that 
his favorite son had been killed. 
After years of servitude, Joseph 
rose from the position of slave to 
become the Pharoah's right- 
hand man. 
Leading the cast and audience 
through the musical is the Nar- 
rator, played with appealing 
stage presence by Peggy Moog. 
Although her voice is occasion- 
ally lost behind the chorus and 
instruments, she plays her part 
with consummate style. 
Randy Shinew does a fine Job 
playing the part of Joseph. He 
seems to lave little trouble with 
the demanding vocals the part 
requires, although at times his 
voice doesn't carry weU. This 
problem, however, could easily 
be remedied by upping the vol- 
ume levels on the microphones. 
The first act tended to drag a 
bit due to a lack of energy and 
pace on the part of the actors. 
ARE YOUR PARENT(S) 
DESERVING OF THE 
PARENT(S>OF-THE-YEAR" 
AWARD? 
Then enter the 
Parent(s)-of-the-Year 
Essay Contest 
Winners receive: 
•Dinner at Aspen and Kaufman's 
•Tickets  to the  Parent's  Day football 
game 
•Tickets to the Parent's Day Show 
•And much more 
Applications are available in the University 
Activities Organization office, third floor, 
Union, Monday-Friday, Sept. 16-20. All ap- 
plications must be received by Friday, Sept. 
20 at 5:00 p.m. 
Running Shorts & Tops 
All Swimwear 
20% OH 
Brooks 
Men's & Women's 
Running Shoes 
20% Off 
Free BGSU Transfer 
with purchase of ony 
Hooded or Craw Sweatshirt 
Save up to $2.00 
All Football & Softball 
Shoes 20% off 
Any Brand 
Turntec 
Nylon Windbreokers 
Aut. colon 
rtfl. 19.95 now 14.95 
Nylon Running Suit 
reg. 39.95 now 29.95 
Quilted 
School Jackets 
20% OH 
BGSU ■ OTSEGO - BGHS 
FALCON HOUSE 
your Athhtk Shot t Sportswor rhodquorton In B.G." 
140 E. WOOSTER 
OPEN: 352-3610 
Moa.-Frl. 1*4 
Sat. lf-S 
Saa. 12-5 
■■, l*»l ■M.HlllHIjIlllHo.lll.l.lti. 
The pace and energy level really 
peaked during the second act, 
which opened with the rowdy 
"Pharoah Story." This number 
really showed how much fun this 
musical can be. Rob 
Szczublewski's portrayal of the 
Elvis-ish Pharaoh is a real 
crowd pleaser, and his perfor- 
mance is well supported by a 
high-energy chorus and effec- 
tive lighting effects. "Pharoah 
Story'Ms the first in a series of 
somewhat ridiculous yet enjoya- 
ble scenes, including a Calypso 
song that borders on the absurd. 
Playing the part of Reuben, 
Bill Burtch leads a very likable 
rendition of "Those Canaan 
Days," a rollicking French cafe 
lamenting the loss of Jo- 
! full chorus songs are the 
best part of the show, even 
though the small stage in Bryan 
doesn't lend itself well to the 
dancing they attempt. At times, 
the large cast creates a conf us- 
ing picture, and much excellent 
solo work is lost. 
The set, designed by Rob 
Johnson, appeared to be quite 
functional, giving the show a bit 
of variety without taking up too 
much space. A little practice at 
smoothing out the scene changes 
would improve the flow of Die 
production tremendously. How- 
ever, these are minor problems 
that will most likely correct 
themselves as the show pro- 
gresses. Overall, this is a very 
fine performance and well worth 
seeing. 
Tickets for the production are 
$3,15 and $7 for adults and $2, S3 
and $5 for students and senior 
citizens. For ticket information, 
call 372-8171. 
BLACK STUDENT UNION 
Elections 
Elections 
Elections 
SEPTEMBER 13,1985 
in 
UNIVERSITY UNION 
SPRINGSTEEN 
WONT BE 
ON CAMPUS 
But the University Activities 
Organization is interested in 
bringing popular entertainment 
to BGSCJ this semester. 
By completing this survey you 
will help us bring you a concert 
that you can both enjoy and 
afford. 
Please indicate how much you 
would be willing to spend to see 
the following acts. 
Wouldn't 
Go 
Under Over 
$10 
Cory Hart 
John Waite 
John Cafferty 
The Hooters 
Til Tuesday 
Morris Day 
The Romantics 
Howard Jones 
George Benson 
Please return this survey to the Onion 
front desk or the Commuter Center, 
Moseley Hall, by Tuesday, Sept. 17, 
7:00 p.m. 
When you need to make 
your best impression! 
-DATA SHEETS- 
Professional work at 
reasonable prices. Stop in 
and see our samples. 
THE COPY SHOP 
117 E. Court 352-4068 
hours: Mon. - Fri. 9:30-5:30 
MILTON'S 
r.nwiiM, (. 
THIS WEEKEND'S ENTERTAINMENT: 
BERNICE 
UND ZE RIPPERS 
MONDAY: MICK PAYNE 
TUESDAY: KENNY REEVES 
WEDNESDAY: "LADIES NITE" 
featuring NUTONES 
B.G. DRIVE-THRU 
•Little King Kegs 
*Wine Coolers 
'Wide Variety of Imported Beers 
* LARGE Selection of Domestic Beers 
*8pk Coke 1.79 + Tax + Deposit 
E FIRST EDITION HAIR OCBIOIM STUDIO 
Call us Today for your 
Hair and Tanning Appointment. 
ir Diana 
* Kathy 
4 Cheryl 
* Sue 
4 Deb 
354-1477 
434 E. Wooster 
toaara.D.0. 
Lire 
E 
6:00 
OJ CIS NEWS 
NtOHTWATCH (MON) 
(ESPN)      AUTO      RACING 
(MON) ■arm MOTOCROSS IVVED) 
fTMCI MOVrC (FRIt 
6;10 
rTMC) MOVIE (MONt 
MO 
(TMO MOVIE (THU) 
MO 
{700CLU8 
JIM BAKKEN 
JIMMY SWAOOART 
(ESPNI      HOUSE      RACING 
WEEKLY (FRI) 
BOO 
JTHIS IS THE Lift (FRI) 
RE SOP (MON) 
FAITH     FOR      TOOAV 
rrut> 
JNEIOMSORHOOO (WED) 
A BETTER WAY (TMU1 
PATCHES   ANO   POCK 
ETS (WEO. FRII 
OJ    THREE    CHEERS   FOR 
IFE (MON) 
JONE ON ONE (TU€) 
ALL THINGS NEW (THU) 
NEWS 
(ESPNI SPORTSCENTER 
fTMC) MOVIE (WEO) 
MO 
O   CSS   EARLY   MORNING 
NEWS 
■ 0J  20 MINUTE   WORK- 
OUT 
I NBC NEWS 
ABC'S   WORLD    NEWS 
THIS MORNING C3 
OJ FARM DAY 
(ESPN) SPEED WEEK (FRI) 
(ESPN)   SPORTSLOOK   (TUE- 
THUI 
MO 
(FARM REPORT 
AM   WEATHER 
7:00 
OJ      OJ     CSS      MORNING 
NEWS 
(TODAY 
GOOD     MORNINO 
AMERICA (FRI) 
OJ       OOOO       MORNING 
AMERICA Q (MON-TMU) 
I FAT ALBERT 
BUSINESS REPORT 
(ESPN)      SPORTSCENTER 
(TUE-PRI) 
(ISPN)     WORLD      CLASS 
WOMEN (MON) 
fJMCI   MOVIE   (MON.   TUt. 
THU) 
7:30 
•  GREAT   SPACE   COAST- 
ER 
ffj MOW TO PLAY THE  PI- 
ANO    DESPITE    YEARS   OF 
LESSONS (FRI) 
OJ  MAGIC OF  WATERCOl 
ORS(MON) 
49 DO IT YOURSELF SHOW 
fTUfl 
(MOTORWEEK (WEO) 
MAGIC  OF  OIL   PAINT- 
ING (THU) 
CSPN)   AEROBICS     BOOKS 
IN MOTION 
rTMC) MOVIE (FRI) 
8:00 
(FARM DAY 
ALVIN 
CSAME STREET (Rip 
(ESPN! AUTO RACING (THU. 
FRI) 
(ESPN)       SPORTSCENTER 
(MON) 
(ESPNI GOLF CTUEI 
(ESPN)    TRACK   ANO    HELD 
(WED) 
(TMC) MOVIE (WED) 
8:16 
•)> A.M. WEATHER 
830 
I FARM DAY 
FLINTSTONES 
fTMCI MOVlE (TUE. THU) 
8:46 
OJ A M   WEATHER 
0*00 
SOS HOUR MAGAZINE 
DICK VAN DYKE 
JEOPARDY (FRI) 
EVtRV        0ECON0 
COUNTS I MON-THU) 
I DONAHUE 
I SESAME STREET (R) Q 
| BRADY BUNCH 
_| MISTER ROGERS (R) 
(ESPN)      SPORTSCENTER 
(TUE-fRI) 
fTMC) MOVIE (MON) 
S:30 
O  ABBOTT  ANO  C06TEL- 
LO 
OJ        EVERY        SECOND 
COUNTS IFRI) 
OJ      HEADLINE      CHASERS 
(MON-THU) 
« BEVERLY HU.BU.CS 
SECRET CTTY 
IISPNI    WORLD     CLASS 
WOMEN (FRI) 
CSPN)    INSIDE     BASEBALL 
(TOO) 
CSPN)  TOP  RANK   BOXING 
(WED) 
BSPNI SPORTSLOOK (THU) 
(TMO MOV* (FRII 
10:00 
iOJ S26.0O0 PYRAMID 
HEADS ANO TAB.S 
SILVER SPOONS IR) 
BALLY JESSY RAPHAEL 
3-2-1 CONTACT (Rig 
OeU-IGAN S ISLAND 
JOHNNY    MATHIS    IN 
CONCERT (FRI) 
OJ      VICTORY      GARDEN 
(MON) 
f SURVIVAL (TUE I 
MAGIC      BRUSH      OF 
GARY JENKINS (WED) 
OJ      MECHANICAL      UNI- 
VERSE (THU) 
■flPNJ PKA FULL CONTACT 
KARATE tR) (FRI) 
li 
 i
(ESPN)   TRACK   AND   FIELD 
86 REVIEW (MON) 
(ESPN) AUTO RACING (TUE) 
SSPNI HORSESHOW JUMP- 
ING (THU) 
fTMC) MOVIE (WEDl 
10:16 
fjFRIENOLVOIANT 
10:30 
OJ OJ PRESS YOUR LUCK 
A MR   DRESSUP 
■ SALE OF THE CENTURY 
■ HERE S LUCY 
■ READING RAINBOW 
(MON. WED-FRII 
OJ SCHOOL BUS SAFETY 
QUIZ (TUE) 
1 MORNING BREAK 
SQUARE     FOOT    GAR- 
DENING (MON) 
OJ   MAGIC   OF   OH.   PAINT- 
ING IWED) 
OJ      MECHANICAL      UNI- 
VERSE (THU) 
(TMCI MOVIE (TUE. THU) 
11:00 
OJ OJ  US    OPEN   TENNIS 
(FRI) 
OJ OJ PRICE IS RIGHT 
(MON-THU) 
iSESAME STREET 
WHEEL OF FORTUNE 
ANGiE (Rl 
MISTER ROGERS (Rl 
7O0CLU0 
DO IT YOURSELF SHOW 
(MON) 
t MOTOR WEEK (TUE) 
MAGIC OF  WATERCOL- 
ORSIWEDI 
OJ PET ACTON LINE (THU) 
(ESPN) HYDROPLANE RAC- 
ING (MON) 
11:06 
OJ EUROPEAN TELEVISION 
SERVICE (FRII 
(TMC) MOVIE (MON) 
MtOO 
OB SCRABBLE 
■ ALL-STAR BLITZ 
ffi POWERHOUSE 
OJ      COOKING      MEXICAN 
(FRI) 
OJ KATHY S KITCHEN 
(MON) 
OJ GREAT CHEFS OF NEW 
ORLEANS (TUE) 
08 JUSTIN WILSON'S LOU- 
ISIANA COOKIN   (WED) 
OJ ALOHA CHINA (THU) 
(ESPN)      HORSE      RACING 
WEEKLY (FRI) 
(TMC) MOVIE (FRI) 
12 CO 
OJ OJ OJ NEWS 
Q MIDDAY 
OS RYAN'S HOPE 
BW NATIONAL GEOGRAPH 
•CtPRII 
SURVIVAL (MON) 
SOUNDSTAGC (TUE) 
NOVA (WED) 
EVENING     AT     POPS 
fTHUI 
XANDY GRIFFITH 
LATE NIGHT AMERICA 
(ESPN)   AEROBICS     BOOKS 
IN MOTION 
(TMCI MOV* (WED) 
12:30 
OJ  OJ  US    OPEN   TENNIS 
(FRI) 
OJ   OJ   YOUNG   AND   THE 
RESTLESS (MON-THU) 
OJ   OfARCH   FOR   TOMOR- 
ROW 
Z LOVING 
I LOVE LUCY 
(ESPN) SPEEDWEEK (FRI) 
(ESFN)      AUTO      RACING 
(MON) 
(ESPN)  COLLEGE  FOOTBALL 
(TOD 
(ESPN) BASEBALL (WED) 
(ESPN)     JULIUS     ERVINGS 
SPORTS FOCUS (THU) 
fTMCI MOVIE (TUE. THU) 
12:30 
fTMC) MOVIE (MON) 
1:0O 
O OS MOVIE 
• DAYS OF OUR LIVES 
OJ ALL MY CHLDRE N 
Bar 0 *  WALK   THROUGH 
THE  20TH CENTURY WTTH 
BILL MOVERS (FRII 
CD    UNDER     SAB.     (MON. 
TUE) 
OJ    PAINTING    CERAMICS 
(WEO) 
m    SQUARE    FOOT    GAR- 
DENING (THUI 
OB   COMPUTER    CONFER- 
ENCE      AT     WINOSPREAO 
(MON) 
OJ     MV      HEART.      VQUR 
HEART (IUEI 
» NOVA (WED) 
BISHOP  LUERS  SWING 
CHOIR      INVITATIONAL 
(THUI 
(ESPNI AUSTRALIAN RULES 
FOOTBALL IR) (FRII 
(ISPN) PKA FULL CONTACT 
KARATE (Rl (THU) 
1 00 
O    OS    AS    THE    WORLD 
TURNS (MON-THU) 
BJ    PAINTING     CORAMWO 
(MON. W101 
OS   SCHOOL   BUS   SAFETY 
QUIZ nuEi 
OJ  MAGIC   OF  OB.   PAINT- 
ING (THU) 
OJOJC 
BMO> 
• FUN 
fJjRIVf 
I IF 
15 
2:00 
■ ANOTHER WORLD 
OS ONE LIFE TO LIVE 
■ MOVIE (MON-THU) 
OB     EVENING      AT     POPS 
(MON) 
OJ  BEYOND  WAR   SPACE- 
BRIDGE (TUE) 
OJ   STING:    THE   CONTRO- 
VERSY OF FBI UNOERCOV 
CR OPERATIONS (WED) 
OS SURVIVAL (THUI 
BSPN)  COLLEGE  FOOTBALL 
(MON) 
(TMC) MOV* (WED. FRII 
2 OR 
(TMCI MOV* (MONt 
1:00 
CAPITOL (MON-THU) 
MOV* (FRI) 
LI TSTONES 
RI ER TOWN (FRI) 
dSPNI   TOP   RANK   BOXING 
(PWI 
SSPNI AUSTRALIAN RULES 
FOOTBALL (THU) 
fTMCI MOVIE (TUE. THU) 
1*00 
OS     OS      GUIDING     LIGHT 
(MON-THU) 
O CORONATION STREET 
■ SANTA BARBARA 
m GENERAL HOSPITAL 
Q WOODY WOODPECKER 
S NATIONAL FOLK FESTI- 
VAL (FRI) 
OS     COOKING      MEXICAN 
(MON) 
OJ    SQUARE     FOOT    GAR- 
DENING (TUE) 
I ALOHA CHINA (WEO) 
COMPUTER     CHRONI 
CLES (THU) 
1ESPNI  HYDROPLANE   RAC- 
ING (WED) 
3:30 
OJ OJ  US    OPEN   TENNIS 
CONTINUES (FRI) 
IOO IT FOR YOURSELF 
FOCUS  FB-M  FESTIVAL 
(TUE. WED) 
OJ      PORKY      PIG      ANO 
FRlENOS 
OJ SECRET CITY 
4400 
OS   WKRP   IN   CINCINNATI 
(MON THU) 
O     CANADIAN      REFLEC- 
TIONS 
{LOVE BOAT (MON-THU) 
HART TO HART 
FANTASTIC FUN FESTI- 
VAL 
OS OJ SESAME STREET <R1 
OS    VOLTRON,    DEFENDER 
OF THE UNIVERSE 
(ESPN)     JULIUS     ERVINGS 
SPORTS FOCUS (TUt) 
(ESPNI HORSESHOW JUMP- 
ING (WED) 
(TMCI  MOV*   (MON.  WED- 
FRI) 
4:30 
OS OIVORCE COURT (MON- 
THU) 
(TRANZOR (FRI) 
THUNDERCAT8     Q 
(MON-THU) 
ESPN) WORLD  CUP SKIING 
(TUE) 
(TMO MOV* (TUC) 
6:0O 
OS OS BENSON 
©VIDEO HITS 
■ PEOPLE'S COURT 
OS    HE-MAN     ANO    MAS- 
TERS OF THE UNIVERSE 
10 MISTER ROGERS (R) 
WHAT'S HAPPENINGM 
(ESPN) SPEEOWEEK (FRI) 
6:30 
IJEFFERSONS 
OJNEWS 
THREE'S COMPANY 
M'A'S'H 
READING RAINBOW 
GOOD TIMES 
ON THE MONEY (FRI) 
BITS.      BYTES     ANO 
BUZZWORDS (MON) 
ON THE LINE (TUC) 
ART BEAT (WED) 
TIME OUT fTHUI 
(ISPN)      OUTDOOR 
(MON. FRI) 
(ESPN) FISHING (TUB,) 
(ISPN)      MARK      SOSIN'S 
SALT     WATER     JOURNAL 
(THU) 
(TMC) MOV* (MON) 
P7BDAY 
SEPTEMBER »». '»** 
I! LIFE 
IOJ OJNEWS 
LOVE CONW 
MALNEil 
NEW 
S:O0 
 
NECTION 
/     LIHRCR 
SHOUR 
BOSOM BUDO*S 
MECHANICAL      UNI- 
VERSE 
(ESPN) AEROBICS: BOO*S 
IN MOTION 
(TMCI MOV* * * Trench- 
CM' H983) Margot KaMar. 
Robert May. MMi vacationing. *» 
MRl orcumaianca* propel • 
•vouk) be myaaary *ritar «IQ a 
mj« plot nHmnaW mtt igue 
and ma am** of an latdercovar 
agant   PG 
6:30 
IOJ COS NEWS 
SEEING IT OUR WAY 
NBC NEWS 
ABC NIWSQ 
HAPPY OAYS AGAIN 
BUSINESS REPORT 
IESPNI SPORTSLOOK 
7:O0 
OJ     OS     ENTERTAINMENI 
TONIGHT Inter.*-/ antli Ouetr 
■ FIVE DAYS WIDE 
m WHEEL OF FORTUNE 
OB G.I JOE. A REAL AMER 
ICAN HERO Animated Tha toy 
actam Noire coma* to *f* at Una 
edventiae dataAng the eapttrta of 
Ma GI Joa Teem aa i pureuee an 
pant on anald *m-u 
BUSINESS REPORT 
M"A#S»H 
MACNEK     /    LEHRER 
NEWSHOUR 
BSPN) SPORTSCENTER 
7:30 
OS   P-M.   MAGAZINE  Ouetm 
HoRman   author  lomt L Amour 
Bind   Fartfi        Thara   She    la 
JT: SONS    AND     DAUOM- 
{JEOPAROV 
TAXI 
WILD   WHO WORLD OF 
ANIMALS 
OS THE ROPERS 
ESPN)  YEARS OF  GLORY 
YEARS OF PAIN A Wok ai tha 
Buffalo 8*1   t9B«NFlS*aaon 
BOO 
O OS I HAD THREE WIVES 
Wacky ckant Sua Lambert (Rhon 
da AkSncN aaka Baauolne to pro- 
tect her brother bom a paw o> 
loan ihan i 
OJ THE KING OF FFMOAY 
NIGHT A o>-niat ol roefcara from 
Nova Scow ***0 mada it baa ai 
tfta 60a ratuna to thaa homa- 
toaat of MMhaboom lor a rowaon 
conoart  (R) 
OJ KNIGHT RIDER M.ha- 
■t • aHbai bank* avnb a 
■moaa i^apon m a eat 
to mn (Hi y 
OJ OJ WASHINGTON 
WEEK INREV*WQ 
OJ MOVIE **'i "Ni0M 
Chaaa (1970) D*-d Janaaan. 
Vapnat Kotio A btawnaaaman 
Nraa a cab to eat ban ovt of Mai 
■CO **ian hn Hana •* Of oundad b> 
badawamar 
(ESPNI SHOWTIME IN ST. 
LOCHS A racap of tha NH. St 
Lot** Carotrtata M aaaaon 
(TMC) MOV* ** N^ht Of 
Tha Jugo«r 119801 Jama* Sro- 
hn CHI Gorman A format pokca 
ofhoar launchaa a daaparata 
aaarch through rha inaat* of Now 
York City tor lua daughhw who 
*>aa tidnappad by a oaychopatrMc 
criminal    R 
0:30 
OJ OJ WALL STREET WEEK 
(ESPNI   NFL   GAME   OF   THE 
WEEK 
MO 
OJ OJ MOV* ** Cannon 
bai Run' (IMI) lot R*yrM*M 
Oom DaLuaM Vanoua oddball 
charackara compata « a COMI-IO- 
coaai auto race Bl) 
OS MOTOWN REVUE Ray 
Chartaa and Chaka Khan •• 
achadukkd to aan lanaa boat 
Smotay Robmaon 
OJ BARBARA WALTERS 
SPECIAL Prncaaa Carobna of 
Monaco. Barbra Siraiaand and 
PriaciAf Praakry ara ■Marvararad 
OJ GLENN MILLER: A 
MOONLIGHT SERENAOE 
Hoatad by Van Johnaon and 
tapad at 1984. PM myartaf *•> 
uta to lha banokaadar aaaocanad 
•nth auch Amancan daaaaca aa 
ai rtto aaood. Moonkojf*t Sara- 
nada'and 'Chananooga Choo 
Choo'' kMturaa puaai parformara 
Taa Sana** Johnny Daomond. 
SyMa Syna Anita GAatta and 
JufcuaLaROM 
OJ DOCTOR WHO 
B9PN) NFLS GREATEST 
MOMENTS 
0:30 
OJ I AM A HOTEL Sanaa by 
Laortard Cohan accompany a v- 
oao lantaay with ouaati mctucfcng 
Totar Ctanaton Ann Drtchburn. 
Roban Daaroa— and ChMaM 
Moora at a piand oK) hoaM  (Rl 
10*00 
OJ NATIONAL  /  JOURNAL 
<■ MIAMI VICE Ocxkau. 
lava affaa anparduaa laa compa- 
lanea on tha ■» aa ho and TubM 
puraua a tno Of taan aga daan- 
MniB (SI 
• NEWS 
(ESPN) PKA FULL CONTACT 
KARATE Tarry Norbtoorn v% 
Kan Comar m a kghl waHar—aighl 
bout kChaduMd tor aajht rovnda 
homToatdo Ohio 
(TMC) MOV* * • C H U D 
(19841 John Hoard Oanaal Starr* 
Ractoactnra waataa aagaty atorad 
i" tha aubkarranaan turmal of 
Naw York City pjva raw to a >aca 
o> murdaroua mutant*    R 
10:30 
OJ    BENSON   Tha   oowarnor'i 
toaat whan Sanaon wHoaa a lao- 
itlativa bat that ba lavorad  (Rig 
OJ SANFORD AND SON 
10:36 
OS BURNS AND ALLEN 
11:00 
IO OS OS OB NEWS 
BARBERSHOP JAMBO- 
REE Tapad m Alton N H thn 
apaool Natoaa tha Sooaty tor 
tha Prakarvation of Barbw*nop 
Owartat Smojng m Amanca par 
■ormng Savan Od Laraaa A 
Tratwta To lyoko Paftham.' Tha 
BaladOlljnaBarcNn andothar 
hHorikaa 
WKRP IN CINCINNATI 
BURNS AND ALLEN 
11:26 
OGOODROCKIN TONITE 
11:30 
I TAXI 
MOV* •**   :      Jararmah 
Johnaon (19721 Robart Radrord 
VVBGoai A (onar n tha Amancan 
wilJaraaaa lahaa an mdhan wda 
but andangara Nmaaal and laa 
»am*y by braak mg an ancaant MOV 
an taboo 
OS TONIGHT Guaat hoai Joan 
Rivara Schadulad tha Manhattan 
IranaNa tab ahow hoot Oprah 
vVmhay   Jama* Broan 
I ABC NEWS NIGHTLINE 
OJ LATE NIGHT  AMERI- 
CA Hoai   Danma VVhohry   Schad- 
ulad   arwar   Milan  Manchaatar 
IDon'tCryCwlowTI 
OJ BENNY HAL 
IISPNI SPORTSCENTER 
llaSO 
(TMC)    MOV*    • * I. ,» 
Confaaarana (19911 Robart Oa 
N«o Robart OuvM Tha uaaaky 
aaoarata wortda o< two brothar* 
%: 
a Lot Angatai pokca datacttva 
and an amb>Moua Roman Caihokc 
prwat. convarga durmg a murdar 
nvattigaoon    N 
1MB 
OJ MOV* 4* VI Tha Mon 
aaar Dub II88H Vlncant Pnoo 
John Can adma 
ITV2COO 
THREE STOOGES 
B2SPNI SPORTSLOOK 
12:30 
OJ FRIDAY NfGHT VIOEOB 
Vtdaoa by Sltng ("Fornaat 
Around Your Haart ). ufl*0 wrth 
Chrtaaat Hynda II Got You 
Bab* I John Cougar Mabancamp 
(loner, O Night i VVraVtay 
Houaton I Savng AJ My l ova for 
Tou   I 
(ESPNI AUSTRALIAN RULES 
FOOTBALL Sarr-hnat gama baa 
from VFl Park at Vtckona Auaua- 
aa 
IrOO 
« JIMMY SWAGGART 
MOV*    *#*H       Sp-a 
bound"  (194BI  "nged  Bargman 
GragoryPar* 
1:SO 
(TMO    MOV*    **     SaMd 
Pryor    -tar* And Now'   (1683) 
MO 
OJ   MOV*    **       Tha   Baaat 
With A Mdhon Eyaa    (1866) Paul 
6ach LorrwiThayar 
OJ MOV*   * * *     Tha War 01 
Tha Wanda'   (1963) Gana Barry. 
AnnRobaiaon 
OJNEWS 
3:10 
OJMOVK *4vt    kvkaorahDn 
Ol   An   Amancan   W4*     1196-41 
Jarmdat Jonaa. Montgomary Caft 
3:20 
(TMC)   MOV*   4*     NrgM  01 
Tha Juggkar   11980) Jamaa 6ro- 
fcn  CM Gorman 
3:30 
(ESPNI SPORTSCENTER 
OfOO 
OJNEWS 
*SPN) CYCLING 
4:30 
OJ   MOV*    4 4      Star   Paot 
(1970)     Kak    Morria.     Gordon 
MnchM 
(ESPN) NATKJNAL WHEEL- 
CHAIR GAMES 
SATURDAY 
SEPTEMBER 14. IS 
10:00 
OJ     OJ      HULK      HOGAN'S 
ROCK      'N'      WRESTLING 
IPramaira) 
I SESAME STREET 
SUPER POWERS TEAM 
GALACTIC GUARDIANS 
INEWSFRONT 
MOV*     44 vt Damd 
Copparhatd (1983) Arwnatad 
VoKaa by Roaa h^ggna. PhAp 
hknton 
OJ KATHV'S KITCHEN 
10: SO 
PUNKY     BREWSTER 
IPi« aj| 
13 GHOSTS Of SCOO- 
OY-OOO 
OJ    BUSINESS    OF     MAN- 
AGEMENT 
OJ GREAT CHEFS OF  NEW 
ORLEANS 
(ESPN) WRESTLING 
(TMC)  MOV*  •*     Cactart 
119841 Donald  Sufharkjnd.   Jack 
War dan 
11:O0 
{COS STOPYBREAK □ 
CORONATION STREET 
GREAT  SPACE   COAST- 
OB ALVIN   AND   THE   CHIP 
MUNKS (Saaaon PramMr.l 
OB     SCOOSYS     MYSTERY 
FUNHOUSC 
IMOTORWEEK 
SOUARE     FOOT    GAR- 
DENING 
11:30 
OB OS DUNGEONS 6  DRA- 
GONS 
OJ KIOO VIDEO (Saaaon Pram 
aval 
I LITTLES 
MOV*     4**       Boom 
arang      (19471   Dana   Andrawi 
JanaWyan 
IMORK ANO MINOY 
MAGIC      BRUSH      OF 
GARY JENKINS 
AFTERNOON 
IMO 
OJ MAN FROM ATLANTIS 
BO CELEBRITY TENNIS 
■ LAND OF THE LOST 
■ MR. T (Saaaon Prafraaral 
W ABC WEEKENO SPE 
CtAL Tha AoVaniwraa Of Con 
Sawyar And Mucklamary fmn' 
Draw Barryrnora and Brandy 
Ward lur n tiwoarn-dav aduan- 
turart at lha vadrtion of Mark 
Twain » lagandaty charactan 
•Partlof 2»p 
OS COLLEGE FOOTBALL An- 
rona Siata at Mwfagan Stata 
OB  HOW TO PLAY THE  PI- 
ANO   DESPITE    YEARS   OF 
LESSONS 
KSPN) SPORTSCENTER 
(TMC)   MOV*   * 4 V,      (ranch 
Pokicarda   119791 Maaa Chapx 
Blanch* Bakar 
■MO 
O   SPREAO  YOUR  WINGS 
' Gfbarto a   Oaam      Tha   art  of 
waa-atg at aaan through tha ayaa 
Of • 14-yaar-oM Cwaiamakm boy ■ 
OB  CHARLIE   BROWN   ANO 
SNOOPY SHOW 
OB  SPIDER-MAN   ANO  HIS 
AMAZING  FRKNOS  (Saaaon 
Pr*rr*ar*l 
OJ AMERICAN BAND- 
STAND Faaturad 1 No 1 aw 6 
Curt Jam ( l Wondar If Haka You 
Homg'T: CajanarBaah (Tab to 
Ma.' Wakomo n tha Oty ). w- 
dao by tha MotaN I Sham, I 
OJ VICTORY GARDEN A ra- 
cap of lha Satanth Annual VKtary 
Gardan Coniaai Imaliata. 
•andacaping iarhr-qu** to attract 
bad*. 
■SPN) NFL'S GREATEST 
MOMENTS Faaturad • raataw 
of tha 82 aaaaon 
1:00 
QPAR 27 
■ GCT ALONG GANG 
W SPORTSVrORLO Schad 
utad IAAF Grand Pm Track 
Cluamp-anahp bom Orympa: Sta- 
dajm n Roma, ftaty 
OB SQUARE FOOT GAR- 
DENING 
OJ SAVING ENERGY Ganar 
etatg alackictv utmg tha awn or 
waata product* 
KSPN) TENNIS Otymc-c Stax 
World Coupla* Champon*h*» 
aamihrtal match** Hva from Haton 
OJ TMBl WEEK IN PARL \A- 
BBBMf 
f COS NEWS 
NBC NEWS 
■SPN) SPCdTTSCENTlt* 
(TMO    MOV*     4444       AI 
Tha fraa-lant i Man" (18761 
Robart Radfcad. Ouabn Hoffman 
Baaadon Ota boot by Can Bam 
akam  and  Bob  Woodward    Two 
Arnanca    1968    Shartan*    WaN 
raaabvabom aha Camwntajn HaB 
a* Allanoc Day.   N J   (In  Staraol 
LOVE BOAT Naac haba a 
daaf with hat hnhar'e 
IS Is 
12:90 
NPL TOOAV 
Haad. SC 
1:00 
OJ OJ COLLEGE  FOOTBALL 
Noara Dam* « Mchjgan 
I LAND ANO SEA 
PUTTIN   ON THE HrTS 
OB    JUSTIN   WILSON'S 
LOUISIANA  COOKIN- Prap* 
tatagn of okra auccotaah. laarnod 
gumbo,  and pork  lambalata   (R) 
Q 
too 
0 SPORTSWEEKENO 
SchadMad Canada va Honduraa 
at World Cup Soooar gjaafyaig 
match, to bom St  John a. NfM . 
Canacfcan 10 Pn Bowkng Champ., 
onartapt ay* bom Toronto w 
Lagor Stakaa horaa -ac* bom 
Doncaatw. England: AJbarta Dar 
by horaa raca ava bom Stampada : 
Park a* Calgary  Alt. 
(AMERICA'S TOP TEN 
UNDER SAB- Robb* Doyta 
a«am*naa boardaaAng and wmd- 
aurhng aipart Kay Robbaraon *■• 
plain ■ how to uaa your wwgh t and 
tha ttaNnca of lor ca* on tha ng m 
tandam  to control  oVacbon and 
Etta 
ALOHA CHINA 
(TMC) MOV*  44     Taroat f» 
gH      (1912)    Maud    Adam* 
Oaorga Fappard 
MO 
OJ THE RACE FOR NUM- 
BER ONE: COLLEGE FOOT- 
BALL PREVBTW 
OJ VICTORY GARDEN A ra- 
pon bom Vasory Gardan Wa*t: a 
vajrt wth a om*-*wnr*ng organ*: 
gatdanar 
ID WHAT S HAPPENINGII 
OJ DO IT YOURSELF SHOW 
How lo contttuct an outdoor 
dock itarting with lha btaNang 
parmit 
BBBO 
OJ BASEBALL Si  Loiaa Care* 
nafa at Chicago Cuba 
OB COLLEGE  FOOTBALL R» 
genaf covaraga of Waahngton at 
Bngham Young or UQJt at Tan- 
OJ MOV* *** CaHorr«a 
(1B46)    Ray     MfUnd.     Barbara 
Stanwyck 
OJ LUCKY LUKE Ananatad 
Cowboy Lucky luka - along with 
hat farlhU dog Buahwack and 
fuaay horaa Joky JWngar - aata 
out to captura lha notonoua bar* 
iota>ng Dart on farnaV 
OB  AUSTIN crrv UMITS 
Faaturad- Don* Waat I Would 
You How li Agamat Ma. Mara 
Com** My Baby   I. Floyd Qamar 
1 San Anton* Roaa.' Stood 
Up"). 
4:00 
OJ SOUNOSTAQE Tha Cana- 
dian root group Lcwarboy'a par 
formanca nokidaa Working lor 
tha Waatano" and lum M* 
LOOM ' (Rl 
fl-SPNI PKA FULL CONTACT 
KARATE Tarry NorMoom v. 
Kan Comar m a bght waltarwvghi 
bout achadutad lor wght rounda 
from Tofado Oh« IR) 
(TMCI MOV* *** Navar 
Say Nava. Aga» 119431 Saan 
Connary. Klaua Mana B.andauar 
OfOO 
OJ OJ CSS SPORTS SPE- 
CIAL SchaduhMt Tha Martxao 
Cup. awi bom Sebnoni Raca 
Track atElmont. NY 
O SPORTSWEEKENO 
CONTINUES 
OJ MOV* *4* Canyon 
Paaaaga 11644) Dana Andrawa. 
SuaanHayward 
I STAR SEARCH 
STATIONARY ARK 
6:30 
OJ SNEAK PREVIEWS 
CSPN)  HYDROPLANE   RAC- 
tNO Graatar Oklahoma Thundar- 
boat Claauc from CAkkhoma Cay 
acandafoua fcacta ba- 
natd tha Watargaka break in   PG 
700 
JMUPPETS 
REALFrBHfNG 
HEE HAW Faaturad   Stark* 
Brothar a. KMran Ram. Stan Muar- 
AfR) 
I SMALL WONDER 
OJ   SOLO    GOLD   Hoot 
O-mna W.w*k    Guaata   CuRura 
CM).   Taan for Faara.   Whami 
Sanar   Shadga    BAy  Osaan.   Faot 
OJ MOV* 444 "War Wag 
on (I9B7I John Wayna Kit 
Dougbj*. A cowboy daftaudad of 
h>a gotd-nch land ptan* a apaoal 
rypa of yawgaanca w-th ova h*tp 
andatfaaf 
OB EVENING AT POPS Sar- 
ah Vaughan And Wynton Mar 
aaka" Grammy award-waung 
Wynton Maraata* parforma • 
Haydn Vurnpat crjncajto and aui 
rraaSaya w*h Sarah vaughan 
who aatga "Sand at ma Ctowna 
and    M*ry. ' TO 
KSPN) COLLEGE  FOOTBALL 
SCORE BOARD 
7:SO 
OB SMALL WONDER A datar 
nunad  angnaar  mnanta   a  chad- 
lobot r 
Vic*, that wtna tha approval of Na 
wda andaon 
O    FRONT     PAGE     CHAL- 
LENGE 
OJ WEEKENO MAGAZINE 
■SPN)  COLLEGE  FOOTBALL 
Taaaa ABM at Alabama 
S:O0 
OJ OJ AIRWOLF Our^g a *, 
a votcarwc aruptam toraaa Hawte 
and Sanm to taka tafuga *> a 
naarby m*vng town whar* an am 
ptoya* rabaRon a) undar way IS) 
OJ STEVE FONYO: THE 
ROAD TO MILE ZERO 
rkgnkght* of tha 1 a month coaat- 
10 pom run acroai Canada to 
i an* fund* lor oanoar raaaarch 
OJ GIMME A BREAK iSaaaon 
FYarraaral Tha lUraat) lamay haa 
troubat aaafcng wth tha daath of 
tha* tathar unW JuM'a naw baa- 
band Jonathan (Jonathan S-v*. 
man) aaaianaa aha rola of man of 
tha heuaa Stan Not Canar and 
K*iM-AaaMan 
OB MOV* 'In LAa Fh***' 
(Ptan—af Janny Saagroaa. W* 
aam Eapy Ma* <a*ng aduanturaa 
anaua whan a ghoaharikar taaraa 
up with a photographer to ayaab- 
gata a aanaa of murdara and eta- 
appaarancaa off tha coaat of 
Januaca Q 
OJ COLLEGE FOOTBALL 
Pntaburgh at Otao Stata 
OB MOV* 4*4 H fnade 
(19471 MaiZattarfcng Dawd Far- 
iar n antan taar maata wah 
homatown raa-ltanoa 
toward tm Garman * 
S:30 
brida 
OJ FACTS OF LIFE (Saaaon 
Pranuara) Tha grta and Mra Gar 
raft ara oayaaiaiad whan may ra- 
turn bom thaa aummar vacationa 
to hnd that Edna* Edtaaa haa 
baan aaaaoyad by Bra Start 
Charlotta Raa and Nancy 
McKaon  (Part 1 of 3)Q 
BOO 
OB OJ MOV* 4* Bkaaona 
11983) Karan VaMntaw. Bnan 
Murray A young Anvancan da- 
nonar anoountar* «vtarn«<onal in 
Vigua whan ah* raaftaaa that hat 
aaataman huaband whoraport*o> 
N dad n a pfana aapbiann. waa 
not tha man aha thought ha waa 
OJ 
OJ THE CALGARY CENTRE 
FOR THE PERFORMING 
ARTS  GALA  OPENING  Par 
•orman axfuda Mauraan lorraa 
Mr, Mam aWnardl. tha Calgary 
Pha>uamon-: Orohaaba and Cho- 
rua.   danoara  bom  Laa   Grandaa 
Baaat Company 
OJ GOLDEN GIRLS (Ftamanl 
Dorothy. Roaa. Baancha and So 
pfaa ara kw matura a**g- wom- 
an tnang to cop* *nm aaar day 
probaama whaa apanaVQ thaa 
gokaan yaar* at Matrra Toraght a 
gab man propoaaa to Blancha 
Stara Baa Arthur. Batty Whrta. 
Rua McClanahan. Eaaaka Getty 
(TMC) MOVIE * * > 
Ttghtrop* (1884) Cant Eaat 
wood. Gar*h**va BuaWI What 
mtof gnatyaaa 
EVENaNO 
0*00 
SOJ OJNEWS 
CSC NEWS 
STAR TREK 
VTETNAM:    A    TELEW 
SION   HaSTORY    Roota Of A 
War'   Peep** cordial letenon* ba- 
twaan «n*cin awaBganoa ohV 
oara and Ho Oa Mmh at the and 
of World War II. French and Bnt- 
ajh   MabMy   to   tha   VobManaaa 
ravoh/t-jn Nad tha gtoundwork ta 
an#weon*xt  IR|Q 
OfOO 
OJ THE NUTRITION TEST 
Question* rangng bom Ola nutn- 
tavMl -alua of wttrrana to the cat 
cum aaVjR ol chadran and adutt* 
av* aneiarad by boat Dr Frank 
Faaal and a panel of nuk-rhamets 
and Phil—-- 
cop okaeovara that ha haa much n 
common wnh tha hakkt ha la pur- 
•uatg   R C2  
S;10   
OB MOV* 4 4 "Roc aaar Cog- 
man' 119761 John Wayna Ka- 
tharine Hepburn Whan a Federal 
marshal aata Out to tract down a 
gang of Baaparadoa. a apavatar 
with a grudga again n ma gang e»- 
awta on asaang h*n m the hunt 
S30 
OJ 227 (fyarraaral Mary Jantna 
at tha rnaavdomo of an apart mam 
buMng - a rmncang n»ghor 
hood Tonight Mary naw -to 
trouble whan aha'a araotaad at a 
mmor car acodant Star* Mam 
Cabb*   Haiwakamt 
1000 
OJ MIOO AMERICA 
PAGEANT Kettve Lea Johnaon 
and country tmgm Doug Ewandar 
aan boat Gary Cofana aa Maaa 
N*ow piiaangat m a fctrnar love 
a aadaral agant aaakt ayadanea 
agamat  two boofeoa  by  hagrang 
•on  (Rig 
• POLTTOWN LIVES 
_     11K» 
OB OB OS NEWS 
■ NATIONAL tj 
BB>     MOVIO     * v.      ' Big 
Surnpaoa    (1932) 'John Wayne 
Noah Beery   A  (own a naw mar 
afMJ bate to round up a venova 
gang ol cattt* ruahara 
OS    VISfONB    OF    YESTER 
OAYS TODAY 
OJ EUROPEAN TELEVTSfON 
SERVICE 
■SPNI COLLEGE  FOOTBALL 
REPORT 
(TafC)   MOV*   44*     Onc- 
Upon A Tma in Arnanca    11984) 
Robart Oa N.o   Jamaa Wooda 
Sergio   Laona'a   portrart    of   lha 
Irtinoatapa. IOTOHBM and baarayaM 
of a amaj group of Javnah gang 
nan *> aha 1620a and '30a.   R 
Q 
11:18 
OJNEWS 
■SPN) SPCaJtTSCENTER 
11:20 
OJ ABC NEWS Q 
11:30 
OJ MOV* 4 4 4 Voyage Of 
TheDamnad' I 19771 fay* Dun* 
way Oakar Warner BnaJ on the 
kue ttory ol a arvp tut or German 
Jew* who taa* aayhan bom da) 
Nana *> 1938 but are not aBowad 
toommbart 
tMOVK 
AUSTIN  crrv LIMITS 
Bonn*) Rom amga "Groan light 
and eonge from bar abum 
"Tongue at Groove " Tha LaRoi 
Brother* perform Rockm OaO 
&r" *nd *S*a Tam Operator " 
11:36 
OJ STAR SEARCH 
11:40 
O MOVIE 4 44 Cuetar Cf 
Tha Waal (1966) Robart Shaw 
Mary Ure General Cuetar plead* 
unauLcaaarutV with government 
ufBcaaa to lactfuty rarnady mctan 
J PORTRAITS 
AOAM SMITH S MONEY 
WORLD 
OJ SPORTS REPORT 
BTSPN)   NPL   GAME   OF  THE 
WEEK 
(TMC) MOV* 4 4 On From 
The Haart" (19821 Frodanc For 
'•at. TeriGarr 
1«0 
OJ    NPL     FOOTBALL   Datae 
Cowboy* at Oatrort Liana 
OB       SPORTSWEEKENO 
Scmrkaad   Formula One Belcaum 
Grand Pm auto raca  bom i,m 
BBraaal 
n ana naarby wooda   PG 
SkSO , 
I CSC NEWS 
I NBC NEWS 
| ON THE MONEY Faetvad. I
_ NPL FOOTBALL Loa Ang» 
Na Ram. at PrwaoMohuj (agba. 
OJ NPL FOOTBALL Reeaonel 
covaraga of Oncanan 6angala at 
St. LOUBl CarcbneM Houaton 
Oaara at VVaafangton Raoakm 
Naw England Patriot* at Chicago 
Bear*. Inckanapok* Con* at Mujrr. 
Deaph-i. or Buffalo 64a at Naw 
York Jat* 
ICOamVUNITY CLOSE UP 
MOVB1 4444 "Backet' 
(1964) Fachard Burton. Pater 
OToof*. 
• MOV* *>*H Doc" 
(19711 Stacy fCaoch. Faya Dune 
BRB. 
aTSPN) TENNIS Otyrnpc Stem 
World Couptee Cruamptonahat h- 
r-H match kva bom rkNon Head 
SC 
1:00 
OJ MANORELL SaSTERS 
AND FAMB.Y A pwaonal waw 
of  the  Mandrel  anat  at  work 
and at paay that atcfudaa attar- 
vtaara anth the* hueoende and 
parent*,   and   muoc   cap*   bom 
12:00 
OJNEWS 
(ESPN) COLLEGE  FCOTBALL 
Teaaa ASM at Alabama IR) 
12:00 
OB SATURDAY NIGHT LIVE 
Hoai 88 Murray Guaata the 
Spxnan Don Novaao tha WNf- 
fcanpoof* cornadMn-pjggler Mi- 
ohaafOavai Ot) 
12:38 
■ SOUL TRAIN 
1:O0 
OJ   MOV*   4*     Doctar   Oa- 
aort    (1683) Dan Aybroyd. Don- 
na Own 
OB WALL STREET WEEK 
MQ 
OB GREAT PERFORM- 
ANCE 0      Tha   Four    Saaaon. 
Tha BaAothakaaaa a. Pofeng 
Waat Germany prowdee tha ba 
rogue aattng rot a perfarrwanue ol 
Antorao VrvaJOV* "Tha Four Sa» 
aona by Bat Engbah Chamber f> 
theatre lad by aoto vvaanan Grdon 
Itramar   (R) 
MO 
OJ WORLO OF DISNEY Goo- 
Nlaarna about baaat at and horaa 
racing. Donald Duck m tricked eno 
a bowng match (Rl 
fj MOV* 44* H Coat 
hand Luka" 118871 Paul New- 
man. George Kennedy 
(TMC) MOV* *4 -Brth* Her 
*e«" (1881) Ron Howard. Art 
Camay 
3:0© 
OJ     MOV*     **H       Count 
down       (1868)    Robert    Duvet 
Jamaa Caan. 
OJ STEPHANE GAAPPEUI 
IN NEW ORLEANS lagkaajiii. 
of aao woantat Saaphen. Grappel- 
1*1 May IBB3 cencart m Naw O 
KSPN) SWIMMING FINA 
World Cup Synchronued Champ. 
duet comrjetibon* bom 
1OtO0 
I DAY OF DISCOVERY 
NOVA 
JAYCE AND THE 
WHEELED WARRIORS In thai 
pre* wo of a naw cartoon aanaa 
tha baroc Jeyce and lua lightnng 
Leegue of arhialtd •atackM bghi 
to Mva the unrwere* bom tha con- 
trol ol Saw Boa. a plant-ate 
creature wrth an army of I 
land i 
I 
OJ COLLEGE a FOOTBALL 
Pinaburgh at Ohio State 
10:30 
OJ NORTH COAST MAGA- 
ZINE Faetwod Pound Fvp- 
PBM". laN bpvaf g*de good buy 
on ndao lacordar* an aitarwaw 
with lha araaadant of Ba) Ckrre- 
■ Ckmc 
i ONE ON ONE 
13MPONTS 
FANTASTIC FUN FESTI- 
VAL 
(TMC) MOV* *4* Phar 
Lap (I9B3I TomBirknaon Mar 
tnVauehen 
11O0 
(NORTHLAND 
COMMENT 
WORSIWP   FOR    SHUT- 
OSS 
IKIOS INCORPORATED 
A WALK THROUGH THE 
20TH CENTURY WTTH BbU. 
MOVERS 
■ WRESTLING 
11:30 
J PACK THE NATION 
\ WESTERN GARDENER 
jSUNOAYMASS 
THIS  WEEK   WTTH  DA- 
VVOFBNKLCV 
BSPN) BPOWTSCENTER 
AFTERfaOON 
12:00 
IBPORTSCENTER TODAY 
MEETING PLACE Arch 
bjehap J A Ptourda ofNcattaa at a 
Maaaaf tha Hot/ Span bom the 
Roman Cathohc Baaakca of Now 
lOaaBM 
lEARLE SRUCE 
J 
B  
* 
I NEW TECH TIME!* FAME N-xaa maata bar nat- 
whoea etkantioni be 
come a concern for Ncoka » adop 
.at) 
330 
OJ CFL FOOTBALL Edmonton 
Eahimoi at Saabatcbawan 
Roughridar. 
4*00 
OJ   NFL    FOOTBAiX   AdanU 
Falcon* at San f ranoeco 48ar* 
OJ NFL FOOTBALL Naw York 
Cent, at Green Bay Pact-. 
■   MOV*    * * V)      f Wght  To 
Holocaust H977I     Patuc. 
Wayne. Chm M-tchum 
OJ GREAT MOMENTS 
WITH NATIONAL OEO- 
GRAPHIC From tha aaouc wao- 
Ma of tha Nama> Oaaart to a dar 
aag raft raoa down the Yukon 
Rarar. 10 yaar* of Natonal Geo- 
graphic apacaali are lavarwed Hal 
Mcabroofc ho.t. Q 
OJ B4Y HEART. YOUR 
HEART Nawaman Jan lahrar ra- 
caaa hat 1883 heart attack, aur- 
gary and rataaberiaoon m Ova re- 
port on haart cteaaee -ickufcng an 
update on recant aravovamant* n 
ckegrvow* and treatment (Rl 
KSPN) AUTO RACING World 
Endurance Spa 1000 bom Spa 
BafgaaTi  IR) 
4:00 
fTMC) MOV*  ** 4     the Re- 
turn   Ot   Mart-.   Guam'    (1881) 
Gerard Depardwu   NathekaReye 
MO 
OJ OJ IJPEOTVLSS OF THE 
RICH AND FAMOUS inter 
aaaara with Coarwa Ban am. Vtc 
Oarnone and novefc.t Hoeemary 
ftogara. afcto a cetabnty gala a> 
Sun Vatay Idaho (Rl 
OJ FIRING LINE Three 
Agaavat One'' Guaata attorney 
Harrert Papal, acator Michael Kma- 
tey Tha Naw Repuber Mart 
Green haad of lha Democracy 
Protect 
*SPNI AUTO RACtNG Formu 
la One Bakyum Grand Pm from 
Spa  BaaaRan  (Rl 
EVENING 
BOO 
I MtNORfTY REPORT 
FAME 
MOV* **4 Tha Doty 
Swtan (19481 8atty Giabla 
John Payne Two Hungarian oom 
aanart nm to lama altar many 
profaa.ional and pereenaf a*t 
back. 
f STAR TREK 
CAPITOL JOURNAL 
(TMO MOV* *** Tha 
TrouMa With Harry ' (1696) id- 
mund Crw*nn. 91 at lay MacLaeie 
A group of local omen* attempt 
to caapoae of a dead body found 
rymg houba content*:  hpe on B- 
nencmg an education Q 
7«> 
OJ OJ SO MINUTES tSaeaon 
rVamaara) Corraapondant. MOe 
Wetece Morkry Sater. Harry Raa- 
tonar. Cd Bradbry and Dane 
Sawyer prowda mwtaugauwi re- 
port* proNee and hMttaa* 
OJ HOCKEY NIGHT A 14- 
yaar-oad gat eperka oppoarbon m 
bar imp town whan aha dona a 
hockey untjorm and jome a boy* 
cmmcHonahaj team 
OJ PUNKY BREWSTER (Saa 
aon Prarr-era) Punky eat. boner 
Marvetou* Marwn Hagter lor aome 
Ope on how to get rid of the 
achora buty Star* Soapl Moon 
Fry* and George Geynee 
OJ nraPLEY-O SELCVE IT OR 
NOT) Tha dataatar that totowaf 
the ISaVcanttay goad na* at 
Suiter . M* at Caafottea: tha 
modBf City (or lha mytr*cal »ng- 
dom ot Shangrila how the Dale. 
Lama aacapad to btdk* through 
tha baacharoua H-naUyaa IR) CJ 
m 'A*** Oaepm oppoeroon 
bom tha boy*, tha gabs decide a* 
S Darmy* aoftbat team 
A WALK THROUGH THE 
20TH CENTURY WTTH BIX 
MOVERS BA Mover. dWcuetat 
TtworJor* Ropeo-alt wrth biogra- 
pher Dav-d McCotough at Ba* 
portrari of an energetic and waaa- 
tda man and tha turn-of-Pie-can 
tiay   America  that   ha  gowarnad 
tOtm SPORTSCENTER 
7:30 
• SILVER SPOONS (Seeoon 
Prarraaral When the Saratione' at- 
lorta to change Deater'a maty*, 
fad. amgar Whrtnay Houston 
comae to tha raacua Star* tacky 
Schroder and Joel raggey* 
8:00 
OJ OJ DEATH OF A SALES- 
MAN DuaUn Hoffman .tar* aa 
Wth, I oman at Arthur faMar a Put- 
iirer Praai aaraang ploy dual aa- 
ptoree ayJMdual and aooaf more* 
ly and Ot* ahoctng la on that 
nVeotam to nan aha taaruonaha? 
borwepn a man and hat aon Aato 
.tan Chart*. CHarang. Kate Raid 
and John Mefkowch g 
OJ OCEANOUEST Shawn 
Weothert, and AI C*drknga aa- 
paora tha myeienoue depths off 
mo coaat ot Antarcoce 
OJ ALL-STAR SPECTACU- 
LAR Richard Dean Andaraon. 
Gary Caaaman. Janvo Roaa. 
Emma Sammi. Alan Tlacka. Rob 
art Wagner and Ea Watech are 
among die cataontw* at a muajc- 
varwty prawaw of ABC * naw rf 
t.ne  up thai include* 
MaeGyvar lady Blue. The 
Our Fem-y Honor 
and 'Hotywood Beat "Q 
m MOV* 444 V. Bnga- 
doon (18641 0am Kea, Cyd 
Chamaa. Two bianda ewtatda 
upon 6r*jodoon. a valage at tha 
Scottam hajhlanda. wfach comae 
ID Mb tor P •aygia day avary 100 
year* 
OJ PUTTIN' ON THE HITS 
l*>eynced randmona ot I m So 
f.citad I  Would  Do  4   U 
What tha World Need.  Now. 
Beauty     School     Dropout. 
P V.T     (Pretty   Young   Thatgl 
and   Sobd 
OJ    EVENING    AT    POPS 
Stave Lawrence And Eytke 
Gorme Tha huaband-and-waa 
taam with rha Beaton Pope Or 
Chaajbp at a trfauta to byaaj Bar 
an. Ml 
■SPN) NFL'S OF* ATE ST 
MOMENTS 
rTMC) MOV* * * v, Top Se- 
cret' 11884) VM Kamar. Lucy 
Gutter idg* A apoof of apy moma 
and Eh*. FYaatay Nma n wfach 
an Amancan rock n rot .tar gat. 
caught up m lagh-krvel aapionaga 
whaa touring Eaat Germany   PG 
0:30 
OJ IIX GOT THE RE SOME 
HOW Acedamy Aarard-watnar 
John Zaritaty a documentary pro- 
Nee four women who have auc 
caoetuty c-rarcome arthnt* (R) 
OJ WHAT'S HAPPENINGII 
SOO 
OJ MOV* 4* SterataOf A 
Marrwd Man' (16841 Waaam 
Shatnar. Cyber Shepherd A mar 
rwd man s compuNrva atbacbon 
to proabtuta* aatpardena ho mar- 
riaga bra pb and Na Ma IR) Q 
OJMOV* 44V) Ladyea* 
(16881 Jama) Roaa Tony Lo B>- 
anco Altar bar lovaa at miaoarad 
a toueh da da at i J detective am 
ptoy* unorthodo* method, at bar 
campaign to COnvKt lha matriarch 
of P coceme ratg reaponadlla tor 
ha> Oaoth (R) g 
I JACK VAN IMPE 
MASTERPIECE THO- 
ATRC "The Irajh R M A come- 
dy of error* ■» eat a* motion when 
Fkny aiatcui of Barnard Shut* * 
attentona to SaBy Knom aata 
Shut* a dangaroua mare (Part 3 
ol 61 (Rl CJ 
IIBPN) MAJOR LEAGUE 
BASEBALL S GREATEST 
HITS 
8 30 
(TMO MOV* 4 4 One From 
Tha Haart (1882) Fradanc For 
real Tar. Gar. D*acted by Franco 
Coppola Tha hva yaar romance of 
a Laa Vagaa wavdow dnaaar and 
bar aayk-daaaar boyfriend braata 
up at each of them hnda a mar* 
aitareabng partner    R" 
10O0 
OJ    EXB-0    Forty   yean    after 
World Wat  li eaoereted ha*i tarn 
INewlove Management 
•Over 400 apartments and 
houses from which to choose 
•Professional office and 
Maintenance Personnel 
4 "The Personal family Touch" 
336 S. Main   352-5620 
Hairways 
"HERE FOR ALL 
YOUR HAIR NEEDS" 
Full Service Salon 
Call For Your Appointment 
TODAY 
Close To Campus 
1111E. Wooster 
STADIUM PLAZA 352-2107 
Howard's club H 
210 N. Main 
No Cover 
Live Entertainment 
"St Don't pros, your luck- No black cat* at Howard', this FRIDAY THE 13th 
^oW Dimensions in 
Financial Technology 
Let us serve 
your banking needs. 
Bowling Green Locations: 
100 S. Main St. 
327 S. Main St 
1098 N. Main St. 
Hair, Skin, Nail Designers 
352-4101 181(B) S. Main 
354-4143 Bowling Green 
20% OFF 
haircuts, perms, 
highlighting, 
manicures. 
with this ad 
Chris 
expire* 0-27-85 
lWlS.Main 
Bowling Green, Ohio 
(next to Varsity Lenee) 
Friday 
All you can eat 
Perch 
•Ml 
AS you can eat 
Orange Roughy 
All you can eat 
FrcjUgs 
wtk nle daw aad ckeice 
af Batata,  reO A batter 
Soup, Salad BaBtt and Deaaert 
BBO Chicken 
& Rib Combo 
$5.49 
Includes Soup, 
Salad Buffet, 
Choke at Potato & 
Deaaert Table. 
Incredible meals at incredible prices 
© The Hutch Pelt & Supplies 
Aprox. 150 fish tanks, fresh and salt- 
water. Small animals - gerbils, hamsters, mice, 
guinea pigs, etc. 
Birds, lizards, puppies, kittens, etc. 
SPECIAL 
10 gallon setup $43.99 plus 
$5 of free fish, your choice with set-up 
Expires 9/27 
352-8459 
South Side Six 
carryout 
737 S. Main      352-8639 
•CoM Beer, Wine and Champagne* 
Ohio lottery agent for 
all Ohio lottery games 
The Number, Lotto, Pick 4, Instant Lottery 
Borden 
i&gf 9 
Borden Ice 
Cream 
Elsie1/2 Gal. 
1H  Sept. Special 
return* K> Cantata a«n hitMt 
I WASt*NGTT>* REPORT 
BBVSTIRVI   *«w 01 
The Baaey Humpofa go** to A(r> 
cat where ha detanda Naranga'e 
iTweaaat   for   hem*   aflat*   on   ■ 
murd-dvjrg*   W) g 
ifsrm    SWIMMING   FINA 
WorW &» Syncfwonjad rjharnp.- 
liM 
• ** W S*et*e» C4 Tomar 
MSSBI Hugh 0 Brain. laMi 
M 
MO 
ma **M "Ueahar Lode 
(1MB 
■ SB NCWHART Hoc-ng t*r a 
TV *wvd   Da* a ate* pnaoneo 
"am to M • mere dynama: hoot on 
has tab ahow  IB) 
9   REACH   FOR    THI   TOP 
B*VN) AUTO MONO 'ermu. 
hi Ona BeHpum  Grand Pn*  worn 
4:90 
(TMO *#»» Bock IT Rat 
•agh School nt;t) P.J. Sow*. 
VincaN Van Pettan 
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NIWS 
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•«. 1SSS 
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•:SO 
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OafJD 
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FiOO 
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WOMEN 
MO 
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SSHfl ALTTO AAClNQfCCA 
Supar Vaaa bom laaangion. Oho 
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QT Sanaa bow rordand. Ota BU 
ItsN 
■S*M AUTO AAONO CAAT 
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Ocoo 
MF^IOUTOOOBLIPE 
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•rOO 
fTMO a>* Smar Haraaaf 
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•MO 
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S:SO 
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lOtOO 
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I19«4I lav- Baton  Lor< Srngar 
IN MOTION 
OBOO 
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0 Neat.   Tan  Can 
boy  barn a ferney 
lortfla to foBow «n tha (oottlapa of 
has lathe,   a lagandary aacapa art- 
m.-PQ' 
IOJCSSNfWS 
CAAOL  SURNCTT  ANO 
WWBIIBOS 
I NSC NEWS 
ASCNEWSQ 
MAJhpy DAYS AGAIN 
SUSINSSS WEPOWT 
BBSS] BJTOirTSLOOt; 
7M> 
#    fj)     ENTERTAINMENT 
TONIGHT   HHnaw    -m   m- 
aaaa Emma Samma. 
I MOUSE CALLS 
WHEEL of KJHTUNE 
NEWLYVWDOAME 
■UJSaffBSB nffPOHT 
M-A»S*M 
MACNEl      /     lEHREn 
NaTWSHOUW 
■S*N) SfOftlSCf NTCH 
7:»0 
OJ P.M. fatAOAZSNt A haav 
band and mfa teem that •aorta on 
San franctaco s Golden Ga*a 
Brtdge M naMHyt Chat Banwd; 
I-vah Art 
IVINTUNE 
JEOB-AAOY 
TAXI 
P.M. MAOAJNt A hya- 
band and mfa learn thai arorU on 
San Franoeeoi Gotdan Gaea 
Bndfla, htoB Carte, from Qanma 
aBaaat ' 
OJ WB.D. WB.O WORLD Of 
ANIMALS 
OJ THREE S COMPANY 
■ SPN1      NH.     FB.MS     PfW 
SI NTS 
OafO 
OJ OJ SCAJWCNOW ANO 
MRS. KNM Amanda • awaaaad 
■man ha* oVmar guaat a man 
head to pratact a vaaama dajm- 
tary at found mwdarad Shortly af- 
tarawtnng hat houaa-SB 
IHAJWMN'INQ 
ALL-STAR HOUR Don 
Jahnoon, M Coaby Johnm; Car 
•on. td Marewo and Setad Moon 
five ant among the gueatt m a 
rnuOK-wanoty prawtaer of NBC a 
now h* ana-up thai ndudaa 
Mathia of Scatnee." Had 
town Alfred   Hrtchcoct   Pnv 
BBma' and taayan Spwbarg a 
Ama*mo Storate 
OJ JACK VAN IMPC • ES- 
CAPE THI SECOND 
DEATH 
OJ OJ OURVTVAL Tha Amat- 
ng World 01 Sprdara Some Of 
the moat unuauol ap>dart •aaacf- 
ad from a range of fhoueande of 
IOBW 
OJ OJ CAONEY • LACEY A 
hood thraaiarat Cagnay whan aha 
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advocacy e> tha 
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fOBFP'RIN 
 C 
fTMO MOV* f>* Sweaows 
And Amaaona' 11914) V.grraa 
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■ P.M. MACVL2MI Pie Z» 
dera: French chef a prevarw of 
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OJ JEOPAROY 
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SSPN1 FBBHtN- HOLE 
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men. converted af a onme teey 
dMIn'l commit arrange ■ erase* 
pnoon oacapa and then try ta 
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• QUEEN kAOTHER AN 
SBTH BIRTHDAY POR- 
TRAIT A piafaa of the ectrwtwa 
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old Queen Mother 
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More So Many Vorcee 
'Concetwad at Laaariy." and The 
Saant Scream." 
■ MOVBI * •* The Seven 
Upe" HB73) Floy Stfaadar Tony 
Lo Setnco A New York cop a pton 
to uae a thWAd aa an adamant 
baokftroa m a aanaa of gangland 
kalneppnge 
(ISPN1 MARK SOSIN'S 
SALT WATIR JOURNAL 
tTBaC) MOV* *** Once 
Upon A Tfcyte In Amance" I1SS4I 
Aobwt Da Nao. Jamea Woods 
SorgtD leone'e porarae) of the 
hwndehrpe. royatuea and betreyeM 
of a MteB group of Jewadt gang 
•tars « Bat 1B20a and SOa » 
Q 
8:30 
RSPNlFiBHtNO 
osjg 
■ ■ CHARLC S COMPA- 
NY (Premaera) Tha wortng par- 
anta of Vaaa ohedran ay to copa 
wdh ovwdey work •wee* whee 
keeping up wrth the chaos they -» 
coma to aapact at home Toreght: 
Cherae hee stage Inght whan ha 
appear I before he) son t high 
school cttaa Star* Ftp Waton 
and Gtody* rtreght 
■ LAND THAT DEVOURS 
SHtFS 8* Maaon and Patrick 
Watson narrate the story of the 
ctecovw. of da* Brmah Bargee 
Braackdbane by Dr Joe Mac-ma 
IX) year* efear a sank m Bw Are- 
hc* Lancaatar Sound IB i 
I COMEDY TONWMT WKRP ml CINCINNATI ART BEAT 
11:28 
OJ MOVBI * * Count Orac- 
le II9MI Chrretopher lea. Har- 
Bart loth Baaed on tha taory by 
•ram Stater A lampea meat 
prey upon aveng humane to *u* 
11:30 
I TAXI 
MOV*  *     The Anehareng 
01     Candr.        11981)     Blanch. 
Bate.    CM  DoYourvj    A   young 
aatdgw   suner*   horn 
Iff. 
hunana etc-Jant   (Rl 
■ TONIGHT    Hoat     johrew 
Careen 
NIWS NIOHTLINE 
LATENKJHT  AMERI- 
CA Hoet  Owmw VVhcer, 
■ BENNY HdLL 
■SPNI BPORTSClNTER 
IMS 
■ STREETS      OF      SAN 
(TMO  **H      Agent S  3 / 4 
(ISSftlOrfe Bogwd.  SytmKoec 
BJOO 
(TIBO   "»      The   Beturn  Of 
The    Katj"     (IBBOI    Ahanaaad 
Vcaoaa of Oraon Bean. John Hue 
■an. 
10:30 
(TMD •**    CtT   I1BS4I Jahn 
Lynch, ttottn Mbyeji. 
12:30 
(TMO     **V>       Tap    Secret' 
I1SS4I  Vd  Hem.   lucy Gutter 
aSJB 
IBM 
■       **H       FaaMar   Attack 
Mt*3l     Saartng    Hoyden.     Joy 
ObOO 
rTMC) *•     Trenehcoet    I1BB3) 
Margot Iddw   Ftobert Hey* 
MO 
(TatCI **H Tha Betum 01 
Tha Katg (1SS0) Atarnated 
Vorcea of Oraon Sean. John Hue- 
lift: 
■     MAO 
• 00 
NEWS 
I SJ/LOBO 
LAUREL ANO HARDY 
BJ8PM •P0RTBLO0K 
(TMO   MOV*    *•*      Never 
tew  Never  Agam     (1BS3)  Seen 
Ccnnary. Kleue Moral aVamtouar 
12:30 
■ LATE NIGHT WITH DA- 
VtO IETTEFW4AN Scfwduttd 
aangw Ttaoty UBman- Mwa Amar- 
•ca IBM: comedhtn Bob Sarlette 
SSPNI OUTDOOR LIFE 
ISM 
tHAWAH FIVC-O 
NSW AVE NGERS A pow 
erfui Oenaae crtmo booo awaera 
vengaence agtanat Staad. Puroey 
end Gamort when the trio cruehee 
hw profitable d/ug-traffcekmg op- 
erobon mi 
CNSS     /     LEHPKR 
NJJVfBJBdOUR 
■ DIFF RE NT STROKFR 
■ MECHANICAL       UNI 
rtwJDMdwna 
*JBN»FtSHBN' HOLE 
fTlrlO MOV*   * * ■■!     Agent ■ 
3 / 4    (IMS) Oet Bogerde   Sy>- 
veKeactea  A, 
pne Bntnh  I 
f SWAGGART 
■   MOVBI   ****      Noton- 
oue     (19*61   Cory   Gram    ingrid 
SSPNI   TRACK    ANO   F*LD 
'••REVIEW 
ItOO 
■ NEWS 
BjBJO 
■ CBS NIWS 
NKaHTVVATCN 
■ NEWS 
•MPN)     JULIUS     ERVINGS 
SPORTS FOCUS 
the ton Cmtam 
S:30 
im CBS NEWS 
CHCDRCN OP THE NU 
NSCNCWS 
ASCNCWSg 
HAPPY OAYS AGAIN 
BfJStMESS RtiPORT 
aSPNI     HORSE      RACING 
WKKLY 
7:0O 
■ ■ ENTERTAINMENT 
TONIGHT int.vww wan Tony 
nan 
WHEEL OF FORTUNE 
IdlWLYWIO GAME 
REPORT 
Ben ett 
ajwv 
NIWS 
2:30 ■ CBS 
NKaHTWATCH 
SSPN) SPORTSCINTIR 
(TMO   MOVBI   **    NadM 01 
Tha Jugghr    (19S0) Jamea Bro- 
kn  Cut German 
OBOO 
KSPN) AUSTRALIAN RULES 
FOOTBALL     SawiaVad    fjama 
from VTl Part m Vrctorai. Auetra- 
ta IB) 
MACNSaL     /     LlHRER 
NCVVBHOUR 
NTIR 
7:30 
■ P.M. MAGAZINI Wrnd 
aurfng chomp Janna da Hoaney. a 
Oetroe ooupto wrth (tnheygty oil 
farent caraer*  and staturaa   puf- 
TNLtajBDAY 
TElfSSR IB. I* 
■ MOV* •*» Too Lett 
Tha Hero (IB70I Meduad Cane. 
Caff Roberteon A Britah patrol at 
chaead by Jap an ** I boope Phar 
mey oaecm'ST a large group of en 
emy plane* 
I JEOPAROY 
TAXI 
■ P M MAGAZINE Wrnd 
aurfng champ Janna da Boaney: o 
DebOrt coupM with tndmgty fkf 
"went career ■ and etatura* 
■ WBJ3. WB.D WORLD OF 
ANIMALS 
■ THREE-S COMPANY 
B»PN)S**EEDVVEEK 
OaOO 
■ ■ MAGNUM. P.I. The 
OAYTtMf CHLOREN S SHOW 
8:30 
■ READING RAINBOW 
Jama* Earl Jonee narrate* Srng- 
■ng The Ban To Kapah Plan horn 
tha Nandi people of Benye  nig 
■ HILL TOWN Father Noah 
"IfaroMop' Pew* (Robert Battel 
MM to recovw • goat that rvMped 
■ young Doy emerge bom a COte- 
tonrc etat* 
SSPNI TOP RANK BOXING 
John Meet «e •* Joey FartaB *> a 
>umor ■rafttrwlight bout ached 
utod for arghi rounda. tve bom 
Atlantic City   N.J 
8:30 
■ ■ GCORGE BURNS 
COMEDY WICK (Piemw.i 
Tha octogenanen heata dee 
weakly andiology aanaa Toreght 
a odtacura (Ten Metheecn) awt 
to help ana 
I two tomboy gat*  Vat Ann OMar.l   rectam 
nght to in onega har tern*, * 
I. 
1:00 
JHAWAH FIVC-O 
JaMBAV SWAOGAAT 
MOV*  ***     TheHaroe* 
01  Taatmark     (IBM) Ket Doug- 
ktt. ParAard Hama 
«SPNI PKA PULL CONTACT 
KARATE (R) 
1:30 
■ NCWS 
MO 
OJ CBO NIWS 
NKaHTWATCH 
0*00 
«■ CSS NCWS 
MOV* **vt Scraam 
PmttyPegrr' (IB73I Beta. Dev 
at. Tad Beeead A pretty atudant 
become* Bet rioueeaeecw Nr a 
acutptor  who ■• apeorbed e> dt- 
I NSCNCWS ASCNCWSp HAPPY DAYS AGAIN 
rTBBC)    MOVBI    **H    "True 
Confeeercno     IISSII   Bebert  Da 
NCWS 
2:30 
■ COO 
NfGHTWATCH 
SSPNI SPORTSCTNTER 
OBOO 
SSPNI   TENNtS Olympe:  Slam 
■SPM 8PORTSLOOK 
?SM ■   ■   ENTERTAIN ME NT 
TONeOHT rntaryere. with     DoF 
I WHEEL OF FORTUNE 
NCVotYVtBi D GAME 
IOOO 
• ■ EOUALIZBR IFtamnral 
Edwerd Woodward atari at Bob- 
art McCa* a tormw rntafaaence 
oparetrve who come* out of re 
leemeni ta baton ta Vet ecatae of 
tuataoa on tha ifeeti of Menhet 
ten Tor-ght e computw taohnr- 
catn ttumota* onto a gouwnment 
btectirwrtno acheme 
OJ NATIONAL  /  JOURNAL 
■ ST. ELSEWHERE ISaeeon 
Ftarntttel Chendker craarrnuaa to 
gneua ona the toe* ol hn brother 
« Vwtnam AuechlendBr begrn* * 
aaerch far Woatphafla replace 
rnont. tha now head (ABra Woo- 
ttord) of ooetotnc* and gynecoto- 
Steri Norman  Itoyd and Wet am 
D-t-TadE SPORTS 
OaOO 
SSPM BPORTSCSNTCR 
OaOO 
BJBJSJ SPORTSLOOK 
700 
SSPN) SPORTSCSNTCR 
BJOO 
SSPN)   POLO  Sfwereon   nwte 
bonaf bom long totond N Y  SU 
BOO 
—FW) SPORTSCINTIR 
•:30 
SSPN) SPORTSLOOK 
10:00 
SSPNI HOR8SBMOW JUBAP 
ING    intetrwBonal    Darby    b-orr 
ktewport  R i Ml 
12:30 
SSPNI     JULIUS     ERVWtG S 
BPORTS FOCUS 
IBM 
■ SPNI PKA FULL CONTACT 
KARATE (R) 
MO 
SSPN) AUSTRALIAN RULES 
aaOOTBALL     Sewidmd     game 
Bom VFL Fa* ei Vactona. Auatre 
MBI) 
8:30 
(CBPNI      MARK      SOSIN'S 
SALT WATER JOURNAL 
DAYTtVS MOVES 
8:00 
(TMO   **      Tha   Braaa   Bmg 
I1M3I  One Merrd)    Syhw  S-» 
agar reed* Magnum to beAant 
there * rnore then a lamrty feud 
oywotved IB) 
■ COSBY SHOW Rudy com 
ptome aoout baetg bared, but 
whan Ckfl pevma* her to hem) ■ 
dumber party ha knd* him tad 
tandmg  to   eaght   preceooue   S- 
B-okea  B1) 
NPL   FOOTSALL  Ctecego 
Beer* ai Mmnaeot* VAnoa 
■ VICTORY GARDEN A re- 
port bom Victory Garden We at. a 
WIN wah a prua-wevang orgarac 
. **> The Other Vc 
am' II9BU VVeaeii. Deetna. 
Jannaar OW A rrujrnad coupe* 
m aaumaaaed by dw wda • rope 
and the huobend'a nebwty to 
ocna emh tha attack 
■ COUNTRY AUCTION 
SSPNI  AUTO  RAONG SBSA 
GT Sanaa bom Pooone. Fg. 
ITMD    MOVK    *•>*       Cat 
(1BS4I John Lynch Hotan Meron 
bi Northern batond. a IB *«w-old 
Cathtotc man ta naunied by hw in 
nduomant n the rt**Tdar of a 
Proieeiant oewcaman  H 
8:30 
■ FAJeVLY T*« Whan Atja 
•nd Jamea Jrarratt *tart a tutcrng 
ee**a^a*a\ aaoy avwio up caanpataaa 
lor Hw *am* get  IB) 
■ SNfAK PREVIEWS 
■ A WALK THROUGH THI 
20TH CENTURY WITH SaU 
n eapaoreawi of pub- 
me  term   Head    Edward  I    Bw 
nayo  (Big 
■ MYSTERY1 nwttarda Of 
The •adey' Feavajrofe cenkranta 
the old boy network when he c* 
•eno. * coup, eocueed rjl ceect 
rodWl   (A) 
•SPNI  AUTO PLACING USAC 
Hut 100 bom Terra HeuW. bad. 
0*00 
■ NK3MT COURT Harry awe 
taaaptan why he turned dawn a 
ban  C.   Adndel 
gr*duaaion bad at) 
lOtOO 
■    ■    HOBflBTTOWN    Rect 
I  n New  Yort 
elef hatbwnde 
|  1-ATtONAL   /   JOURNAL 
t HSX STREET SLUCB 
pnaaof the eeeeon hnate Jab- 
raki ignoree tha doctor I edwo* 
anew* treoe* of afcafed. Hd) and 
flento bettywt a aanaa beer   (Rl 
"■ CAPtTOL JOURNAL 
fNCWS 
MASTEP»P*Ci THS- 
ATRC Th. .«n N H A come 
dy of error* r* set r mouon amen 
Flurry eMBua of Bernard Shuaa • 
SaBy Enee.   tafto 
Ra ki I 
of BI IA: g 
(TMCI MOVIE * *  ■• 
Trghtropa 11964) Cant Eeat 
wood. Gone.at aa Beadd Whee 
nmehgatig * aanaa of gredy oee 
murder*    a   tough   New   Orteane 
he hee much*i 
•umg * g 
10:30 
t»UTTERFL*S 
SANPORO ANO SON 
(CBPNI      JUNIOR      QUA" 
TIRHOR8I      CHAMPION 
■HIPS 
]ijJ0 
NEWS 
TONIOMT 
CINCINNATI 
r 
11:28 
■ MOVttaa , ThalArada 
Of The Beta |1B4B) Fred Mac 
Murrey Abda VaA> A rwrj-boaad 
Itoeywood ore** agant eciom 
pen*** the dead body of en at 
treea to har homa town and tmde 
Iwiwatr ■ wmwee tn a me act* 
I ItOO 
ITAXI 
COLUMSO A myatary wnt 
■ TrjNfGHT Hoat Johnny 
Carson 
IASC NCWSHrGHTLIN* 
■ LATENtGHT  AA4CRI- 
CAHoet  Denrea Wbtokty 
• BENNY HaLL 
SSPN) SPORTSCENTtR 
IOJOO ■ STRUTS   OF   SAN 
FAANCISCO 
« SJ/LOBO 
LAUREL ANO HAROY 
EMFTII TOP RANK BOXING 
John Meakrne m Joey Farted « a 
aauor wafterwpeAi boat edwd- 
utod For wght round* from Aden 
he City   N J  IBI 
(TMO MOV* *f> TnanoV 
cewt (1SS3I Margot «-*W 
Bobwt May. 
10*00 
■ LATT NtOHT WITH OA- . 
VBO LETTIRMAN Scheduled j 
Menal Ifanwtgwav comeAan' 
urmr Jonneton 
100 
« HAWAII FIVC-O 
NEW AVENGERS A dwhg 
ured   double   agant   bant   on   n»- 
nmge kadnape a »cnnaa* to heap 
nto a lupamurnan 
IBI 
AMMY SWAGOART 
MOV*    ***      A    Fat* 
I'BfMI SaanCcnras., 
she wake af thaw breakup. A J 
and  Pact   ere  pared once  egem 
(Part 3 of 21 N) Q 
• CHEERS Aepr.ee of the rwe 
ten feuda   Dune peso** a aanaet- 
fTMO MOV* *** ItOO 
ItSTTj FkAart DeNee  Bart L*» 
2CO 
■ CBS NCWS 
NIOMTWATCH ■ NCWS 
2:30 
■ CBS NEWS 
NfQMTWATCM 
SSPN) SPORTSCCNTCR 
ssJO 
(ESPNI HORBC RACING 
WEEKLY 
3:30 
SSPN) SPCEDWCCK 
400 
BMPN, AUTO RACING CABT 
Motaon mdy Race bom Si P.* 
Oue  iRi 
*** 
**H 
-   .    ** 
.   *H 
...    * 
^::.i±^At+A-r^k-'.>\   E^TpET 
BG News 372-2604 
WEEKLY MEETING 
tfloe^-Mondays, 9 p.m. 
Commons, Second Floor, West Hall 
When you need to make 
your best impression! 
-DATA SHEETS- 
Professional work at 
reasonable prices. Stop in 
and see our samples. 
THE COPY SHOP 
117 E. Court 352-4068 
hours: Moo. - Fri. 9:30-5:30 
MILTON'S 
BOW I l\(, (.Kl I V* l'\KI\ I' 
W4 V \l \l\ 
THIS WEEKEND'S ENTERTAINMENT: 
BERNICE 
UNDZE RIPPERS 
MONDAY: MICK PAYNE 
TUESDAY: KENNY REEVES 
WEDNESDAY: "LADIES NITE" 
(atari* NUTONES 
B.G. DRIVE-THRU 
* Uttte King Kegs 
*Wine Coolers 
•Wide Variety of Imported Beers 
* LARGE Selection of Domestic Beers 
*8pk Coke 1.79 + Tax + Deposit 
E FIRST EDITION HAIR OtEBIQIM BTUOIO 
Call us Today for your 
Hair and Tanning Appointment. 
•fr Diana 
* Kathy 
IV Cheryl 
* Sue 
4 Deb 
434 E. Wooster 
AboweiwD.Q. 354-1477 
BOO 
• CIS NEWS 
NKJHTWATCM (MONI 
(ESFNI      AUTO      RACING 
MONI 
MPN) MOTOCROSS (WED) 
m*a MOVIE (Mil 
6:10 
fTMClMOVIC (MONI 
6:20 
(TWCI MOVH IIHU) 
6 30 
i700CLUS 
JtM BAXKER 
JIMMY SWACXiAAT 
ItSfNI      MORSE       RACING 
WEEKLY (FRII 
• 0O 
>THIS IS THE LIFE (FRO 
RE BOP (MONI 
FAITH      FOR      TOOAV 
(TUi) 
J NEIGHBORHOOD (WED) 
A BETTER WAV (THU> 
PATCHES   AND   POCK- 
ETS (WED. FRO 
• THREE CHEERS FOR 
LIFE (MONI 
fONE ON ONE (TUei 
ALL THINGS NEW (THUI 
NEWS 
IESPNI SPORTSCENTER 
(TMCI MOVIE (WEOI 
6:90 
• CBS EARLY MORNING 
NEWS 
• • 20 MINUTE WORK- 
OUT 
I NSC NEWS 
ABC'S   WORLD   NEWS 
THIS MORNING C3 
09 FARM DAY 
CSPNISREEOWFEK (FRII 
KERN)   9PORTSLOOK   (TUE- 
THUI 
8:*6 
(FARM REPORT 
AM   WEATHER 
7:00 
0)      0)      CBS      MORNING 
NEWS 
(TOOAV 
GOOD      MORNING 
AMERICA (FRI) 
0JJ      GOOD      MORNING 
AMERICA CJ IMON-THUI 
«F AT ALBERT 
BUSINESS REPORT 
(ESPN)      SPORTSCENTER 
(TUE-*RI) 
(ESPN)      WORLD      CLASS 
WOMEN (MONI 
TOO   MOVIE    (MON.   TUt. 
THU) 
?:X> 
•  GREAT   SPACE   COAST- 
ER 
SB. HOW TO PLAY THE Pt- 
ANO DCSRITE YEARS OF 
LESSONS (FRO 
SMAGIC OF WATERCOL- 
SIMON) 
SJ DO II YOURSELF SHOW 
mjE) 
fMOTORWEEK fWED) 
MAGIC  OF   OK,   PAINT- 
ING (THU) 
(ESPNI    AEROBICS     BODIES 
IN MOTION 
TOCI MOV* (FRI) 
MM 
(FARM DAY 
ALVIN 
IESAME STREET (R) Q 
Nl AUTO RACING (THU. 
FRII 
(ESPHI SPORTSCENTER 
(MON) 
(ESPN) GOLF (TUEI 
(ESPN)   TRACK    AND   FIELD 
(WED) 
(TMCI MOVIE (WED) 
S:1B 
|<M   WEATHER 
8:30 
I FARM DAY 
FLINTSTONES 
TOC) MOVlE (TUE. THU) 
S:4S 
| A.M. WEATHER 
•rOO 
_| HOUR MAGAZINE 
i DICK VAN DYKE 
IjlORAROYlFRI) 
EVERY        SECOND 
COUNTS (MON-THUI 
I DONAHUE 
I SESAME STREET (HIE? 
I BRADY BUNCH 
I MISTER ROGERS (Rl 
(ESPN)       SPORTSCENTER 
fTUC-FRO 
(TMC) MOVIE (MON) 
StSO 
SJ  ABBOTT  ANO   COESTEL- 
LO 
SJ        EVERY SECOND 
COUNTS (FRO 
m     HEADLINE      CHASERS 
(MON THU) 
t BEVERLY HUlllES 
BfCRSTCTTY 
(ESPN)      WORLD      CLASS 
WOMEN (FRI) 
ffSPM)     INSIDE     BASEBALL 
RUB 
«SPNI   TOR  RANK   BOXING 
(WED) 
(ESPN) BRORTSLOOK (THU) 
(TMa MOVIE (FRI) 
10x00 
iSJ S2BOOO PYRAMID 
HEADS ANO  IAllS 
SAVER SPOONS (Rl 
BALLY JESSY RAPHAEL 
3-2-1 CONTACT (R) Q 
G1LIGAN S ISLAND 
JOHNNY    MATHIS    IN 
CONCERT (PHI) 
SJ      VICTORY      GARDEN 
(MONI 
I SURVIVAL (TUt) 
MAGIC      BRUSH      OF 
GARY JENKINS (WEO) 
SJ      MECHANICAL      UNI- 
VERSE  (THUI 
«VM PKA FULL CONTACT 
KARATE fR) (FRO 
!! 
li 
(ESPN)   TRACK   ANO   FIELD 
■ 6 REVIEW (MON) 
BSPNI AUTO RACING (TUEI 
XSPNI HORSCSHOW JUMP- 
ING (THU) 
(TMC) MOVIE (WED) 
10:16 
O FRIENDLY GIANT 
10.30 
Q SJ PRESS YOUR LUCK 
A MR   DRESSUP 
■ SALE OF THE CENTURY 
■ HERE  S LUCY 
■ READING RAINBOW 
(MON. WED-FRO 
SJ   SCHOOL   BUS   SAFETY 
ouizrruti 
(MORNING BREAK 
SQUARE     FOOT    GAR- 
DENING (MONI 
SJ   MACK   OF  OH.   PAINT- 
ING (WED) 
SJ      MECHANICAL      UNI- 
VERSE (THUI 
(TMCI MOVIE (TUE. THUI 
11:00 
OJ  OJ  U.S.   OPEN  TENNIS 
(FRO 
SJ OJ PRICE IS RIGHT 
(MON-THU) 
i SESAME STREET 
WHEEL OF FORTUNE 
ANGlE IR) 
MISTER ROGERS (R) 
7O0CLUB 
DO (T YOURSELF SHOW 
(MON) 
I MOTOR WEEK (TUt I 
MAGIC OF WATEACOL- 
ORSfWEDI 
SJ PET ACTION LINE (THU) 
IC3PN) HYDROPLANE RAC- 
ING (MON) 
11;OB 
SJ EUROPEAN TELEVISION 
MRVICt (FRO 
(TMCIMOVK (MON) 
11:30 I 
IC IF 
V 
ALL-STAR BLrTZ 
POWERHOUSE 
COOKING      MEXICAN 
(FRO 
SJ      KATHV'S     KITCHEN 
(MON) 
SB GREAT CHEFS OF NEW 
ORLEANS (TUEI 
01 JUSTIN WILSON'S LOU- 
ISIANA COOK IN   (WED) 
■J ALOHA CHINA (THUI 
(ESPN)      HORSE      RACING 
WEEKLY (FRI) 
(TMC) MOVIE (FRI) 
12:00 
©••NEWS 
Q MIDDAY 
• RYAN'S HOPE 
• "NATIONAL GEOGRAPH 
I ( RO 
SURVIVAL (MON) 
SOUNDSTAQE (TUE) 
NOVA (WED) 
EVENING     AT      POPS 
(THUI 
IANDY GRIFFITH 
LATE NIGHT AMERICA 
(ESPN)    AEROBICS:    BODIES 
IN MOTION 
(TMCI MOVIE (WSD) 
12:30 
• • US OPEN TENNIS 
(FRII 
• • YOUNG AND THE 
RESTLESS (MON-THU) 
• SEARCH FOR TOMOR- 
ROW 
I LOVING 
I LOVE LUCY 
(ESPN) SPEEDWEEK (FRO 
(ESPN)      AUTO      RACING 
(MON) 
(ESPN) COLLEGE FOOTBALL 
(TUEI 
(ESPN) BASEBALL (WED) 
(ESPN)      JULIUS     ERVINGS 
SPORTS FOCUS (THU) 
(TMC) MOV* (TUE. THU) 
12:36 
(TMC) MOV* (MONI 
1:00 
QO MOVIE 
B OAYS OF OUR LIVES 
■ ALL MY CHB.DREN 
• OB A WALK THROUGH 
THE 20TH CENTURY WITH 
BILL MOYERS (FRO 
• UNDER SAIL (MON. 
TUE) 
• PAINTING CERAMICS 
(WED) 
SJ SQUARE FOOT GAR- 
DENING (THUI 
• COMPUTER CONFER- 
ENCE AT WINOBPREAD 
(MON) 
SJ      MV      HEART.      YOUR 
HEART (TUI) 
NOVA (WED) 
BISHOP   LUERS  SWING 
CHOIR      INVITATIONAL 
fTHU) 
KSPN1 AUSTRALIAN RULES 
FOOTBALL (Rl (FRO 
(ESPN) PKA FULL CONTACT 
KARATE IR) fTHU) 
1  30 
• • AS THE WORLD 
TURNS (MON-THU) 
• PAINTING CERAMICS 
(MON. WEO) 
• SCHOOL BUS SAFETY 
QUIZ (TUE) 
• MAGIC OF OIL PAINT- 
ING (THU) 
2:00 
ANOTHER WORLD 
ONE LIFE TO LIVE 
MOVIE IMON-THUI 
EVENING     AT      POPS 
(MONI 
• BEYOND WAR SPACE- 
BRIDGE (TUE) 
• STING THE CONTRO- 
VERSY OF FBI UNDERCOV- 
ER OPERATIONS (WED) 
• SURVIVAL (THU) 
IESPNI COLLEGE  FOOTBALL 
(MON) 
(TMC) MOV* (WEO. FRII 
2:OR 
81 
I 
(TMCI MOVIE (MONI 
2:30 
• •CAPITOL (MON-THUI 
• MOV* (FRO 
• FLINTSTONES 
• RIVER TOWN (FRII 
(ESPN)   TOP   RANK   BOXING 
(FRO 
IESPNI AUSTRALIAN RULES 
FOOTBALL (THU) 
(TMC) MOV* (TUE. THUI 
3 00 
• •     GUIDING      LIGHT 
(MON-THU) 
• CORONATION STREET 
• SANTA BARBARA 
• GENERAL HOSPITAL 
• WOOOY WOOOPECKER 
• NATIONAL FOLK FESTI- 
VAL (FRO 
• COOKING      MEXICAN 
(MONI 
■ SQUARE    FOOT     GAR- 
DENING (TUE) 
I ALOHA CHINA (WEO) 
COMPUTER     CHRONI- 
CLES (THU) 
(ESPN)   HYDROPLANE   RAC- 
ING (WED) 
3:30 
• •  U.S.   OPEN   TENNIS 
CONTINUES (FRI) 
«DO IT FOR YOURSELF 
FOCUS  FILM  FESTIVAL 
(TUE. WEO) 
• PORKY      PIG      AND 
FR*NDS 
• SECRET CITY 
4:00 
• WKRP   IN   CINCINNATI 
(MON-THU) 
• CANADIAN      REFLEC- 
TIONS 
fLOVE BOAT (MON-THU) 
HART TO HART 
FANTASTIC FUN  FESTI- 
VAL 
• • SESAME STREET (Rl 
• VOLTRON.    DEFENDER 
OF THE UNIVERSE 
(ESPN)     JULIUS     ERVINGS 
SPORTS FOCUS (TUE) 
(ESPNI HORSESHOW JUMP- 
ING (WED) 
TOCI  MOV*   (MON.   WED- 
FRO 
4:30 
• DIVORCE COURT (MON- 
THU) 
fTRANZOR (FRI) 
THUNDFRCAT8     Q 
(MON-THU) 
SSPNI WORLD CUP  SKIING 
(TUB) 
(TMCI MOVIE (TUE) 
BOO 
■ •BENSON 
• VIDEO HITS 
• PEOPLES COURT 
• HE-MAN    AND     MAS- 
TERS OF THE UNIVERSE 
I• MISTER ROGERS (Rl 
WHAT'S HAPPENINGII 
(ESPN) SPEEDWEEK (FRI) 
StSO 
IJEFFERSONS 
• NEWS 
THREE S COMPANY 
M»A#S»H 
READING RAINBOW 
GOOD TIMES 
ON THE MONEY (FRII 
SITS.      BYTSS      AND 
BUZZWORDS (MON) 
ON THE LINE (TUE I 
ART BEAT (WEOI 
_ TIME OUT (THUI 
(ESPN)    OUTDOOR     LIFE 
(MON. FRI) 
(ESPNI FISHING (TUE) 
(ESPN)      MARK       SOSIN'S 
SALT     WATER     JOURNAL 
(THUI 
(TMC) MOV* (MON) 
nut I
FRIDAY 
{••* 
LOVE C 
MAC1 
NEV f 
BOO 
I NEWS 
ONNECTION 
NfH      /     LEHRER 
W5HOUR 
I BOSOM BUDDIES 
MECHANICAL      UNI- 
VERSE 
CSPN) AEROBICS BOOCS 
IN MOTION 
(TMC) MOV* ** Trsnch- 
row 11*83) Ms-got Ktdder. 
Roto* i Hay, Whrk* .ecett—ng « 
Men* o*cum*t»nc** propel ■ 
■routd-be mystery arrttar etto ■ 
mtader plot niarnsnonei eitngua 
end the Uml of VI undercover 
egsnt    PG 
6:30 
IS CBS NEWS 
SEEING (TOUR WAV 
NBC NEWS 
ABC NEWS p 
HAPPY DAYS AGAIN 
BUSINESS REPORT 
(ESPNI SPORTSLOOK 
7.00 
•    •    ENTERTAINMEN1 
TONIGHT mtrtmm n*fh Ou*tr 
Hoffmen 
I FIVE DAYS WIDE 
WHEEL OF FORTUNE 
i 0.1 JOE A REAL AMER- 
ICAN HERO Aramet*d The toy 
action hgure coma* to at* m Baa 
advsnture dete-ng the e*p*orit of 
r"a G I Joa teem a* » pureuoa an 
•crn-dem bent on world dornns- 
BUSINESS REPORT 
M»A"S"H 
MACNEK     /     LEHRER 
NCWSMOUH 
(ESPN) SPORTSCENTER 
7 30 
■  PM.   MAGAZINE   Duttn 
Hoffman    author  lour* L Amu 
■and   farm        Thara   She    H 
•    SONS    ANO    DAUGH- 
Mi inn 
It 
I 
It >.', 
I 
■ 
•M *t 
BM MSI the laal 
»d « g 
JEOPARDY 
TAXI 
WHO   WHO WORLO OF 
ANIMALS 
• THE ROPERS 
SSPNI  YEARS OF   GLORY 
YEARS OF PAIN A look ai the 
Buffalo Bet*   1964 NFL Sesaon 
BOO 
• • I HAD THREE WIVES 
Wart, ct*nt Sua Lembert (Rhon- 
da Aldnchl aaki Bnurjn* n pro- 
tect her brotnai Irom a (Ma of 
loan tnark) 
• THE KING OP FRIDAY 
NIGHT A iijiniai of rockari ham 
Now* Scan* a*ho mada u tag n 
(ha 60s r***n* 10 lhaa homa- 
town of Muahaboom tor araiavon 
cancan IR) 
• KNIGHT RIOER HcnM 
■ nQajai m a Mahal baffla *-in a 
hn man amoaa a>aappn * a car 
cornparaM) M KlTT  (Rig 
• • WASHINGTON 
WEEK INREV*WCP 
• MOV* **") hhgM 
Chaaa' U970I D»nd Janaaan. 
Vaphai Kono A bua.naaaman 
raraa a cab to gal i-nom o* Mai- 
ico orhan laa Waoa n groundad by 
Dadowaatrtar 
(ESPN) SHOWTIME IN ST. 
LOOTS A lacap <* ma NR St 
LowaCananaU 84 aaaaon 
(TMC) MOV* ** Fhont 01 
Tha Jugglar (19801 Jamaa 8r» 
an Off Gorman A lormar pohca 
orhcar launcnaa a daaparata 
aaarch BYough (ha avaata o* Naw 
York Dtv lor hM OauoMar «mo 
«*a ■*drtapoad by a pavchopathic 
criminal   R 
8:30 
• OJ WALL STREET WEEK 
(ESPNI NFL GAME OF TH* 
WEEK 
IBM 
• • MOV* ** Cannon 
bafl Run' (1MD Star Raynolda. 
Oom    OaLuaa    Varama    oddbat 
c"»- 
,    IRl 
•T« H 
IESPNI PKA FULL CONTACT 
KARATE    Tarry   NorHoom   va 
Kan Comar n a kohl «nNtarwa>gni 
bom acnaouad for aaoM rotaida 
hom Toktdo Oao 
(TMC)  MOV* **     CMUO 
(19S4) JonnHaard   Owaal Stam 
Radkoactnia -ailai da-oatty tiorad 
HI    iha   aubktrranaan   lunnaM   ol 
Naw York Crty owa naa to a raca 
ol murdaraua mutant*   R 
10:30 
• BENSON Tha govamor * 
upaet wman Banaon vatoaa a kjg- 
ralativ* bdl thai ha Iavorad  IR) g 
• SANFORO ANO SON 
10:38 
• BURNS ANO ALLEN 
11:00 
(••••NEWS 
BARBERSHOP JAMBO- 
REE Tapad m Alton N M th.* 
apacaM (aatgra* tha Sooaty (or 
tha Praaarwation of Barbarthop 
QuarhTi Snojng at Amanca par 
lorrrvng Saaan OKI La*tM," "A 
TraMa* To Lytaa Pmkham Tha 
Bahad 01 luina Bordan end otha. 
favor i*aa 
S WKRP IN CINCINNATI 
BURNS ANO ALLEN 
11:28 
0 GOOO ROCKIN    TONITE 
11:30 
I TAXI 
MOV**** « Jaramah 
JOhnaon' H972I Robart Radtord 
WBGaai A bmar m Iha Amartcan 
w^damaai takai an Indkan wda 
but andanaati NrnaaW and h* 
f amav by break *>g an anoant Indi 
an taboo 
• TONIGHT Gueai hoat Joan 
Rnrars Schadulad tha Manhattan 
Iianahw iak\ aho-r heal Oprah 
nWvJnfY. Jamaa aVoan. 
IABC NEWS NrGHTLINE 
09 LATE NIGHT AMERI 
CAHoal OanrM WVhokey Schaov 
ukad    amaar  Makaaa  Manchaatar 
1 "Den'I Cry Oat loud") 
• BENNY HKL 
(ESPNI SPORTBCENTER 
11:40 
(TMC)    MOV*    * * 1        True 
Contaaaen*     11981)  Robart  0* 
Nao   Robart Ov*a*    Tha oaoady 
eeparate •aorvja of two aroihara 
ptaiai. convaraa drinng • murder 
■nvMhgahon    R 
12O0 
O MOV* ** » "Tha Mon- 
net Ck* (1981) Vav^t Pnca. 
JohnCanackna 
I TV 2000 
1 
t (,> 
• MOTOWN REVUE Ray 
Chartea and Chaka Khan are 
achadulao lo aot aaraw hoat 
Smotay Robmaon 
• BARBARA WALTERS 
SPECIAL Ptnceee Caroana of 
Monaco. B*f>e Slra*aand and 
Pnatala Praakty are ailarvanaad 
• GLENN MILLER A 
MOONLIGHT SERENADE 
Hoaaad by Van Jahnaon and 
tapad «■   1984   thai mua^al mb 
I THREE STOOGES 
KSPNI SPORTSLOOK 
12:30 
• FRIDAY NIGHT VIDEOS 
Video* by Sting ( Fotlteti 
Around You Heart I UB40 wnh 
Choaa* Hynd* (I Got You 
Babe ') John Cougar M***nc*mp 
("Lonah. Ot Night P Whitney 
Houatton (Saving M My Leva lot 
You   1 
(ESPN) AUSTRALIAN RULES 
FOOTBALL SernAnaJ game Mra 
hum VFL Park ei W«tori*  Auaira- 
I JIMMY SWAGGART 
MOV*    ***  i     "SpaB- 
bound     (19461  ingtid Bergman 
Gragpn/Pack 
1:30 
(TMa    MOV*    **       "chard 
Pryor    Her* And Now    (19831 
2:00 
• MOV* ** Th* SMM 
WdhAMahonEyM 11966) Paul 
Bach. Lome Thdyar 
• MOV* *** Th* War 01 
The World* 119631 Gene Barry. 
Ann Robmaon 
• NEWS 
3:10 
• MOV* * * '•= Mdwoation 
0> An American WaV (1864) 
Jennifer Jon a*   Montgomery CM 
3:20 
(TMC)   MOV*   **      Night  Of 
The Jupojer'' (18801 Jamaa Bro- 
kn  CfcK Gorman 
3:30 
*SPN) SPORTSCENTER 
4:O0 
• NEWS 
IESPNI CYCLING 
4:30 
• MOV* ** Star Paca 
(1970) Ket Morn* Gordon 
Mrtthel 
IESPNI NATIONAL WHEEL 
CHAM GAMES 
• AMERICAN BAND- 
STAND   reeauree*   UuLaw B 
Cut Jem ( I Wonder if I Take You 
Home I OuerkarhMh (Tab to 
MO." Welcome to the Cm- ) » 
dao by tha Motafa I   Shame' I 
• V1CTORV GAROEN A n> 
iap of th* Seventh Annual Victory 
Garden Conieat finalut* 
landacaping tachraauaa to attract 
brda 
■SPNI NPL'S GREATEST 
MOMS NTS Featured a rwaeur 
of tha  82 aaaaon 
IfOO 
f PAR 27 
GET ALONG GANG 
SPORTSWORLD   Schad- 
ubH     IAAF     Grand    Pri.    Track 
Cnampmnelup from Oh/rnpc Sta- 
tftum in Roma. Italy 
• SQUARE FOOT GAR- 
DENING 
• SAVING ENERGY Ganar- 
etng aaaclrcrty uamg the aun or 
araata product* 
CSPN) TENNIS Otyrnpc Stem 
World Coupfee O^arnnonahg) 
aamavtai matchaa he from Haton 
Head SC 
1:30 
• • COLLEGE FOOTBALL 
Noe-e Dama at Mclagan 
fLANO AND SEA 
PUTTIN' ON THS HITS 
• JUSTIN WK.SON'S 
LOUISIANA COOKIN Prapav 
rabon of okra euccotaah. iialood 
gumbo and porh antbatava. IR) 
Q 
too 
• SPORT8WEEKEND 
Schadulad Canada va Mcndura* 
at World Cup Soccer o>a*fytng 
match kva from St John ». Nfld 
Canarfcan 10 P-. Bo-*ng Cnamc* 
onafapa. kva from Toronto. St. 
legar Stake* horae lace kom 
Ooncaatar England ADana Dar- 
by horae race kv* from Stampede 
Park at Calgary. Alia. 
I AMERICA'S TOP TEN 
UNDER SAM. Robbie Doyte 
with BuOtt American rteawci *• 
m The Mood MoorAght Sere- 
nade and Chattanooga Choo 
Choo" feeturee guaat partormara 
Tea Banaka Johnny Deamond 
Sytwa Sym*. Arata OAam and 
AAuaLaRoM 
• DOCTOR WHO 
(ESPN) NFL'S GREATEST 
MOMENTS 
9 36 
• I AM A HOTEL Songa by 
Leonard Cohen accompany a ¥>■ 
dao tantaay anth guaaia evdudkng 
Toaar Cranaton Ann Drtchbum. 
Robert Daaroaa* and OaUdkt 
Moor* at a grand old hotel (Rl 
HMO 
O  NATIONAL   /  JOURNAL 
• MIAMI VICE Crockett, 
■ova affaa  BMpardUjaa hra compa- 
lence on the job aa ha and Tubba 
a tno of leap iga dabn- 
SATUROAV 
BEPTcMBER 14. 19BS 
cwrex- iaat.tvOau.eia 
io«o 
OJ • HULK HOGANS 
ROCK N' WRESTLING 
(Prarraaral 
I SESAME STREET 
SUPER POWERS TEAM: 
GALACTIC GUARDIANS 
fNEWSFRONT 
MOV*      **» David 
CopparhaM (19831 Animated 
Vocaa by Roe* **ggna Phf» 
Hation 
• KATHY'S KITCHEN 
1O:30 
• PUNKV      BREWSTER 
! 
• 13  GHOSTS OP  SCOO- 
SV-OOO 
• BUSINESS    OF     MAN- 
AGEMENT 
• GREAT CHEFS OF NEW 
ORLEANS 
(ESPN) WRESTLING 
(TMCI  MOV*   **     Cracker* 
(1984)  OonaM Sutherland.   Jack 
Warden 
IIJJQO 
CBS STORYBREAK Q 
CORONATION STRStT 
GREAT   SPACE   COABT- 
CR 
• ALVIN  AND  THE   CHIP- 
MUNKS fSeeaon Premiere) 
• SCOOBV S     MYSTERY 
FUNHOUSE 
IMOTORWEEK 
SQUARE     FOOT    GAR- 
DENING 
11:00 
• • DUNGEONS A  DRA- 
GONS 
• KrOO VIDEO iSeeeon Pram 
•era) 
ILITTUIS 
MOV*     ***        Boom- 
arang      H94JI   Dana   Andrew* 
Jane Wyatl 
IMORK ANO MtNDY 
MAGIC      BRUSH      OF 
GARY JENKINS 
AFTERNOON 
12:00 
■ MAN FROM ATLANTIS 
Q CELEBRITY TENNIS 
■ LA NO OF THS LOOT 
• MR. T (Seaaon Ptarraore. 
0 ABC WEEKEND SPE- 
CIAL Th* Adventure* Of Can 
Sawyar And Nuduamary Fatn' 
Draw Barrymora and Brandy 
Ward Btar a* modern day adven- 
turer* *< tha tradition of Mark 
Twam * legendary character* 
(Part 2 of 2) g 
O COLLEGE FOOTBALL An 
ran* State at Michigan Stake 
• HOW TO PLAY THS PI- 
ANO DESPITE YEARS OF 
LESSONS 
IESPNI BPORTBOENTER 
(TMC)   MOV*   **«.      French 
Pottcarda   (1B79I Me** Chapm. 
Bianche Baker 
12:30 
O SPREAD YOUR WINGS 
Gaberto i Dream Tha art of 
waevavg •* aaan through tha aye* 
of a 14-year-old Guatemalan boy 
IR) 
• CHARLIE BROWN AND 
SNOOPY SHOW 
• SPIOER MAN ANO HIS 
AMAZING FRKNOS (Seaaon 
Pranuarel 
•urhng aipert Key Robbaraon aa 
plaait how touaayour »aaight and 
the balanc* of force* on th* ng at 
tandem  to control  oVection and 
ALOHA CHINA 
(TMC) MOV* **    Target Ea- 
gle       (1982)    Maud    Adam*. 
Gem oa Pepper d 
SJOO 
• THE RACE FOR NUM- 
BER ONE: COLLEGE FOOT- 
BALL PREVWW 
• VICTORY GARDEN A -. 
port from Victory Garden Waal: a 
wart arrth a pru»-wtnrang organic 
ger.» 
I WHAT'S HAPPENINGII 
DO IT YOURSELF SHOW 
Itfuct    an   outdoor 
dec*   itanatg w.th the bueoVtg 
perm.! 
3:00 
OJ B ABB BALL St  Lota* Ca-d. 
naH at Clecago Cuba 
• COLLEGE FOOTBALL Ra- 
ocnal oovarage of Weeheigtan at 
Bngham Young or UCLA ai Ten- 
• MOV* *** Cektoree ' 
(19481 Ray MAand. Barbara 
Stanwyck 
• LUCKY LUKE AnjmaaM 
Cowboy Lucky Lute - along wnh 
ha fenhtut dog Buahwack and 
fuaay horae Jo*y Jumper - aeta 
out to capture the notonoua bank 
tceding Deiton famey 
• AUSTIN CiTY LIMTTS 
Faetured Dot tie W**t | Would 
You Hold It Agemai Ma Hare 
Coma* My Baby i Floyd Cramer 
I San Antoreo Roe*. ' "Stood 
Up 1. 
4:00 
• SOUNOSTAGE Tha Cana- 
dian rook group I overbuy ■ per 
'ormanc* avdudaa "Working for 
tha Weekend end Turn Me 
LOOM'CRI 
(ESPNI PKA FULL CONTACT 
KARATE Teny NorMoom v* 
Kan Comar m a kght weherw eight 
bout tcheduled for oight tounda 
horn Toledo Ohio (Rl 
(TMC) MOV* **# "Hmm 
Say Never Agean ' (19831 Sean 
Connary. Kleua Mane Brandauar 
BOO 
• • CSS SPORTS SPE- 
CIAL Schadulad Tha Marlboro 
Cup. kv* bom Bafmont Raca 
Trad, n Elmont. N Y 
• SPORTSWEEKENO 
CONTINUES 
• MOV* *** Canyon 
Paaaaga (194*1 Dana Andreem. 
Su**n Meyvrard. 
« STAR SEARCH 
STATIONARY ARK 
8:30 
• SNEAK PREVIEWS 
KfPNI   HYDROPLANE   RAC- 
ING Greater Oklahoma Thunder 
boat Oaanc from Oklahoma Cdy. 
EVENING 
ORV 
• ••NEWS 
■ CSC NEWS 
■ STAR TREK 
• V*TNAM: A TELEW 
BtON HRTTORY Root! Of A 
Wat Deepen cortfcet lakabona be- 
taraan Amancan awabganca om 
oar* and Ho Ch. Ma* at the and 
of World War D (ranch and Bm- 
■eh hoatwt. lo the VeRnamaaa 
tavokibon IOKI th* groundwork for 
a new conflict  (Rig 
B:30 
• THE NUTRITION TEST 
Oue*tioni rangatg from the nu*n- 
nonal value of wtarran* to tha cat 
oum make of chedran and aduH* 
ate anawared by hoat Dr Ftar* 
FwM and • panel of nutritaaraate 
end phvaajaF" 
• THIS WEEK IN PARLIA- 
MENT 
I CBS NEWS 
NBC NEWS 
(ESPN) SPORTSCENTER 
TOO    MOV*    **>**       AI 
The    PraaaRM-i    Man'     (18781 
fkooart Reoaord. Ouatm rtnnman 
Baaed on the book by Carl Barn- 
Men  and  Bob Woodward    Two 
Waehaujton Poet reporter* a apart 
ence conetant aaOadti •*•* 
ooaeratg the ecenoaloue feet* be- 
hnd me Weeargete break -m  1*0' 
7410 
MUPPETS 
SKertana   IMaB* 
nte* if^ from the Convention Ha* 
at Atlanta;  Caty.  NJ   la Steraol 
• LOVE BOAT awac hMp* • 
youngatar  deal with  laa  father* 
! I HEE HAW Featured Steder 
BrabW*. Karen Kane. Sun Mow 
at. « 
I SMALL WONDER 
• SOLID OOLO Hoat 
0-mna Warwteh Guaat* CuNur* 
Club. Tear* lor Fear*. Whaml. 
Saner S*adg*. ■*, Ooaan. PWk 
Ndaon 
• MOV* *** War Wag- 
on" (1987) John Wayne Ket 
OougMa A cowboy defrauded of 
IM gtfd^ch land pkana a epeoal 
type of vangeonce vtath tha help 
Of a guneangar. an mden a dw* 
andaVaaf 
• EVENING AT POPS Se- 
an Vaughan And Wynton Mar- 
uU ' Grammy award wtnrang 
Wynton Mareaaa* performa a 
Haydn trumpet oonoano and mi 
medley* wAh Sarah Vaughan. 
who amga "Sand n Iha Oowne 
and   Many     IR) 
BJBPM COLLEGE  FOOTSALL 
SCORE BOARD 
7:90 
• SMALL WONDER A daaar- 
matad angavaer enema a ohacV 
tuad prcvamrnabla robot rtamad 
Vkfet that win* tha approval of hat 
wale and eon 
O FRONT PAGE CHAL- 
LENGE 
• WEEKENO MAGAZINE 
ESPN) COLLEGE  FCK7TBALL 
Ta.M ABM at Alabama 
8:00 
• • AmWOLP During a *c 
antmc meaajn in tha Notthwaat. 
• vefcame arupaon foroaa Hawka 
and Santa* to take refuge at a 
nearby tntrang town eiwt an em- 
pkjyea rebefkon at under way IP) 
0 STEVE FONYO THE 
ROAO TO MILE ZERO 
™ghagnt* of tha le-ntonth ooaat- 
M-eoaet run acroaa Canada to 
IBM fund* for cancer raeaarch 
• GIMME A BREAK (Seeaon 
Prerreerel The Karaahi larrwy he* 
trouble deeang wrwt tha death ol 
the* father unet U>) near hue- 
band Jonathan (Jonathan Sever 
man) aimn the role of men of 
the houe* Star* Nad Carter and 
Kai.MchaeaMn 
• MOV*       at   Ik*   Flynn" 
kam Eapy He><aa>nga 
anaue whan a ghostwriter taame 
up with a photographer to etveab- 
gata a aanaa of murdsrs and dw- 
eppearancea off the coast el 
Jamatce Q 
• COLLEGE FOOTBALL 
Pttt*burgh at Oluo State 
• MOV* ***■-> fneda 
(1947) MA Zattartng David Far- 
rat A Brmeh fksr mseta with 
hometown 'eaaitance and hoitwty 
toward hat German wet bnda 
B:30 
• FACTS OF LIFE (Seeaon 
Pramatrel The gala and Mr* Gar- 
ret! are devastated when they re 
ban bom the* aummer vacations 
to hnd that Edna* Edbata hee 
been deetroyed by Bra. Stem 
Charlotte Rae end Nancy 
McKaen  (Part 1 of 3) Q 
S:00 
• •MOV*** ktuwon* 
(1913) Karen Valenuna. Bnan 
Murrey A young Amancan de- 
ugner encountart mternational ev 
tngua when aha "iwi that her 
tafctaman huabsnd  whoreported- 
not tha man aha thought ha wee 
<R> 
• THE CALGAHV CENTRE 
FOR THE PERFORMING 
ARTS GALA OPENING Par 
former* include Maureen Forraa- 
atr. Mane eornere* th* C4fgary 
Phaharmona: Orcheatra and Cho- 
rus, dancers kom Laa Grandee 
■abet* Canactena end the AJberta 
lakit Company. 
• GOLDEN OVALS IPrsnvsre) 
Oorothy. Rose Blanche and So- 
ptes era lour mature wngka wom- 
an byawj to COB* *»K* everdey 
probkama whea apsndmg the* 
gofdan year* ai Mwm. Tonight a 
ght> men proposes to Blanch* 
Stars Bee Arthur Betty Whea. 
Rue McOanahen. EatsBe Getty 
(TMC)       MOVIE       **uj 
Tightrope 11984) Cent East- 
wood. Genevan* BueMd. Whea 
nvaehgat»ig a aenee of gnsfy aaa 
murder*, a tough Near CMaens 
cop dracovsr* met ha hee much m 
lommon with the kasjr he t* pur- 
B 10   
• MOVIE * * Roowar Cog 
Bum' H976I John Wayne. Ke- 
thareM rtapbum Whan a Federal 
marsh*) tat* out to neck down a 
wnh a grudge agenet the gang av 
*■*!■ on pnng htm n the hunt 
B:30 
• 227 (Pram..) Mary Jsnk.ns 
N the maiordomo of an apartment 
busdmg in a ctuingtng rtejghor- 
hOOd Torwghl Mary run* ewp 
trouble when ehs'* mvohwd at a 
mayor cat aocadant Stars Malt 
Gbb* Hal Waksmi 
iaoo 
• MISS AMERICA 
PAGEANT KedM Lee Johneon 
end country taagar Doug Swsnder 
*»   host   Gary  Cohna   aa   Mate 
agaeiet  two  boukwa  by (sagnmfl 
• ng 
PPOLETOWN LIVES 
«••" 
NATk> 
MOV 
11:00 
NEWS 
I IONAL C? 
IE     WH     "Big 
Stampede 11933) 'John Wayne. 
Noah Beery A town* new mar 
etas) trwa to round up a vaaoua 
gang of catfj* rusBark. 
• VISIONS OP YESTER- 
DAY ft TODAY 
• EUROPEAN TELEVISION 
SERVICE 
BMPN) COLLEGE FfXYTSALL 
REPORT 
TOC) MOV* **# Ortce 
Upon A Tana In Amanca (1984) 
Robert Oe Nro Jamaa Wood. 
Sergio Leone'* portrait of th* 
fnsndafhpe toy erne* end betray aN 
of a amaB group of Jewwn gang 
eeare at the 1920s and 30a R 
Q 
Ml tO 
SMPM SPORTSCENTER 
11:20 
• ABC NEWS Q 
11:30 
• MOV* * * ft Voyage Ot 
Trw Damned" (1977) Fay* Duna- 
wey OeMr Werner Baaed on tha 
bus story of a afap hA of German 
Jaws who aes* asylum kom th* 
Nan* m 1939 but or* not aaowsd 
12:30 
S0NPL TOOAV 
NPL as 
PORTRAITS 
ADAM SMITH S MONEY 
WORLO 
• SPORTS REPORT 
CSPN)   NFL   GAME   OF   THE 
WEEK 
(TMCI MOV* *• On. From 
Tha Hsert (1882) Frederic For 
rest. Ten Gen 
IO0 
OJ NPL FOOTBALL (Mas 
Cowbovt at Ossrort Laws 
OJ SPORTSWEEKEND 
Schsdutod Formute One 8a**um 
Grand Prst auto race bom Fren- 
corchamp*  Betaaum 
• NPL FOOTBALL Los Ange- 
las Ram* at Phssdetohw Eagle* 
• NPL FOOTBALL Regronel 
coverage of Caicmnati Ban gala at 
St Lou* Card-uS* Houston 
Oasr* ai Vrasfangton Redakata 
Now England Patnots at Ovcago 
Bears. tocMnapoes Colt* at kAem. 
Ooapfana or Buffalo Be* at Now 
fort jeti 
(COMMUNITY CLOSEU- 
MOV* **** Bsck^ 
(19*4) Pachard Burton. Peter 
0 Toots 
• MOV* **>H Doc 
(1671) Stacy Keach. Faya Dune- 
way 
BTSPN) TENNIS Otyrnpc Stan 
World Coup*** Crvsrswrteite*. B- 
nel match kva from Hason Heed. 
SC 
1:30 
• MANORELL SaSTERS 
ANO FAMK.V A personal wsw 
Of the Mandrel awtsr* at wort 
and  at  paty  that  mctodea  aitsr 
i B30 CSC NEWS ON THE MONEY Fsetursd. 
«MOV* 
AUSTIN CITY LIMITS 
Bonnie Rartl sstgs "Green light 
end eonge kom her album 
"Tongue at Groove ' Tha LeRoi 
Brothsrt perlorm Rocta> Dad- 
dy" and   Stg Tana Operator   ' 
11:3ft 
• STAR SEARCH 
11:46 
O MOV* *** Cutter Of 
Tha Weal" (19881 Robert Shaw. 
Mary lire General Cuetar plead* 
urtsuccsMfuty with government 
0fhc**H to lactfuty remedy moten 
lOtOO 
• NEWS 
(ESPN) COLLEGE FOOTBALL 
Taeas ABM at Alabama <R| 
12:30 
• SATUROAV NIGHT LIVE 
Host W Murray Guaat. Bat 
Spav*. t. Don Nonaka. the WM- 
•enpooht oemeeten-ruggktr Mk- 
chaeiDavw  U» 
12:3ft 
• SOUL TRAIN 
1:00 
• MOV* #* Doctor Os- 
troif (18831 Dan Aytuoyd. Oon- 
noOoton 
SLINDAY 
! 
10O0 
I DAY OF DISCOVERY 
NOVA 
JAYCE ANO THE 
WHEELED WARRIORS m that 
ptsvurw of a naw cartoon eerie*. 
the tteroa: JSycs and Ne Ltghtrang 
League of whaelad vshc*** kght 
to aew ttw urvvwae hem the con- 
trol of Sew Boa*, e pUnt-aks 
oreeture with an army of Monster 
Mavl meebjrae, 
•      COLLEGE - FOOTBALL 
Pittsburgh at Ohao Ststa 
10:30 
OJ NORTH COAST MAOA- 
Z3NC    Feetured        Pound    Pup 
p*aa      lek bevel guide: good buy 
on  video recorder*   an ntorwew 
tamlOVvc 
I ONE ON ONE 
! I FANTASTIC  FUN FESTI- 
VAL 
fTMO MOVIE *** Pher 
Lap (18S3I Tom Burkneon. Mar 
an Vaughan 
11*90 
I NORTHLAND 
COMMENT 
WORSHIP    FOR    SHUT- 
INS 
IKIOS INCORPORATED 
A WALK THROUGH THE 
20TH CENTURY WITH BJLL 
I'" 
ESTUNG 
11:SO 
I FACE THE NATION 
J WESTERN GARDENER 
SUNDAY MASS 
THIS  WEEK   WITH   DA- 
VtOBRINKlEY 
CSPN) BPORTBCENTER 
• ; 
•  
• * 
parent*    and   muac   caps   kom 
• WALL STREET WEEK 
2.00 
• GREAT PERFORM- 
ANCES The Four Seeaon. 
The Btbeotheheeel n Poftng, 
Weet Germeny provdee the be- 
roew* aetsng for a patSarmence of 
AMorao Vrvak* * "Th* Four Sss- 
ton* by the Enokah Chambsr Or- 
chsstr a led by eceo woinrat Gdon 
• ram-    (R) 
2:30 
• WORLD OF DISNEY Goo 
fy learns about biaobal and horse 
reemg. DoneM Duck * ected nto 
abowngmatch  (R) 
• MOVIE ***■! Ceel 
Hand Luke (1887) Psui ftew- 
man  George Kennedy 
(TMC) MOV* ** Bitter Her 
•eat (1SSI) Ron toward An 
Carney 
3:00 
• MOV*      •*". Count 
down' 119011 Robert Duve*. 
JamseCean 
• STBPHANE GRAPPELLI 
IN NEW ORLEANS rhghbght. 
Of RU woannt Stephana Grappel 
6*g May 1BB3 oonoart at Neva Ot- 
■tens wnh ha acoomperaeu. two 
gurtareit* end a base plover IR) 
(ESPN) SWIMMING FINA 
World &*> Synchroraaed Champ, 
onsfsps. dust ccanpatrtron* kom 
tndutrutpoM  (Rl 
3:30 
• CPL FOOTBALL Edmonton 
Etkimot at Saskatchewan 
Rough. .»• 
4:00 
• NFL FOOTBALL Atlanta 
Falcons at San Franc*tco 49er* 
• NFL FOOTBALL New York 
Gamt* at Green Bey Psoksn 
• MOV* ** ' fkghl To 
Hoiocautt' 119771 Pattick 
Wayne. Chna Mrtchum 
• GREAT MOMENTS 
WITH NATIONAL GEO- 
GRAPHIC from the eaotc wea- 
ls* of the Nsnvb Oeeert to • oar- 
atg rafl race down the Yukon 
Rrvsr 10 veers of faabonal Oao- 
graphc ececatkt ere raverwed Hal 
Hos>ookho*t» g 
• MY HEART, YOUR 
HEART Newsman Jan lehrer rs- 
csss he> 1883 hssn attack, aut- 
gary end rehabariebon at that re- 
port on heart cfcaeeaa atcludkng en 
update on recent anprovsmant* ai 
cksgnoau end treatment (HI 
BJSPN) AUTO RAONO World 
Endursncs Spe 1000 kom See 
Bekatum |R) 
SOS 
(TMCI  MOV*  * * *    ThsRe- 
lum Of Martin Guerre'' 11881) 
Gerard rjapereteu Nedtebe Bay* 
•tpo 
• • LIFESTYLES OF THE 
RICH ANO FAMOUS Inter- 
view* with Conraa Stevens. Vtc 
Oemone end "O.ekst Roeemary 
Rogsrt. atto a cskabnty gela m 
SunVsBey Idaho (Rl 
• FMINO LINE Three 
Against Ons" Guests attorney 
fssrrtst Pepsi, soalor Ivachset Rats- 
toy The New Repubtc Mark 
Green, hssd of the Democracy 
Prefect 
CSPN) AUTO RACING 'omv, 
kt One Belgium Grand Prst from 
Spe  6ekBum  (Rl 
IsSJBJO 
rytng houee content*, bpe or. *- 
rtfrcmg an aducdbon g 
700 
OJ • SO MINUTES (Season 
Prerrearel Cortespondants MAa 
Waksce Mo/lev Sofat. Harry Res- 
aassw. Ed Bradtoy and Owns 
Sewyw prowde etvsebgetnr* rs- 
pont prof In and Na|**ga 
• HOCKEY NIGHT A M- 
year-old get aperka oppoanton at 
her smel town arhsn ahs don. a 
hockey uraform and >>ina e bey* 
chemcaortehs? teem. 
• PUNKV BREWSTER (Sea- 
aon Premiere) Punky aak* bossr 
Mervslous Msrvtn Hagk* for aome 
bpe on how to get nd of ths 
achooi buty Start Sotpl Moon 
Fry* end George Gsynss 
• RtPLEY'S BELCVE IT OR 
NOT) Thsdkwstsr mat foeowed 
tha 19*h-cantury gokd tush at 
Sutler a MA n Cskforraa; ths 
modal Cfty for th* mythce) katg- 
dom of Shsngri-l* how ths Da** 
Lama escaped to nd* through 
the neacharoue Haturieyas  IRig 
• FAME Dsspits oppowbon 
from ths boys, ths gat* dec.de to 
»am Danny * *oftb*ll team 
• A WALK THROUGH THE 
20TH CENTURY WITH BfLL 
MOYERS 6* Mover. rBacijaeea 
Theodore Roosevelt wrtn biogre- 
phsr Dewd McCutough *> thre 
portrait of 9ft anergatc and **t*s 
tse man and the tunvof fhs-csn- 
tury  Amerce   that   he  governed. 
«i g 
CSPN) BPORTBCENTER 
7:30 
• SAVER SPOONS (Sssson 
Prsmaarel When (h* Sbanons ef- 
forts to change Dorter * afcutyt* 
fari anger Whrtney Houston 
cornea to the rescue Start Ra»v 
Sctv Oder and Joel «^gw>a 
SAO 
• • OEATH OF A SALES- 
MAN Ouatai Itoffnwjn stam ae 
WaTy l omen n Arthur Maker a P.** 
iusr Pita* wattrang play dial at 
plorss eyokraduai and aoctsl morsk- 
ty and Ota ahookng aaoet that 
Itan the reUjuoneh*. 
berareeni a man and he eon Akto 
■tar. Chart** During Kate Read 
and John Mskovch Q 
OJ OCEANOUEST Shewn 
Wes*hsrty and AI Gaedrng* sa- 
ptora the mysterious depth* off 
ths co eel of Antarchce 
• ALL-STAR SPECTACU- 
LAR fuchard Oeen Anasraon. 
Gary Cotoman Jamaa Rosa 
Emma Sarnma Aktn TTsoke Rob- 
ert Wegner and E* Waksch ar* 
among th* cstebritat* n a musK- 
vsnety preview of ABC I naw feB 
line-up        that        include* 
MacGyvw led, Blua The 
Inardar* Our    lam*,   Honor" 
end   rh*vwood Beet   Q 
• MOV* ***>* Bug* 
doon     118841  Gen*   Kety    Cyd 
■o   tnenda   tturnbte 
IStOO 
ISPCtRTBCENTBR TODAY 
MEETING   PLACE   Arch 
bethep J.A  Ftourde ofkcietee at a 
Mae* of the f*ety Spatt kom Oat 
Roman Cathoae BssAcs of Nob* 
Dame n Ortswe 
(EARLE BRUCE 
) MEET THE PRESS 
) NEW TECH TIMES 
I FAME hhookj meets her net- 
ursf mother whSSS Sttsntaan* b* 
na a concern for Meets * adop 
■ parent* 
8:00 
JfattNORITY REPORT 
FAME 
MOV* *** The Doty 
Srstera 118461 Belt, QrsW*. 
John Payne Two Hunger en-born 
enter* naa to fame after many 
ptooeeorcnol    and   pareenal    eat- 
I- 
. 1 I STAR TREK CAPrrOL JOURNAL (TMC) MOV* *** The Trouble With Harry ' H966I Ed 
mund Gwenn Shaky, Mad.*e* 
A group of local cmrsn* ettsmpt 
i dssdbodv found 
Scottwh tughlend* wheh comes 
to kts for a atngte day every 100 
yean. 
• PUrnN'   ON  THE   HITS 
ls>-synced randrtnna of   I'm So 
Cacnsd.        I   Would  Os  4   U 
"Vanai  (he  World Needs Now 
Beaut, School Dropout. 
PV.T. (Pretty Young Thetg) 
and'Sokd. 
• EVENING AT POPS 
"Steve    Lawrence     And    Eydto 
Germ*'' Tha huabandandwtte 
tesm wnh tha Boston Pops Or- 
chooaa at s trtbuts to Irvsyg Be, 
kn  IRI 
CSPN) NPL'S GREATEST 
MOMENTS 
OMC) MOV* * * vt Top Se- 
eretf (19841 Val Kemer Lucy 
Gutter dge A *poo* of tp, movw* 
end Ehas Presto, fsms. n wheh 
en American rock n red ttsr get* 
caught up n hrgh tovei eapionege 
wtata touring Eaat Germany PG 
B:30 
• I'LL GET THERE SOME- 
HOW Academy Awerd-w-wtsr 
John Zariaky I decumentar, pro 
htos tour *vomen who hsvs euc- 
ceeefuk, overcome arthnsa IR) 
• WHAT'S I4APPENINGM 
BOO 
• MOV* ** Secrete Of A 
Married Man 119841 Wakam 
Shetner. Cybfl Shepherd A mar- 
rwd men's oomciAait attraction 
to prosiMutss Mopwdee* tut mar- 
rise* h* a» and he MS (Rl g 
OJMOVEI **Vi lady B*- 
(16861 Jam* Ross. Tony Lo Bl- 
anco After bar lover * mur dared 
a tough dedwaeid oetsctn* sm 
ptoys unorthodo* methoda *> her 
carnpargri to convct th* memarch 
of a ooceaia nag reaponsfcat for 
h«death (Rig 
I JACK VAN IMRE 
MASTERP*CE THE- 
ATRE Trw a**) A M A come 
dy of srror* * eel n motion when 
FKBT, (idous of Barnard Shuts * 
attsnaens to Sae, Knoe. aaa* 
Shuts • denesrous mare IPart 3 
of 6) Rl g 
*BPN) MAJOR LEAGUE 
BASEBALL'S GREATEST 
HITS 
S:30 
(TMC) MOV* * * One From 
The Meeti I1B82) Ifedarc For- 
rest TsriGen Dasctsd by Ftanoe 
Coppola The hveyear romance of 
s Lae V age. anndow drssssr end 
her ejnt-dssasr boyk-nd break* 
up aa each of them *nos s mars 
mtare*"ng partner    R 
1000 
• EXILS Forty year* after 
World War II eeoereted lam lorn 
Newlove Management 
•Over 400 apartments and 
houses from which to choose 
* Professional office and 
Maintenance Personnel 
• "The Personal family Touch" 
336 S. Main   352-5620 
Hairways 
"HERE FOR ALL 
YOUR HAIR NEEDS" 
Full Service Salon 
Call For Your Appointment 
TODAY 
Close To Campus 
Hie E. Wooster 
STADIUM PLAZA 352-2107 
Howard's club H 
210 N. Main 
No Cover 
Live Entertainment 
*ns 
Don't press your luck- 
No black cats at 
Howard'* 
this FRIDAY THE 13th 
^fevv Dimensions in 
Financial Technology 
Let us serve 
your banking needs. 
Bowling Green Locations: 
100 S. Main St. 
327 S. Main St 
1098 N. Main St. 
Hair, Skin, Nail Designers 
352-4101 181(B)S. Main 
354-4143 Bowling Green 
20% OFF 
haircuts, perms, 
highlighting, 
manicures. 
with this ad 
Chris 
expires 9-27-85 
1«1S. Main 
BowllM Green, Ohio 
(MittoVanittrUiMt) 
Friday 
All you can eat 
Perch 
$3.41 
All you can eat 
eeRoughy 
•a*.    JV14   %- AU you can eat 
if58 
wtta cafe slaw aad cMce 
efpetate,  rail ft batter 
Soap, Salad Buffet and Dessert 
facie °°<y H J* «tw.  
Saturday 
Steak& 
Shrimp 
15 JS 
BBQ Chicken 
& Rib Combo 
$5.49 
Includes Soup, 
Salad Buffet, 
OtolceofPoUtoi 
Deaeert Table. 
Incredible meals at incredible prices 
© The Hutch Pad & Supplies 
Aprox. 150 fish tanks, fresh and salt- 
water. Small animals - gerbils, hamsters, mice, 
guinea pigs, etc. 
Birds, lizards, puppies, kittens, etc. 
SPECIAL 
10 gallon set-up $43.99 plus 
$5 of free fish, your choice with setup 
Expires 9/27 
352-8459 
South Side Six 
carryout 
737 S. Main      352-8639 
•Cold Beer, Wine and Champagne* 
Ohio lottery agent for 
all Ohio lottery games 
The Number, Lotto, Pick 4, Instant Lottery 
Borden Ice 
Cream 
ElsieVi Gal. 
1W  Sept. Special 
returro to Canada where he net • 
panful raunean wrth rue son and 
the s/endeen ha* never met  p 
IWASHtNOTON MPOftT 
MYSTERY! ftympoM 0* 
Tha Beaay Rumpoa goes to Ahv 
ot wtore he oafeitda laaranga'e 
mama/am for home often on • 
murder charge IR)g 
IISPHI SWIMMING UNA 
World C« Svnchxnjad Osn» 
ehepe. Secrete and Law' M»7tl 
T ra L0MBB. PBuBB Prentaa. Su 
woman become murder euepects 
wto* • baby a Raatkan o found 
at Ma sorority houaa may aved et 
20 years aarlar 
• ENTIRTAINMCNT THIS 
WEEK Rona Barm, aWaraowa 
Juan Rivets 
• raSMYrtOrU 
mSO MOVkE * * Soadnouaa 
SB" 1194*1 WaaymOafoa. Judo* 
Raeyhcod Omng Moayt Aruone 
an ivy Leaguer at eeeoted by a 
wcrtaty — hMcMaher whan ■> 
rat roadn shoot shots m the ia- 
rJoaor of ho  65 Thundertwd  W 
11:3*1 
■ MtmONAMC MAKER 
12:00 
• ENTERTAJNMENT TMS 
WCEK Rone Barratt attar .oat 
JoanArvers 
• TOO a.us 
SSPNl   TENNIS  OMTHMC   Stan 
nal match (rom won Heed   SC 
«) 
0 TAX INO ADVANTAGE 
13:3* 
• TO M ANNOUNCED 
1:00 
I TAKING ADVANTAGE 
ARrRCA: CONTINENT I 
DAVTBJE OOLOAENS SHOW 
S:SO 
• READING RAINBOW 
rtoat laVar Burton introduce* lha 
tank    Tahi Tewee   and clocks 
out tto putae kbrery Rl Q 
DA YTSMS SPORTS 
■400 
ESPN) HYDPIOPlAFfE RAC 
ING Graeter Ofelahoana Thwrohr- 
boat CUssac (torn Oklahoma Cay 
N 
soo 
■SPH> SPORTSCENTER 
TOO 
(ESPN. WOULD CLASS 
WOMEN 
ESOO 
■SPN) a»ORT*CSNTER 
IOOO 
■SPNI AUTO RACING SCCA 
Sup* Vaaa bom Lee-reston. Ohio 
ft 
IliOO 
■SPNI AUTO RACING SNA 
GT Sanaa bom Portfcand Ore IR| 
13:30 
■SPNI  AUTO  RACING CART 
Moteon  May  Race  (ram Si.  Rat. 
Qua iRl 
MO 
BSPNI OOLLEOC FOOTBALL 
Teaee ASM M Alabama (Rl 
OtOO 
ff SPN) OUTDOOR UK 
DAYTIME MOVES 
s.-oo 
(TMO    *#    'Sitter   Harvest 
11SS11 Ron Howard. Art Camay 
•MM 
(TMO   #•*     Monk    N    Hal 
HNjh School   (1S7SI M Sofa* 
MJB 
10:30 
■ MYSTERY1 RumaoMi Of 
Thai BaBey Rumpoka goae to Ab> 
e» ■ahara ha daaanda Hm anga ■ 
wanaaar (or homa aft a* a on a 
mutdar cnatga IRl g 
• KENNCTM COPELANO 
IllOO 
1:00 ■•NSWHAvnHaaangtora 
SJ   * * H     Saraaaarr Of Tarrar" TV award. ON* a ataK praaauraa 
(ItSSI   Hue*   O'Snan.   SarM-a Raw n be a man dynarrac heat en 
Ruah (aaiafeakaiar  Id I 
2M •   RVACH   ROR    THE    TOP 
mn   **M      Meaka. La* **" ?.awTJl^-t?. 
MM»    Oarrmr.    HeMon.    (MA tW AITO n^CINa Farmu- 
Mentueo *■ °™ Ba(aAa*t Grand Rna Sam 
Sa£{3ra7afi •■CAOT'.U^V. 
Vtcam VanPaltan. ""^ **—" 
NATIOMAL (The Namna 
IfoSoarig 
• NON PHTTKJN    TELEVI- 
SION 
•SPNISPORTSCENTT-R 
11:1S 
• NEWWINAL 
11:30 
• ASC NEWS g 
11:30 
S> AT THE MOWS Scnad- 
usad >naw> Agaaa of Oatf" 
(Jena    Ponda.     Anna    Sawprefll. 
«aaa & ma sprdar iRmanan 
OMmam Man. Rari JtAfi: ■Year 
of StaOraaon (Matftay Rourtal 
SjMOVK *a> ThaTmHuaa 
(1S7S) Marilyn light atone. 
MaaJa Devokm A (amaV naa to 
oopa aMtt ma stiuggM ol kwtg on 
Om Ouabac Roma (rent damn. 
World War II  tfUQ 
SOO 
# MACNER. / LIMRER 
NEWSMOUR 
fOaW-RENT STROKES 
ADAM SMITHS MONEY 
WORLD 
■SPN! AEROSRCS BOOKS 
IN MOTION 
•sMj 
(TMO MOVIE #*# Thele- 
eapa AnkM" (1SS2) Griffm 
ONaal. Tan Garr A law aged 
boy bom a famay of mogOana 
longa to (ofaar m tno (aotatapa of 
BM   PG 
S:30 
■ SJ CBS NEWS 
9  CAROL   BURNETT  AND 
I NEC NEWS AKNtwsq NAPPY DAYS AGAIN ■SPN) SPORTSLOOK 
1*00 
•    m     ENTERTAINMENT 
TONtOMT   hitarwaw   >mti   ac- 
aaaa ( mma Samma 
I MOUSE CALLS 
I WHEEL OP POPrrUNE 
■ NEWLYWCO GAME 
9h 
•pog 
HMO 
• SANPORO ANO SON 
11«0 
■ ■••NEWS 
■ COMEOY TONP3HT 
• WKRP (N CINCINNATI 
■ BITS,    BYTES    ANO 
BUZZWORDS 
11:26 
• MOVIE   ** Vi      I Love A 
Myatary- MS73) Ida Lupme. Oe- 
M"A"S"M 
MACNEfL 
MPHISPORT3CENTER 
7:30 
• P.M. MAGAZINE A hua- 
band and wda team fket raorka on 
Sen Pranoaooa GoMan Ooaa 
Snd0B. M Reflety) Chaf Barnard: 
LMNAn 
■ VENTURE ■ JEOfAROV 
■ TAXI 
• P.M. MAGAZINE A hoa- 
band and -da aaatm HwM worka on 
Gcaflan    Qaaa 
• WILD WaLO WORLD OP 
AleSWALS 
• THREE S COMPANY 
B1PN)      NPL      FR.MS     PRE- 
SENTS 
0*00 
• ■ SCARCCNOW AND 
MRS. KING Amanda • anaaiad 
amen ha> dnnar gjuaat, a man 
heed to ycaeca a —awng dJani 
■ay, m Icwnd mwrdorad ahortly af 
aat taa.mg Mr houaa. SI) 
IHAMGfN'aNp 
ALL-STAR HOUR Don 
Jokneon. SI Coaby. Johnny Car- 
eon. Ed Mat—a and SoaM Moon 
"rya an* among ttta guaati at a 
mean nain praaaaai of NSC a 
Kaar faS aaa >a> mat aaok-faa 
Mafita af Scienaa." "Hal 
Town "      ARred   HaKfwoot   Pra- 
aaarch leada tham t, 
I TAXI 
J «man he Vanka ha 
■mnaiaaa a murder aaMe on ao- 
cawm at a Nonkam Ceafuiae ra- 
BjrtM 
June 1SS4 SB Ifaaray. Dan Ay 
a/oyd Bnaca MaNar and Mono 
Concfata Alonao am hoal Johnny 
Canon  (Rl 
■ • LATENK4HT AMERI- 
CA Moat   Dennn Whokay 
• BENNY HEX 
ESPHISPORTSCENTER 
ItsTJO 
• STREETS OP SAN 
FRANCISCO 
I NEWS 
LAUREL AND HANDY 
■SPN)     NPL     FtMS     PRE- 
SENTS 
rTMCl MOVE * # * "TeaBh- 
ere     MSS4I  (*«*  Nona    JoBeW 
MtOO 
• LATE hHOMT WITH DA 
VK> LETTERMAN Schaduaad 
tern mi Daaas * 
• ABC NEWS NKfHTLINE 
AmanngSaoraa " 
• JACK VAN RMPE - ES- 
CAPE:     THE      SECOND 
DEATH 
• • SURVIVAL "The Amar- 
mg World Of Spadara" Some of 
(ha moat unwauaf epadara, eaaan- 
adfmnt a range of rhouaanda of 
13:40 
• MOVIE  **H     CryRapa' 
11973)    Pater    Comaad     Andrea 
I 
nig 
•   MOVE   **   "Tka Oraak 
Tycoon"  H97B) Anthony Oum 
GraaA   et-ppayg  magnata 
the eflfe of a dacaaa 
praaadant. launchang 
aTEPH) PEEL THE (NTENSTTY 
A wot  at tna OawNend Bro-ma 
ItfMNaSaaaon 
(TMO    MOVIE     »*      Staymg 
1.-00 
i HAWAII FIVE-O 
I JIMMY SWAQGAAT 
MOVE-    *##H    -Tnftanl 
The Weta"  (ISfKH Spancar  Tra- 
cy. Fredra: March 
OSPHI TrVAPSHOOTINQ 
1:30 
• NEWS 
ESPN) TSACK ANO PSKD 
Ehemrocft   Gemea   from   Irisanl ■ 
2.00 
• CBS 
NH3HTWATCH 
• NEWS 
fTMCJ     MOVBE     *      -Surf    r' 
119S4) Eddkt Deaoan. UndB Car 
NEWS 
nmaj     itaaiii   John   i'a*mea. 
Cyndaa Rhodaa  A young aaprog 
denoar amda a roaa at a produc 
eon.   rhua  paaajBalwg  rae >aM 
■onaha,   anth  a   young   woman 
oog 
B:30 
2:SO 
•           CSS            NEWS 
NfGHTWATCH 
ESPNISPORTSCENTER 
•too 
••PN) INBrOE BASEBALL 
• TOM  JONES OUBM  Marie 
Oamond 
(ISPNI      NPL       MONDAY 
NIOHT  MATCHUP A prelaw 
of tonaoMa gama bataaan baa 
TUESDAY 
aTBIIIEBJIIU. 1SES 
Caama- • IBM t v owa a* 
10K» 
■SPNI AUTO RACING Formu- 
la  One  BesBMm Grand Pru Irom 
Spa. BaaaMm. BU 
13:30 
•SPNI COLLEGE   FOOTBALL 
Taaaa ASM at Alabama St) 
ssJO 
•SPNI     JULHJS     SrTVSHOS 
tempt m made on Naa at* IR) g 
• NATkONAL  /  JOURNAL 
i TO BE ANNOUNCED 
QUEST FOR THE 
KLLERS VeMiiean bom (eaai 
York City a gay communrry aarBc- 
tpaaa at e cbnKel anal of a hepe- 
atwalvacona g 
(NEWS 
AMEPPCA AT RISK: A 
MaSTORY OP CONSUMER 
PROTEST Edam Newman hoeta 
•as chronada of ma lOD-yaar ha*- 
to> of a*a American coraaurnar 
moaamant - bom ceaoraal law* 
M> coneumar advocacy m Sat 
SOa 
fTMa MOVIE ***» foot- 
kwee tISfM) KsWi Bacon, lor. 
Smgar.Taen-egara at e amaS koaan 
hght tor tha> nght to danca end 
atage a prom deepna oppoartjon 
6:30 
(TMO    **H    "Mc 
7:30 
rrSSO ***H Fmcarrekk. 
(1SS3I «laua >na. Claudaa Car 
dknek* 
10:30 
(TMQ    #*H      True   Confee- 
eaana'   IISS1) Reban Da Nbo. 
RoSavtDuvaS. 
13:30 
(TMO    ***       Mother    M    A 
F-a.hman H94t)     LofOttB 
Young. Van Jahneon. 
1«0 
• •*       Tha    Amancano 
(1S6AI  Glenn Ford.  Frank  Love- 
m 
340 
tTMO *** Educaang PMa 
(1SS3)     MaAaaf     C«na      Jube 
> xvMfgatoia eat out  IO lo- 
/     LEHRER       cate a wealth, pokcyholdar. daw 
4«0 
CTMO **** M The Proa.- 
denta Man" (I87S) rtabart Rad- 
fwd. Duean Hoffman 
EVSieaNG 
SOO 
I CATCH F 
MACNEL     /     LEHRCR 
NEWSHOUR 
tDIPPRENT STROKES 
ALL IN A LbrYTTME 
•MJPNI FrSHtN' HOLE 
•   MOVIE    **H    "Sawjga" 
119721 BarDera Sam. Maw lan 
mamtaryM 
I' I: I ABC NEWS gj I HAPPY OAYS AGAIN I BUSINESS REPORT 
tISPHI    WORLD    CLASS 
WOMEN 
fTMO MOVK ** NUght 
maraa MSS3I Craaajna Remea 
Imwo Eaaaw A Backup truck, e 
pack of caaarMtaa. a «adao game 
and a coKmuH Nome a* paay a pan 
n   four   apannai   of   horror   end 
7.00 
■ • ENTERTAINMENT 
TONIGHT mtamaw anth NapM 
Court    atar Kan-y Andsraon 
• WHEEL OP FORTUNE 
■ NEVVLYWED GAME 
■ BUSbNESS REPORT 
• MBA*S*H 
• MACNEE / LEHPfER 
NEWSHOUR 
eTSPW) EPORTSCENTER 
7:SO 
• P.M. MAGAZINE A cata- 
log eamce dan halpe match up 
Cobn Imtfy. a 
J JEOPARDY 
TAXI 
P.M.  MAGAZINE A ceae 
log aarvtca  bast haapa match  up 
fnaWI wtfn tna parract worrtan ^ a 
tour of bjrmar Ford Co eecunty 
ctwjf Harry Bannatt « caatta 
• VrtD. WED WORLD OP 
ANNUALS 
• THREES COMPANY 
ESPN) ARM WNESTLrNG 
BOO 
■  •   MOVIE   ft*     Sunaet 
Lamowema     IISS3)  John  RMtar 
Suean Day  A wo^d-ba ccmedaan 
takaa a a* ea i 
but a 
•nth mane 
leak. | fved 
SOO 
I KATE fit ALL ft Kate 
m  ahrow a party to ce*s- 
angemgk.  bD 
IIX CALGARY WINNERS 
| MOVal Urrora IPrerraaral 
e Ha*ay Antony Hema- 
yourg   M.da.aateinar   ^ 
DAYTME CHLOREN'S SHOW 
•:30 
■     RSADtNG      RAINBOW 
Ruth Ruin narrates    Mass Naaaon 
•a Sack : LaVar Burton amaMrka 
on a Oarshday  aaaaura  hunt   SO 
S:SO 
fTMO    ##      Stayatg   Abaa 
HSS3I    John   Trawata,   Cynthai 
10:30 
(TMO      **h> Teacher a 
nSS4)  Na»  Norse    JoSeth  Wb- 
kema 
10*00 
(TMC)      **H Fooilooae 
IIBS4I Kevn Bacon  Ion Smger 
ana Near York ahaeartcal worh) 
and  Sa»  ngara  of   anaeang  her 
•    OUCBT     POR    THE 
KILERS An Anwtcen pacaaan 
Saono Age eaw at 
Papua Now lunar CJ 
• QUEST POR THI 
KELERS Vohmiaare bom New 
York dry a gay commtaaty partK- 
aMH n ■ caracal tnat of e Nape 
Irtua B yaccate g 
SOO 
E8PNI8PORTSCENTER 
6:30 
7^0 
ENTER 
SOO 
ESPN)   TRACK   ANO   PaXLD 
S:30 
BOO 
SSPM) SPOPtTBCENTER 
8:30 
ESPWINSeDE BASE SAL I 
(Rig 
• FIFTH ESTATE 
• A-TEAM When tha ia«m 
■ada e tow-truck operetor who s 
baidang rutweaa cempetttora. 
laaavy duty aqiapmant kacomel 
aherr ammur-won   (R) g 
• WHO'S THE BOSS? h a a 
mght Angela wc-Al kka K> Nrgm 
• If only aha could ranwmbar e>- 
ecHy what warn on between her 
end Tony (Rl g 
• • NOVA An eaamawbon of 
chadren a acoaaartion of language 
durang daar f/st four yeera (R) g 
• MOVE- • * Rcmarrw 
Comedy' HSS3) Dude. Moore. 
Mary Saaenburgen Whaaeucaolng 
tha   antangaament    of 
wnghta endure a rana year pan- 
narahap ateapjt prooucea # sanng af 
B/oadweyrat* 
EPSPM WHESTLINQ 
BSOO 
• THREE S A CROWD Jac* 
rasarly loula Hunga up for Vicky 
during Sat lammg of an artna 
commercaal P»g 
(TMOMOVkE** CMOO 
(ISB4I John Heard. Denaf Stern 
Raateactna waetea fatgeay etorad 
-i tka aubianeraien hatnata of 
New York Cay graa n 
I WAYNE A HO SHU8TER W 
BOS     HOPE     SPECIAL Ml match from rkftan Heed  EC. 
Sob Hope  Buya  NBC?     Gueeta IR) 
ndudng LuoBa Sal. Mdton Sara* i:a>o 
Dean    Martm      JaMny    Carton. fTMO    MOV*    ****       Al 
NBC     CneartaarvMna     PreaaStM Tka    Praaidant a    Men"    MS7S1 
B.»ak-,    TertAaff    and    tome, RokaitlaMRaa Daaan Heflmen 
Prillfani Oeresd Ford awl Pal CO- »—  
fSLRaSNESSPI 
M«A*S»M 
MACNEE 
10:30 
• SANPORD AND SON 
t 1 OO 
(TMO  *> ff H     Agant  I J  ;  4 
(1SS6I Or* Begarda. SyWa Roeo- 
afundatou 
4:30 
BTSPM   MOTrjOaOSB   SOOcc 
Saatee  Orand Pna   bom  Wohlan 
B» 
IsOO 
• OUR FAMILY HONOR 
(Prarraeie) Tka byaa of ma kaw- 
atwtng McKay faaMy Mai Baa 
cnrranal    Daring    dan    baonme 
MM wad . 
7:30 
• P.M. MAOADNE Pel Ze- 
dora French cfaaf; a prewew of 
CSS a WeeYaaeday raffM erteup: 
k-fatak 
• JEOPAROY 
• P.M. MAGAZINE Pat Ze- 
(TlaK)   #*H       The   Return  OT 
The    Kraj       (ISSO) 
Voacoa of Oreon Bean, 
II  2b 
I MOVE:  • •     Count Drat 
croaeed louera   Stare Ik WaSach. 
•  DAYTHME CHLOREN S SHOW 
•    HaSPANbCS:    MEETtNG f ^ 
?_LT^JT_D'    "0,".f^- ^V-r Burton raMa about . km- 
"•an.  crw* or wnwaancy oae*at ^.  _.     „-   ±^   •  -- .<-.- 
nc. N Long P^ch   C-f    a pro- ^PNca.  m     J^ tT 
LIE) 
S:30 
• TOM JONES Gueei  Send; a 
Locke. 
•SPN) ROLLER DERBY 
tOaOO 
(•WEST 67TH 
NATIONAL  /  JOURNAL 
9 
• REMINGTON     STEELE 
Rapnee of tha aeeaon finale Laura 
lafcaa off ta Maaico -a. a cherm- 
•ng poktxaan ea part of her eewgr. 
mem to gather eome beckground 
i IRl 
a.   IRig 
mar ro boot camp at San Dwgo 
■ WELD, W» D WORLD OP 
ANIMALS 
• THREE S COMPANY 
ESPN) PEMPT HOLE 
OBOO 
• • STES CRAZY PVenaare) 
Saaad on tha M ntoata. Tero 
man. ion .a: tad of a onrne they 
dafn'l commrt.  arranga a ureaaae 
1 COMEDY TONIGHT 
WKRP IN CINCINNATI 
ART BEAT ton 
10:30 
(TMO***   Car MBSalJah* 
lyndi. Haian baaran 
at" IIS7II Craaaophai Lea. Her. 13:30 
ban lorn   Baaed on the etory k. rTfJO    »*H      Tap    Secref 
(1SS4I Vat Comer. Lucy faattar- 
1O0 
•       **H    "FejMar   Attack 
HMJI    Seartng   Haydan.    Joy 
i  'R 
SOO 
• FaON-FrCTkON TELEVI- 
SION ProMae of wabonaBy 
known Hupamc Isadora auattata 
the aauea and concern* ol fwart, 
20 iraEon Meucen Amaricen*  Q 
I NEWS 
SOUNOSTAGE   Tka   par- 
♦ormenceby tha Rochee mdudaa 
The Mamaal Man    and   The 
Lergeet f luaoeeh m  the World ' 
(TMC) MOVIE * a * ■> 
Ftucarrakta" I1SS2) Klaua «m 
Bki. Ckauda CaroknaW Daector 
Wamar Hereoga portM of an r- 
eo'a grtataet fan. who cat* upon 
(he geraroarly of e iiealdi| tnend 
and enaTbar baron to reekse kaa 
■naion of oonaaructang on opera 
houaa at the Amaaon baMJkj (Sub- 
trtkadl  PG 
H>30 
• SANFORD ANO SON 
ESPN)   HYDPOPLANE   RAC- 
ING Oreeter Ohlahome Thunder 
boat OeaaiE Irom Oklahoma Crty |0 
IfjOO 
•OO 
OaPM   TRACK   AND   PTBLD 
attamrocb Qamee aom aasano 
fftl 
•OO 
ESPWSPORTSCENTER 
BjO 
ESPN) SPORTSLOOK 
7:00 
SMPW) SPORTayaNTER 
OEM 
BJSPN) RUGBY laKfaatab Na 
Bonsf Club Ohatiapaaraahfj bom 
Chtcago 
•OO 
eiSPNISPORTSCENTER 
•:30 
IE SPN I      SWIMMING     FINA 
WorW Cup Synehronued Champ.- 
onafupa   dual  competRiona bom 
irekenapobs. B» 
HMO 
ESPN) AUTO RACING CART 
Mefaon mdy Race bom St. Pa>. 
Qua M 
13:30 
ESPN)   TENNIS  Ohw  Star. 
World Coupkaa Cfasmp-meNp. h 
rat match bom Heaon Head. SC 
m 
tkOO 
ESPN)  AUTO RACING SCCA 
Super Vaaa bom Lewngeon. Oho 
M 
3:30 
ESPN)  HYDPXJPLANE   RAC- 
ING BuJaaatar AFSA Gold Cvo 
ftorn SaatSa. Waeh IR) 
4:30 
keep one etep ahead of the au- 
maiaea    Stare:  Larry  Raey  and 
Joseph Guaatdo 
• QUEEN    MOTHER:    AN 
• »TH BIRTHDAY POR- 
TRAIT A p. oh*, of th. echvmeo 
cunentty anpyad by tha Bft-year- 
otd Queen Mother 
• HIGHWAY  TO  HEAVEN 
(Saatari Premaara) Jonathan and 
Mark becoma rwohed rt the baae 
of three youngatera who are at 
ier-bng Camp Good Taatsa, a fa 
catty far termmefcy * ohatken 
Start kAohaal London and Voter 
French  (Part lot 2IQ 
■ ABC NEWS SPECIAL "4S 
/ SB Former Preeoanta R<chard 
RMson. fjaratd Ford and Jkmmy 
Cartar aaong wrth promratnl per 
aonekoaa bom tha US and 
abroad jean coenchort Peter Jan- 
ranaa and Ted Koppai lor a hattor- 
11:30 
I TAXI 
MOVSI * Tha 
Of Candre' IISB1I 
Batar CBR DaYeuno, A young 
endow auffera bom r-ofitmara* 
about her huebondi death m e 
hunting acodani  R) 
• TONIGHT    Hoot      Johnny 
Careen 
I ABC NEWS FNOHTLINE 
• LATENrGMT  AMERI- 
CA Hoot Danraa Whcbty 
• BENNY HEX 
E8PNI SPORTSCENTER 
300 
(TMO**     Tnawfieoa«--nSS3l 
Margot K<aoar. Pobart Hay* 
4O0 
(TMO   **•■>    The Raeam Ot 
Tha    Reaj       MB80)    Anamebsd 
Voacee of Oeon Bean, John Hue 
SAN 
and   eventa   From    1B4Fi   to   tha 
praaent g 
I  ABOR TlON   BATTUE 
I  through  oocurnamaraa 
hng pro- 
• •••• 
■ COMEDY TO 
■ WKRP INCH 
■ ON THE LINE 
NIOHT 
rNCtNNATI 
 
■:30 
ESPN) CtUTOOOR LIFE 
DAYTIME kOOVBS 
11:3ft 
• MOVEI  * * h     Jourraty To 
Shaoh   IISSB) Jameo Caan. hb> 
chaa. Sarnuan Sevan idaaMec 
young man torn the Coreadaracy 
duraig the Cnd War, BM heaej 
voubea accaotmg the hardehehv 
11:30 
I TAW 
MAONUM. PJ. Re* a pV 
meeaeae tnand Waldo sttsaee at 
Mawa. p-aaumabfy to rtueeep— 
e caaa of raaurancavbaud ff) 
■ TONIGHT Heat Joknny 
Careen ScMdutad lAehael Lar> 
don. PM (Jonafaaa 
I ABC NEWS NKkWTllNE 
• LATENrOHT  AlwlRI 
CAHcat  Dar-MWhoar, 
• BENNY HILL 
ESPN) SPORTSCENTER 
1200 
• STREETS      OP      SAN 
ESOO 
(TMO   •*      Craekera'    HSS4I 
1000 
(TMO   **     The   Wad   Lea 
13:00 
(TMO frfr The Btaea Rmg 
IIBB3I Drat MemB. Syhea Sd- 
BR> 
IOO 
•     * * H     The Fafang  Men 
IIS6BI     Henry     Save.     Reanan 
lefJO 
(TMO  **•     New Say Never 
Agon      (1SS3I   Sean   Cortnary. 
Klaua Mane Brendauar 
400 
(TMO ** Crackers" (IBM) 
Donald Sutherland. J«* Warden 
chc.ee and pro-*** » 
cbidad ere cfcpa bom Saant No 
More.        'So     Many VoaoM." 
Coneeavad n I awry and "Tha 
• MOVEf   **•      The   Seven 
Upa" MS73) Roy Schaaoar. Tony 
Lo Batnco A New York cop s plan 
to uee a Inend at an informant 
beckr.ee at a aanat 
kaavipceng. 
(ESPN) MARK SOSIN'S 
SALT WATER JOURNAL 
(TMO MOVIE *** One. 
Upon A Tme m America 119441 
RceMrt De Neo, Jamee Wooda 
Sergo Laona'a portrart of She 
fcaavaahoa toyaroee and bavayefe 
Of 0 antaS group of Jeaneh gang 
eeare m the 1920a and 30s R 
Q 
B:30 
ESPN) PaafBTM 
MO 
• • CkfARLJE  B ODMP A 
NY IPrarraarel The work rig par- 
ents of three rJtaVJran try to oopa 
with ever day work atrees awake 
kaepmcj up with the ohaoa they've 
coma to eapact at homa SBMBBI 
Cnarfca naa stag* byaftt aahan ha 
appears before ha eon a hajh- . 
achoaf cteee Start Ftp Waton 
and Gleoy* Inafti 
• LANO  THAT  DEVOURS 
SHIPS   BE   Meaon  and  Pasncb 
HBTBM  tha atory of tha 
of Eta •rtaoh Sargue 
» by Or   JoaMachne 
130 yeera after rl tank at Bat Arc- 
r Sound IRl 
12O0 
• STREETS    i 
FRANCISCO 
tSJ/LOSO 
LAUREL ANO HAROY 
ESPN) SPORTSLOOK 
(TMQ   MOVE    ***      Never 
Say laayar Agtrn    HSS3! Seen 
Cortnary. Klaua Mam Brand.— 
12:30 
• LATE NIGHT WITH DA- 
VE) LETTERMAN SctatcUed 
emgar Tracay LRknan. Masa Amar- 
OO ISSS: cornecken Sob Sarlette 
ESPN) OUTDOOR LIPE 
IOO 
« HAWAII PIVE-O 
NEW AVENGERS A po- 
ema Chanaaa onrne boa* aereera 
vengeance agerat Stead. Purday 
and Gambrt whan ma »* cruahe* 
hra profnabk* drucraefhebrtg oo- 
IJkMMY SWAGOART 
MOVSI   ***>*      Notor. 
oua     MS4S) Cay  Grant    Ingnd 
BOO 
(••NEWS 
CATCH PHRASE 
MACNEE / LEHRER 
NEWSHOUR 
• DIFF RENT BTROKPR 
• MECHANICAL    UNI- 
ESPN) FkSHIN   HOLE 
(TMO MOVIE  ** M     AgaMS 
3 / 4'   119451 Ort Sogerde. SyV 
ve Koeone An uranyptoyad arm 
EBBI 
0:3O 
IS CSS NEWS 
CHEOREN OP THE Nt_E 
NSC NEWS 
ABC NEWS Q 
HAPPY DAYS AGAIN 
BUSINESS REPORT 
(ISPNI      HORSE      RACING 
WEEKLY 
7:00 
•    •    ENTERTAINMENT 
TONIOHT  Inter.aa   an*  Tony 
SSPNl   TRACK    ANO   PsELD 
BSREVSTW 
1:30 
NEWS 
! 
WHEEL OP FORTUNE 
NEWLYWED GAME 
M«A-S"H 
MACNEb     /     LEHRER 
MO 
• CSS NEWS 
NK3HTWATCH 
■ NEWS 
ESPN)     JULIUS     ERV1NGS 
SPORTS FOCUS 
2:30 
■ CBS 
NrQHTWATCH 
•MSB EPORTSCENTER 
(TMQ   MOVEt   •*      NWght Of 
The Juggtar     11940) Jamee Sro- 
kn. CkR Gorman 
OEM 
ESPN) AUSTRALIAN RULES 
FOOTBALL Senuhnat fame 
from VFl Perk at Votone. Awatre- 
ka  IRl 
ESPN) SPORTSCENTER 
7:30 
• P.M. MAGAZINE WraV 
eurhng champ Jama do Roaney a 
Detrorr caxcaa with aarbungtr oV 
farant caraere and ataturee. put- 
Rno; 'ranch ractpa* 
• MOVIE *** Too Late 
Tha Hero" MB70) haohaal Cane. 
CUT Rotartson  A Snoeh pakef a 
sn 
THURSDAY 
IB. IS 
0AYTB4E OeLDRENSSHOW 
ft:30 
•     READING     RAINBOW 
JBTTBH Carl Jonaa narrates Bring- 
ing The Ran To Keprti Flam from 
tha Nandl peopa of Kanye  (Rig 
BatP'm a larga group of an- 
rn^ Planes 
I JEOPAROY 
• TAXI 
• P.M. MA0AZX4E VWu> 
aurhng champ Jerma da Roanay; a 
Oatrott coupa* wrth Str«rtgly df- 
rareni careers and naturae 
• WED. WE.D WORLD OF 
ANeMALS 
• THREE'S COMPANY 
ESPN) SPEEDWEEK 
BOO 
• •  MAGNUM,   P.I.   The 
fBJ/L 
L _) AUREL AND HARDY 
SSPNl   HYTjatOPLANE   RAC- 
ING  Budweoar  APSA Ook* Cup 
from Seattle Waah (Rl 
12:30 
• LATE NIOHT WITH DA- 
VID LETTERMAN Scfetduted 
Jack Henna Cetumbua fOMol 
Zoo. cornedon Richer d I awa 
12:40 
• MCCLOUO lAcOoud hatpa 
an Men ohaaf each lor has 
rr-aamgaon   (PI 
riMO MOVSI *** Mother 
la A Fraenman MS4S1 loretu 
Toung. Ven Johnaan 
! 
EVERWfG 
SOO 
 fNEWS 
CATCH PHRASE 
MACNEL     /     LEHRER 
•  HELL  TOWN Father Noah 
HarrJatap'   Rrvert (Robert Shekel 
a young boy amarg* k 
■SPN)  TOP   RANK   BOXING 
John Meatra ve   Joey laid m a 
aaghf  bout   achad- 
tOBFP'RiNT STROKES 
COOK ING MEXICAN 
ESPN)   AEROBICS     BOOSES 
IN MOTION 
(TMO MOVE! ** Snake-as 
AM ArruHons (IS74) Vrgres 
McKama    Ronald   Fraaar    Few 
I I EM J HAWAII FIVE O JkMMY SWAGGART MOVIE  ***   TheHeroaa 
Of Tetamork" (ItSS) Krk Ooag- 
Nta. Rachard Herna 
ESPN) PEA PULL CONTACT 
KARATE HI 
1:30 
• NEWS 
2O0 
• CSS NEWS 
NlfiHTWATCH 
mast two tomboy gala  tha Am* 
cone, and rAefangs them to boat 
S:30 
(•CSS NEWS 
MOVIE    **H       Soeem 
Pretty Peggy'   (1973) Batta Oav- 
a. Ted Baa sal   A pretty atudem 
i abeorbed - da 
I ABC NEWS gj HAPPY DAYS AQAIN BUSINESS REPORT 
B:30 
• • OEOROE BURNS 
COMEDY WEEK ihtma.l 
The octogenarian hoeis shre 
aieekly anthology tar at Toraght 
a datectrve (Ten Mstheeon) tnee 
to hak> en aumutonaejed woman 
ICadasrete O'Haral reckam her 
nght to manage her lam*, * act- 
MEM 
• ■ EQUALIZER (Pramwral 
Edward Woodward tiara as Rob- 
art MoCaB. a lerrner nabflTici 
naratrva who comea oat of re- 
tramant to bafanca the aiataa of 
aateoa on the awaits of Menhet 
tan. TonajM a compuiar tachn. 
can etumbtaa onto a govarnmani 
(TMO   MOVEf   #*H     Trua 
Condaaera     IISS)I  Reberi  Do 
Nao. Robert Duved 
NEWS 
3:30 
• CSS 
NrQHTWATCH ■SPNI SPORTSCENTER 
OEM 
■SPN)   TENNIS Orymp-c  Stem 
700 
• • ENTERTAINMENT 
TONIGHT Mtsrvatw wrth DaV 
kaa" star Latda Gray 
I WHEEL OF FORTUNE 
NEWLYWCO GAME 
■  NATKX-AL   /  JOURNAL 
• ST. ELSEWHERE It tea art 
Premeeel Charrdkst comnuas to 
grove over m. icoa of fm brother 
« Vkstnam Auechfandar begets a 
search lor WeaaphaB's reneace- 
mant. the new laaad (ARre Wco 
dardl of obataaoa end gynacoto 
DAYTkVE SPORTS 
•OO 
ESPN) SPORTSCENTER 
•:30 
■SPN) SPORTSLOOK 
74)0 
■SPN) SPORTSCENTER 
BOO 
■SPN)   POLO  Shaareon   byvtia- 
tUnat tram Long kaoral NY   ff) 
OEM ■SPN) SPORTSCENTER 
• SO 
ESPN) SPORTSLOOK 
10:00 
ESPN) HORSESHOW JUMP- 
ING    mtamaejonal    Derby    bom 
Newport  Rl  Ml 
13:30 
■SPN)     JULHJS    ER VINOS 
SPORTS POCUS 
IOO 
ESPN) PKA FULL CONTACT 
ICARATECR. 
2:30 
■SPNI AUSTRALIAN RULES 
FOOTBALL     Semrhru-     game 
bam VFl Park at Vkctono Auaera- 
M«) 
•:30 
(ESPN)      MARK      SOSINS 
SALT WATER JOURNAL 
agar hods Magnum to bake it 
there's more than a ferrafy laud 
accrued  IRl 
• COSBY SHOW Rudy com 
pbana about bamg bored but 
whan Ckff earrrats her to have a 
Number party ha hnda hamee* 
lancing io aght precocnue 9- 
yaer-oMa Ml 
• NPL FOOTBALL Cfacago 
Beera at Mainaaota VAmga 
• VICTORY GARDEN A re- 
port bom Victory Garden Weet a 
vastt wah a pnaa-wmmng orgerac 
Sjenasfiar 
• MOVIE •* Tr-CeNsrVte- 
tan (I9III Wkkam Davwa 
Jannaar O'Neal A rraartad coup** 
O aeurrotuod by the wda'a rape 
and the huabanda nabMy to 
cope wnh the anack 
• COUNTRY AUCTION 
■SPN) AUTO RACING BHIA 
GT Sanaa bom Pocona. Pa 
(TMO MOVBE ft ft* "Cal 
M9S4I John Lynch Hasan Mar*. 
In Northern >*fand a 19 yaar^ld 
Cathacac man a haunMd by ha a> 
• A WALK THROUGH THE 
20TM CENTURY WITH BBJ. 
y«S_ 
MYSTERY1      Rumpoa*   Of 
Tha   Sarksy     ftumaxiat   oonbonta 
tha cad boy ratwor* whan ha t> 
ESPN) AUTO RACING USAC 
Hut 100 bom Torre Hearts, bid. 
| NIOHT COURT Harry . 
IOOO 
•    HOMETOWN   Reek 
i New York 
•or el Of ha band* 
• hUTaONAL   /   JOURNAL 
• HEX STREET BLUES 
Rapnee of tha aaaaon favsk* Jab- 
kjneki ejnorea she doctor s edwoa 
met M reat batam corrang book 
to wort FatfaD t reeant urnaVaa 
ahowa trace, of sHetatf. HB and 
i CAPITOL JOURNAL I   [Rl MASTERPIECE THE- 
ATRE "The boh R M A com. 
dy of error* a aat n motion when 
Fkary aekam of Barnard Shusa a 
attention* to Set, Krra, aabs 
Shute a oanaaroue rnara   B»aTt 3 
of Biffig 
(TMC) MOVIE **H 
ToMrope IISS4I Cknt I aat 
wood. Genanave Suwtd Whaa 
atwotwjaong a aenaa of erady *aa 
rrardara    a   lough  New   Ortaana 
i —th th. > Bar ra a pur 
auog  Sg 
MEM 
tSLfTTERPLBM 
SANPORO ANO SON 
IISPN1      JUNIOR      QUAR- 
TERHORSE      CHAMPION ■ EPS 
1100 
NEWS 
TONIOHT 
ClNONNATl 
r 
UtOO 
■ MOVIE •*<-. TMMracle 
01 Th. Sabs 11 Mli Frad Mac- 
Murray Ahda Vea. A hard boast) 
Moa>ywood proas agant accom 
panaa the dead body or an ac 
e-aee to her home town and hnda 
rwroaay a w-tnaa* to a mracta 
11:30 
fTAXJ 
COLUMSO A rrnotary —- 
ar paota aha perfect crane aath ho 
aa-pertrar atthaacam  PI) 
•      TONIGHT     Hoat       Johnny 
Caraon 
fASC NEWS NfOHTl -NE 
•  LATENIGHT AMERI 
CAHoai  LanrwWhoM-, 
• MNNY HEX 
ESPN) SPORTSCENTER 
13.00 
• STREETS      OP      SAN 
FRANCISCO 
tBJ/LOBO 
L J AUREL ANO HAROY 
■SPN)   TOP  RANK   BOXING 
John Meokaro ve Joey 'er.es m a 
aaaor   wetaarwoghi  bout   achatf 
uktd (or MgM rounds  bom Allan 
be City. N J. Rl 
(TMO    MOVIE    *4      Traoeh- 
ceai''    I1SS3)   Margot   KaMar. 
Robert Haya 
13:30 
• LATE NIGHT WITH DA - 
VkD LETTERA4AN SrheBAtJ I 
Maa. Ilematgaey. comadusn' 
Denny jDhnaton 
IOO 
(HAWAR FIVE O 
NEW AVENGERS A rkefag- 
ured  doubts   agent   bant  on  re- 
venge koktapa a tconsm ta hetp 
M 
IJeMfkJY •WAGOART 
lalOVB!   **#     A   hm 
(Aaoraa.    OSSS) Sean Canrory 
PVotaetent poMaman  R' 
•:30 
• F AM* Y TIES Whan At*. 
and Jamaa Janatt itart a tutorrg 
buamaee may wmd up caMvypatmg 
(or tha sam.g.1   it) 
• SNEAK PREVEfWS 
SOO 
1:M 
(TMO  MOVE   *f>*      ISOO' 
I1S77) Robert fJoMae. Btrt lan 
easier 
MO 
• CBS NEWS 
NfOHTWATCH 
• NEWS 
MO 
• CBS NEWS 
NknJHTWATCH 
ESPN! SPORTSCENTER 
300 
■•PM)      HORSE      RACING 
WEEKLY 
3 30 
4O0 
BSPhS  AUTO RACING CART 
kfohon  Indy Pace  bom It   Pat. 
DAYTaaE MOVES 
• OO 
(TMQ    *•      The   Brae*   R«g 
<IBB3)  Dra  Merro   Syhae  Std- 
the wake ef thee breakup. AJ 
and Rack are paarad once esaan 
whan the amuejBkars they hespsd 
arreei dacoa to even the score 
(Part 2 ot 2) Rig 
■ CHEERS Reor.ee ol the sea 
arm knew  Done place* e araneei- 
***S 
. *** 
.   **H 
. .   ** 
*» 
...   * 
L.:;:;.,^^.;;-!^ 
BG News 372-2604 
WEEKLY MEETING 
oitic^Mondays, 9 p.m. 
Commons, Second Floor, West Hall 
GET YOUR ALL-SPORTS PASS TODAY! 
:ftww**#»****4A*if*******w******^Si^*#iraM*w#**wft***K 
Classifieds 
September 13. 1985 
CAMPUS AND Cmf EVENTS 
AP1CS MEMBERSHIP DfWE 
BA LOBBY 
SEPTEMBER 5-13 
9 AM-4 PM 
JOM TODAY 
Attention AMA nnWi 
Picnic Sunday Sept  15 
1pm - 5 p.m City Park 
3—you turn 
Formal malting 
Tues Sept   17th 
7 30 p.m . 115 Education 
Speaker Larry McKlnloy trom NCR 
■"INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS"' 
ASSOCIATION 
StuOMil Orgemzatlons Fak-. Tueedey. Seo- 
iMibw 17, 11 00 am • 3:00 pm Come lo 
tha LB.A. boom Wa w* anawar el your 
queaaons Saa how you can have a doubts 
■safer m km Business wrthoul having to take 
ailra couraaa 
Jewteh Students Oroup. Shabbst Sarvlcaa. 
Fnday evening. 6 00 pm in the Faculty Lounge 
ol the Student Union Cat Bruce Kottter lor 
Intormatlon. 354-8420. Paycholoay Dept 
FMA mmmmm DRIVE 
SEPT 12,11, N. HOME EC. BUM. DING DUES 
UM. OPEN TO ALL MAJORS.  
Recyder'e CASH PRIZE CONTEST 
OUANO PRIZE tiee 
TO ENTER bong recyceieptaa. nawapapar. 
gtaaa. cam. I ol to 515 E. Poe Road (acroea 
trom ootaga pint) on me 2nd I 4m Sat  ol 
Sept. and Oct from 9 am to 2 p.m. 
DRAWING TO BE HELD OCT 28 
SPONSORED BY OFFICE OF 
 LITTER CONTROL  
STUDENT ORGANIZATIONS M THE 
COLLEGE OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION 
Please furnish the Onto* ol the Dean with the 
name, address, and phone number ol your 
DEAN'S ADVISORY COUNCIL REPRESENT* 
TrVE by Tuesday. September 1 7 The Ikst DAC 
meeting ** be Tuesday.  September  24 at 
4 00 in 372 BA  
The United Chnenan Feeowshlp (UCF) and lour 
Bowing Green Churches are sponsoring a New 
Student Dinner Sunday. Saptombar 15 at the 
UCF Center. 313 Thurstm. Bowing Green Tha 
dinner la tree and reservations may be made by 
casing 362 7534 Al students are welcome 
CLUB SOCCER - Anyone interested, practice 
la Tuesday A Thursday. 6:30 p.m.. Intramural 
Field CM 372-1738 tor more Information 
A Hoeh Haehane service wl be held In Prout 
Chapel on Monday September 16.et300p.m 
For further nlormatlon contact Bruce Kottler. 
coordmlor   ol the Jewish Students Oroup. 
ii4 8i20, .  
Looking lor people to help organize a cuk-to- 
dssslc ten group Qrelchen, 354-5878 
LOST AND FOUND 
HELP MI FIND MY KMJAHAI 
LOST ON ITH STREET — SEEN ON ITH 
BJsWAMM CALL MKE III HOI 
DON'T LET EQOR MAKE IT TO CAMPUSH 
RIDES 
MOC NEEDED to Miami U Frl . Sept 20 
lanytkne) vn help wkh gas $$ Cynthia 354- 
6901 
Fade needed to BG trom Cleveland a 
Septemoer 15 CM 354-3405 
■ Sunday 
''HLl*'i, 
- Plna/ 
Pogliors 
Pizza • Pasta • Subs 
Free deiuarv Mer 11 a.m. 
945 S.Maln      352-7571 
Free 32 oz. 
Mug of Coke 
with any 7" Sub 
Free Delivery w/coupon 
Try our fabulous subs and keep this 32 02. plastic collectors Coke Mug 
full of Coke free. Offer limited while supplies last. 
Free quart of 
Coke with any Large Pizza 
.-------1   ,-^eJ-Stv-J---------l 
I NEED ROES FROM TOLEDO TO BG, 
FRIDAYS « SATURDAYS (MORNINGS). ANO 
BO TO TOLEDO ON SAME DAYS (LATE 
AFTERNOONS) WILL HELP WITH OAS CALL 
MARLA 352 2977. LEAVE NAME I PHONE 
ROE NEEDED TO MARION, INDIANA (Ft 
Wayne area) Can leave Friday ol any weekend 
GAS SSI CM 2-3878.  
HAS ANYONE SEEN THESE LADIES 
ANNE BAKER KATHY MOSSING 
Ksasn LONG LISA WOLAR 
CONTACT LEROY HARBISON IMMEDIATELY 
Ladtos Ersoy Happy Ule-Succees Beeutlfut 
SUnl ITS M yours Free Report Mr Happiness 
Box 223. Alt Sprna, FL 32716.  
FOOTS TYPING 
Sl/page IDS) on campue pick-up 4:00 p.m. 
569 2579 
L8AT • MCAT • OMAT • ORE 
• OPA REVIEW • 
STATE NURSING BOARDS — NCLEX 
KPALAN EDUCATIONAL CENTER 
No 1 kl TEST PREPARATION 
(4191 538-3701 TOLEDO. OH 
PORTABLE TOILET RENTAL 
Frew pickup 8 detvery 
352-7316 
Ruthie a Sewing and Alterations 
Everything must be clean 
Phone 352-7268 
PERSONALS 
TODAY - THE LAST DAYI 
ORIENTATION    BOARD    APPLICATIONS 
DUEIII 405 ITUDENT SERVICES 
AGO '204. 208. 207. 208. 2101 Hooter 
I rrvea you M extremely and I'm sad when I don't 
get to see you everyday 1 promise to come and 
vak II you promise We'l M go out sometime 
eoonll I LOVE YAI CURLER 
ALPHA Xl'a GET PSYCHED TO FIOHT 
THE SPIRIT AWARD IS OURS, 
THAT'S RIGHT! 
ALTHOUGH THE GAMES ARE NOT TONIGHT 
TOMORROW   AT   COLLEGE   PARK  WE'LL 
WIN, THAT'S RKJHT 
LETS DO IT Xl'a. YOUR COACHES, 
GRANT. BRAD, AND RICHIE 
^Smtluri 
r~~The BG News" .Classified Information. Mail-In Form 
DEADLINE: Two days prior to publication no later than 4 p.m. 
(BG News not responsible tor postal service delays) 
RATES: per ad are 60' per line, $1 80 minimum. 
50' extra per ad tor bold type 
Approximately 35-45 spaces per line 
PREPAYMENT is required lor all non-university related business and individuals 
NOTICE: The News will not be responsible tor error due to illegibility or incomplete information. Please 
come to 214 West Hall immediately it there is an error in your ad The news will not be 
responsible for typographical errors in classified ads for more than two consecutive insertions 
CLASSIFIED MAIL ORDER FORM 
Name  
Address 
Phone # 
Social Security # or Account #  
(For billing purposes only) 
Please print your ad clearly, EXACTLY how you wish it to appear: 
(Circle words you wish to appear in bold type)  
CIssslllcBtlon In which you wish your ad to appear: 
      Campus & City Events* 
       Lost & Found 
       Rides 
       Services Offered 
Personals 
Wanted 
Help Wanted 
For Sale 
For Rent 
•Campus/City Event ads are published free of charge for one day for a non-profit event or meeting only. 
Dates of Insertion . 
.£ Total niMfiber of day* 
Man to: (On or Off-Campus Mail) 
The BG News 
214 West Hall BGSU 
Bowling Green, Ohio 43403 
(Checks payable to BG News) 
Phone: 372-2601 
-J 
AMY AND STEVK 
Congrats on becoming sorority girta You guys 
are all "o R." 
GDI Love and MUe, Pan  
ATTENTION ALL TAVERNS OF B.Q.: 
AN APB IS OUT ON JOELLYN "taiY" DEB- 
LASE   SHE  ts REPORTED TO BE ARMED 
WITH A 21M  BIRTHDAY  TODAY • SHE  IS 
LOADED ANO COULD BE DANGEROUS 
DEPUTY SHERRIF SUSIE VANCUREN 
ATTENTION   KAPPAS. PHI TAU'S. AW) SIG 
EP'S. WE'RE LOOKING FORWARD TO OUR 
FUST FOUR WAY COULDN'T HAVE PICKED 
A BETTER CREW SEE YOU IN HEAVEN OR 
WILL IT BE HELL? LOVE. ALPHA GAMS 
BARNEY   I LOVE SNEAKING AROUND WITH 
YOU?? YOUR LOVER GIRL  
Chub #1, Chub /2. Chub #3. Chub #4. 
Three new chubs to add! 
T*6, Boom «8. Fisher «7  
Congratuletlorie to Puddles end Grinder on their 
Phi Mu - Phi Deft re pinning 
Love. Jm and Kan 
DAMEL LOHGACBE 
HAPPY 21st BIRTHDAY 
Pan on roan' them as big aa HO-HO'a the) 
aiakand tor a Capital DoaY Who time' Hey. 
where's the monkey? 
Your Me to be SCARPS  
SALUE SCHRODER 
CongrssuMtona on your engagement to Gary 
We wan you a tuture ol heppness 
Love, your Kappa astters  
DEAR ANNE, 
CONGRATS ON BECOMING A GAMMA PHH 
I'M REALLY PROUD OF YOU AS USUAL! 
LOVE, MIKE 
MICHAEL J 
HAPPY I si ANNIVERSARY SWEETHEART! 
THANKS FOR THE BEST YEAR OF MY UFE- 
SO FAR LETS KEEP GOING FOREVER! 
I LOVE YOU SO MUCH' —TRACI J 
NEVER AGAIN la oaring Oct. 41  
WM you sunn* the KKO/Z1T 
area* OlyaaslaalT  
ttJonHe)onV" 
Find out what OSEA a el about 1 at meeting 
Tuesday. Sept  17  8:00 pm  ki 121 Weal 
Hal  
FOOTBALL    HOCKEY    BASKETBALL   see 
them M. Order your AS Sports Peas TODAYi 
Fred, 
Thanks tor three memorable. Intereetlng ter- 
rific,  and very special years   I LOVE YOU 
CRAWI Forever. Jeanette  
GOVERNMENT HOMES from SI 
(U Repair) Also deknguent tax properly 
CM 1 805 887 6000 Ext GH 8849 tor xifor- 
mebon  
GREG A JOHNSON 
0000 LUCK AT KENTUCKY! 
PUNT THE 'ISM OUT OF THATiAll! 
SEE YOU AT THE GAME...311! 
YOURS! FAN  
HAPPY HATED MAY OUEEFERII 
HAPPY B-LATED aVOAY OUEEFERII 
HAPPY HATED 8-OAY OUEEFERII 
HEY ALPHA DELTS HAVE YOU DONE YOUR 
HODOY TODDY TODAY??  
HEY ALPHA Xl'a IT HAS FINALLY ARRIVED, 
THE SKUaA CHI ANO ALPHA XI DEMY DAYS 
TEA. SO FUZ2TES GET PSYCHEO BECAUSE 
THE SKIS ARE GONNA SHOW YOU A GOOD 
MIGHT. SEE YOU AT 9:00 P.M SHARP TO- 
NIGHT. LOVE, THE HQ8  
HONEY"! 
1 HOPE YOU HAVE A WONDERFUL 22nd 
BIRTHDAY! I LOVE YOU IMMENSELYI 
PPPPP. ... ^E  
KM ESORO: CorajraUMtona on your KKG- 
Bett levstanng to Pete" 
Love, your Kappa sssssrs  
ITS A FRIGHTENING thought thla FRIDAY THE 
13lh stuff, but the CHI Os «■ be safe because 
lie PIKES ARE TOUGH  Al the CHI Os ARE 
LOOKING FORWARD lo the tea  
KEN Congrats on becoming s PM Kappa Tau 
I'm reeky happy tor you. Remember, youl have 
days a»e tmel Love. Steph  
UBTEN TO YOUR HEART and play United 
Way musical chess al FM Feel. Sal at 3 30 
pjn. Free and Fun tor Mt 
TODAY - THE LAIT OAVI 
ORIENTATION    BOARD    APPLICATIONS 
DUEIII 405 STUDENT SERVICES 
Lou Hams. 
You're such a sweetheart 
We hope youl be a daring too! 
Love, your Phi Mu sellers  
Mart Ferrero Happy Bkthdayl Lets have a 
great evenkig IcoMhtr. I love youl Hoty 
MQMT CLUB  -  Expend  your prolaaalonal 
hortzonal Sign up now kl the BA lobby Regkv 
tnstlon Sept 4 through Sept  13, 8 00-4 30 
NANCY HONAKER AMD KEITH CRANE: 
We have to get together before this semester 
ends No teeVyg where ki this country each ol 
us wl end up OREO Cookies and max? OR IS 
IT THE END OF THAT ERA? COME ON 
GUYS LETS HAVE SOME FUN BEFORE WE 
GO WHAT ARE BROTHERS 1 SISTERS FOR? 
LOVE YAI JACO 
CongratuMtona on your Alpha xisigma Chi 
pUntngl We love youl 
Love, Jute and Wendy  
PHI ALPHA TO SAMBO 'COMPETITION'' AN- 
DERSON ON YOUR SAE-OQ PINNING TO 
UNOAI THE MEN OF 320 N ENTERPRISE. J. 
BOGIE. TOM J . CANDY AND KRESS  
PHI BETA LAMBDA 
Future Business Leaders 
•• •MEMBERSHIP DRIVE* • • 
Come find out about us September 16. 7.30 
Alumni Room 3rd floor union. Speaker EDS 
Wine and Cheese Receptloii in Faculty Lounge. 
9 p.m tosowlng the meeting See you there! 
Pnzee' Buttons! Music' Funl THE UNITED 
WAYHI Yea - United Way musical chairs wl 
be Saturday at 3:30 during Fal Feet m Cosege 
Park. Be Here!  
WhM bettor way M spend a Saturday 
DOGS, SUDS, end Ksppa Slgsll 
See 'ira there, the Ksppaa  
RUSH A FRATERNITY WHERE BROTHER- 
HOOD N MOM THAN JUST A WORD. 
RUSH PI KAPPA PHI TONIGHT 7:10  
SAE'a 
Get psyched for a 
"PARTY IN YOUR PJ's 
Love, the AXO'a 
•SkJewa* Seles 
 Joana N Thmga 531 RMge  
Ska Ep'e and PM Tau's: 
Get psyched tor our Friday the 13th tee 
A "lucky" night I wl be 
Love, the Kappaa  
Sigma CMa. 
Derby Days are here again 
The Sigma Clue ere terrific men 
The Phi Mu gate, above the real 
Wlah you M the very best! 
ThsPHMus  
Sigma Chra— 
We've welled a veer 
Derby Days are here 
Lets do It up right 
By partying M night!  
STEVE Happy 21 «• Honl 
Hare'a looking forward to celebrating the reel of 
our birthdays together I know that we wa 
because "the search la over." 
Forever yours, Jeryl  
THE BROTHERS OF PHI KAPPA Psl ANO THE 
SISTERS OF AXO CONGRATULATE THE 
WINNERS OF THE 1M5 BATHTUB RACE 
GOOD JOB TO let PLACE PHI DELTS AND 
ALPHA SM LITTLE SIS'a THE SPIRIT 
AWARDS GO TO THE ZBT'a AND THE ALPHA 
Xl'a. CONQRATULATIONSI  
THE BROTHERS OF THETA CHI WOULD LIKE 
TO CONGRATULATE BLAKE CUSHNIE AND 
AMY PtESEN ON THEB THETA CHI-DELTA 
ZETA LAVAUERHQl  
The Chub CLUB Rush. 
If you cent soon a chub 
You cent |oki lie dub!  
The weekend. Paul says free junior german 
choc. M BR I you say you reed It here 
Thump. Thump 
Thump, Thump 
Thump. Thump  
TO OUR FAVORITE KO'a 
-KATHY. SUE. HOLLY. I BRENOA- 
THE  TOY.  WATERFK3HTS,   INDOOR   BON- 
FIRES, COOKOUTS. PARTIES AND ALL THE 
GOOD TIMES THANKS FOR A GREAT SUM 
MER! LOVE. MIKE. EWC I STEVE 
Undergraduate Student Government wl meet 
Mon . Sept 16 M 7 p m ki the McFM Aesem- 
bty Room Voice your opkilonl  
USG APPLICATIONS AM AVAILABLE IN 
4M STUDENT SERVICES 
PET INVOLVED ANO MAKE A DIFFERENCE 
- USG NEEDS YOU! - 
APPLICATIONS ARE NOW AVAILABLE FOR 
ON ANO OFF CAMPUS REPSi APPLICATIONS 
DUE WEDNESDAY. SEPT   18. AT 5 P.M. M 
405 STUDENT SERVICES' GET INVOLVED IN 
THE STUDENT VOICE AT BGSU! USG" 
WAMIEO — A eweet, charming, aenettlve, 
eSksoatre teraefe. Age 18-22. Reeson - Heap 
me the my We. Contact NELS at J41 Bronv 
BeM. 
WHAT DOES "SUPER   OPIE LOOK UKE IN 
THE IwORNkNO? ASK A THETA CHI  
GOVERNMENT XXSS S16.040 S5B.230ryr 
Now  Hktng   CM   1-808-887 8000 Ext   R- 
8849 tor currant federal III 
DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE 
Kdiird b> I'rude Michel J.fff 
ACROSS 
1 Wilt. 5 Across. 
story opener 
5 See 1 Across 
tO Cherry stones 
u unusual 
'5 Admit 
16 Monogram pt 
17 Neisse 
Line 
18 Having a Q' 
or   R 
19 Ditto 
20 Swig 
21 Puerto  
2? Contentious 
one 
24 Occasionally, 
with 1 Across 
26 Incite 
27 See 58 Across 
28 Now and then, 
with 1 Across 
32 Side 
35 Author Nm 
36 By George 
nespretly'' 
37 Sly Cry 
38 Local.eg 
39 See 58 Across 
40 Venerable 
41 Stole 
42 Literary figures 
43 With land27 
Across, a Kauf- 
man-Hart title 
45 Dieter's 
concern 
46 See 47 Across 
47 With land46 
Acoss. quick 
and cursory 
51 Piece of wire 
53 or less 
54 Caviar 
55 Burden 
56 Disables 
56 With 1,27 and 
39 Across very 
rarely 
59 Eye 
60 Before 1 Across 
suddenly 
61 Bounce 
62 Kind of fish 
63 Mem St reel 
flickers 
64 Great Barrier 
(Hand 
DOWN 
1 Mime college 
town 
2 Zenilhs 
opposite 
3 Moved line log 
4 Poetic 
"always" 
5 Witch m Verdi's 
The Masked 
Ban 
6 Harmony 
7 Palindromic 
name 
8 Never Ger 
9 With 1 Across, 
occasionally 
10 Mount m 
ancient 
Palestine 
ii Like some 
sounds 
12 Clock 
13 Young 0'old 
ending 
2i Scott Hamil 
ton's milieu 
23 Tills 
25 Bat an eye 
28 Hold lie 
29 Carpenter's 
need 
30 Clumsy one 
3) Watches 
closely 
32 Speak m jest 
33 Caron role 
34 With l Across. 
definitively 
35 Syria, once 
36 Welles him 
•    (with "The') 
39 Those two 
41 British carbine 
42 Knight's 
attendant 
44 Circumvented 
45 Beginnings 
47 Fictional 
salesman 
48 Cuiihroat. 
for one 
49 Not Bound 
50 Busybody 
51 Advance wilh 
difficulty 
52 African 
republic 
53 Venus de — 
57 Pubd'inh 
58 Heard from the 
herd 
ANSWEJLIO PREVIOUS PUZZLE 
TAT 
iicii'i CIUH.K'H.I 
:. sffltBS 
iini.iM  rar.iiii.in  Plata 
uniMt]    i 
IMSIM *■•**, ll 
Attention Ladtesl I need lo dance tor you 
Pertlee birthdays, and smal get-togethers ere 
my specialty Male dancer For more kilo 372- 
3482 
Looking lor people to orgenUe a oil-to classic 
Mm group Qretchen, 354-5676 
Carrie. Carole. Lauren, end Schoyck proudly 
announce the) they finely swindled s WORK- 
MG Phene from GTE Congrstulelory remarks 
may be attended al 363-8802  
MAKE ELLVS OAYI 
CALL ANO WISH HER A HAPPY 21st B-OAY' 
352-8036 
BORED? 
FOR 80S COMPLETE PABTY LIST 
CONTACT SUE AT 312-7147 
NO ONE LEAVES KOHL HALL ALONEII 
2nd NEW ESCORT SERVICE. ANYONE- 
ANYTIME—ANYWHERE ON CAMPUS1 
NO CHARGE! CALL 2-5042 FOR INFO. 
COURTESY OF TKB. 
WANTED 
Female looking lor housing In Bowling Green 
•or tell semester. C.ll 41I447-8I74 to make 
MALE' 
Sealing   2   good looking,   wel  bult.   sexy, 
brunette B.G. guys with outstanding personcft- 
lea I masreeted. eel B at 372-5812 or 
K at 372-5711 
Need 1 ncommale for house, own bedroom 
Hquke al 126 Byal or CH 353-3308 Pels 
aeowed 
I am Ina victim of a hit A run accident The car 
•ho hit mine a blue and is damaged on the right 
front bumper and/or fender Rewardtf found 
362-8138 
I NEED A KfCKBOXING PARTNER - MEDIUM 
TO FULL CONTACT BOXING SKILLS A MUST 
ALONG WITH YOUR OWN EQUIPMENT CALL 
2-5526 
HELP WANTED 
Babysitter needed MWF 8-1030. R 8-1 
Please eel 362 4698 References required 
MerketJng positions eveleble Rapidly ex- 
panded cable TV company is searching for sett- 
mottveled mdtvWueto to work si the sales I 
marketing department Ful & part time poaHone 
aveakbk) Must be neat 1 personable Reliable 
tranaportsson required Cal Kettiy « 87B- 
8531 
Seeking experienced babysitter lor evenmga 
weekends and Thursdays Please cal Mrs 
Buchanan at 823 3315 Must have car 
REWARD — Free trip to Oevtona plus commis- 
sion money WANTED: organized group or 
ndhiduel lo promote the number one Spring 
Break trip to Deytona If you are mtereeted ki 
our reward cal 414-781 0455 or 1 800 453 
9074. Immedkiteh/' Or write Designers ol 
Travel. N 48. W 13334 Weal Hampton Ave . 
Menomonee Faas. Wl 53051 
CHURCH CHOIR DIRECTOR 
Rrsf Crmetlen Church 
(Oadplss ol Christ) 
HaskJne at Poe Roads Inquke BOO am -3 30 
p m . Phone 354-3989  
Attention Dietary Students. 
We now have pert time openlnge in our dietary 
dept We can work around your school sched- 
ule Pis sal apply Mane Care Center. 306 W 
Wooster. 353-7651  
■salialliii lor 6 month old 9 a m -1 p m M-F 
Cloee lo campue. 363-1682 Even II only 
evalabk» a lew days, please eel  
Mueidens needed to lorm e band 
Open to a variety of mueic styles 
Interested? Cal 362 8643 
Chemistry and'or Physics tutor needed 
CM cosset. 0-891 9351 
 Leave message, number  
FOR SALE 
Dll ullo nt lele 
My wke look her stuff and moved to Va Beech 
SeBng SO*, ol what's left I've got what you 
need Come on down 534 N Mam St (at I. 
Many) Canceled If raMng 9-4 on Sat 14th. 
12-2 on Sun   16th 
Mobas home. 2 Ddrms . appaanr.ee 
N   ol BG   Reasonable   682-2611  or 882 
1146 ^_ 
1988 Buck Skylerk 350 Dark blue, brand new 
Ires, eeheuet. battery, brakee No rust — runs 
greet, perfect school carl $995 or beet offer 
372-5040    
SUSPENDED LOFT 
1 YEAR OLD tl 40 
GOOD CONDITION. CALL 372-1950 
For Sets: Planornvbunk bed wkh or without 
meta-ese. University approved Cal 354 8486 
'78 Buk* Opel Rune very wel $900 00 
Phone 364-4117.  
Double size dorm or smal apt -sus refrigerator 
C.CSSSnl condition   $100.00 
CM Suzanne al 364 1671 after 5 30pm 
'76 Audi Fox with 1980 engine Good condi- 
tion  $800 Phone 363-8706  
Royal Office Master Typewriter 
2 years; $100 00 or best otter 
Cal Beth. 352-9800 
Smal dorm  refrigerator   Brand new   Asking 
$86.00. CM evenmps 362-2347  
For Sass - Cheap' Dkwiweiner. 
Rugs — orange shag 10 > 14. gold 9 x 12. 
green 9 x 12 CM 352-1927 
FOR SALE COLOR TV IN EXCELLENT CON- 
DITION (ONE YEAR OLD) WITH REMOTE 
CONTROL INCLUDING TV. TABLE ASKING 
FOR $250 OR BEST OFFER CALLAMROOR 
ROBERT AT 352-1620 EXT 213 OR 217 
New eoll frame fold-out sola bed. $75 Stereo 
wkh am/fm. 8 track, turntable 1 2 speakers. 
$76 CM 352-1299 
FOR SALE XEROX 820 « personal computer 
$1.500 00 FIRM Contact (37)2-7287 or 
362-1071.  
Red Velvet High Beck Living Room disk ki 
good ccodsson. $80. 362-0640  
PERFECT APARTMENT FURNITURE 
Must aM immedietety' Good prtoas   weterbed. 
desk,   tates-chaks    bookcases,    rude-abed. 
shsdee  I  more.  Please oM A  leeve  your 
n get beck ASAP  1-382-5746 
FOR RENT 
WANTED ROOMMATE FOR FALL AND'OR 
SPRING SEMESTER LOCATED CORNER OF 
8th ANO HIGH - MT VERNON ARTS CALL 
354-7710 ASK FOR PAUL OR BILL 
2be<e^c*nas<ntitei'4doeetoUrkversity. also a 
1 room emclenc wHI uHOes peJd, 362-5622 
Sub leeee epsrtment at 222 S Coeege 
Contact NevHove Acts . S Mem. 352 5620 
